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THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths) took
the Chair at 2.15 p.m.. and read prayers.

HEALTH: DENTAL
Technicians: Petitions

On motions by Hon. Margaret McAleer, the
following petition bearing the signatures of 54 per-
sons was received, read, and ordered to lie upon
the Table of the House-

TO:

The Honourable the President and Mem-
bers of the Legislative Council in Parliament
assembled. We the undersigned residents in
the State of Western Australia do herewith
pray that the Parliament of Western
Australia will support.

(i) The amendment of the Dentist's Act,
1939-1972 to include Provision for Dental
Technicians who qualify through Legislation
to treat members of the public direct in the
fitting, manufacture and repair of removable
dental prosthesis (dentures), thereby provid-
ing members of the public with a free choice
of consultation in the matter of fitting, manu-
facture and repair of removable dental pros-
thesis; and

(ii) The establishment of a recognised
course of clinical training to be undertaken
in addition to the existing Dental Tech-
nician's apprenticeship to enable existing and
future Dental Technicians to qualify under
the term of paragraph (i) above.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound,
will ever pray.

(See paper No. 8 7.)
A similar petition was presented by Hon. G. E.

Masters (102 persons).

(See paper No. 88.)

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

ACTS AMENDMENT (INSOLVENT ESTATES)
HILL

Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon. J. M.
Berinson (Attorney General), and read a first
time.

Second Reading

lHON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [2.42 P.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

In 1972, the Law Reform Commission was
asked to report on the law relating to trusts and
the administration of estates. As part of its work
on that reference, the commission has issued re-
ports dealing with distribution on intes-
tacy-project No. 34 part I-and administration
bonds and sureties-project No. 34 part 11. The
recommendations of these reports were largely
implemented by the Administration Act Amend-
ment Act 1976.

In December 1978, the commission reported on
the administration of deceased insolvent es-
tates-project No. 34 part Ill. The Bill is based on
the recommendations of that report,
recommendations which described the present
legal framework in respect of deceased insolvent
estates as complex and obscure.

At present, there are three different procedures
by which an insolvent estate may be administered.
Different practical consequences arise from each
procedure and the choice of which procedure to be
applied in any particular case depends on the dis-
cretion of the administrator of the estate. The
three procedures are as follows-

(]) informal administration out of court;

(2) formal administration under the pro-
visions of the Commonwealth Bank-
ruptcy Act 1966; or

(3) administration pursuant to an order of
the Supreme Court.

The first of these procedures is the most com-
monly used as it minimises legal formality and
expense. Unfortunately, the law in respect of this
procedure is difficult to ascertain, being a combi-
nation of common law principles and statutory
rules from a variety of enactments. Clause 5 of the
Bill will have the effect of making the procedure
to be followed in future cases both uniform and
certain. In every instance, the rules to be applied
must be those in the fifth schedule, essentially, the
rules in force under the Commonwealth law of
bankruptcy.

The Fifth schedule scheme will, unlike the bank-
ruptcy rules, permit claims for unliquidated sums.
An important consequence of adopting the bank-
ruptcy rules is that the Crown in right of the
Commonwealth and the State will lose its common
law right of priority. It is made clear that this is
intended by the proposed new section 10A.
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One of the features of informal administration
is that it permits preference between creditors.
Provided the personal representative has paid all
claims of higher priority of which he is aware, he
has a right to choose from among the remaining
creditors who shall receive payment first. The
reason for this rule was to permit the personal
representative to pay claims as they were received,
without being left with a liability in respect of
those which had not come in before the estate was
exhausted. The Commission recommended that
this right be abolished. Clause 4 of the Bill does so
and provides additional protection for the personal
representative who makes payment in good faith.

In general, the Bill will have the effect of sim-
plifying and consolidating the law.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. P. H.
Lockyer.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY: SIXTH DAY
Motion

Debate resumed from 8 August.
IHON. P. H-. WELLS (North Metropolitan)

[2.45 p.m.]: I support the motion moved by Hon.
Mark Nevill. Prior to my remarks, I place on
record the thanks of all my colleagues to the
Leader of the House and the Government for the
arrangements they made for vehicles in connection
with the funeral of the late Hon. Gordon
Atkinson. It was very much appreciated that on
that day we were able to attend and pay our re-
spects to one of our colleagues from this House.
We are indebted to the Government for the ar-
rangements it made so that so many members
were able to travel to Dalwallinu for the occasion.

Several members: Hear, hear!
Hon. P. H. WELLS: I have a few remarks I will

make under a number of headings, one of which
relates to modern technology. Then I will deal
with overcrowding in schools, signs on Govern-
ment buildings in my area, problems relating to
intergovernmental arrangements, financial
counselling, financial institutions duty, and a
number of general issues representing the elastic
part of my speech. I will either expand or contract
those parts depending upon the help I receive from
Des Dans's clan, if they assist me as they have
done on the other occasions I have risen to speak.

H-In. Garry Kelly: We will certainly help you.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: I already have one gentle-

man assisting me here. It is nice to have that sort
of friendly assistance. However, on occasions,
members rise to speak and forget about the issues
they wish to raise because of the assistance they

receive! I thank the Government members for the
number of times they have assisted me with
prompting and enabling me to remember the
issues I tend to forget.

The first question I raise is prevalent in the
minds of Government members; many members of
the Opposition have drawn it to their attention
because of the number of people who have
contacted members' offices relating to the prob-
lems they face with modern technology and the
explosion of video films in our community. We can
now have video films shown in the lounge rooms of
our homes.

I will deal with the problems that have arisen
through the introduction of that technology in
terms of responsibility and legislation. The prob-
lem has been created for legislators because the
Acts dealing with the control of classifications
were designed for films. The classifications were
designed to enable people to say, "Right, children
between these ages should not be allowed to see
this film, and they will not be allowed in." The
classifications are administered by the Chief Cen-
sor of the Commonwealth.

When the films moved from theatres into drive-
ins, the classification problem became greater. It
was not as bad in the early days because drive-ins
tended to be built in outer areas, away from the
centres of population. However, development
reached the stage at which drive-in screens be-
came more accessible to a greater proportion of
the population. In my area, people can walk out
onto their front verandahs and see a picture in
front of them, as large as life. These people have a
problem in exercising parental control over what
they allow their children to see.

If the classification remains, we would stop chil-
dren going into drive-ins where those films were
being shown, but many drive-in screens are fully
visible to large sections of the population, and the
classifications should be reconsidered for these
drive-ins. We go to a lot of trouble to say we are
not going to have children attend films that have
classified signs along these strict lines and then
advertising films are shown in drive-in picture
theatres which have screens open to the general
public. Here, we find conflict as to what the legis-
lation intended in terms of classification and who
should view certain films. The move into the video
area has brought about a radical change. I do not
believe the community should allow the expansion
of the availability of these films and a wide range
of material which was previously considered
harmful. It was previously considered children
should not see these types of Films.
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This material is outside the control, to some
degree, of the legislators, because it is available
for children to see in the home; there is a limit to
what parental control we can have. Certainly we
may well be able to ban the importation of such
material, but that will not stop the person who
brings in a single copy and who can subsequently
manufacture many copies from that one copy. In
this way material that has been considered by
previous Governments not to be suitable for chil-
dren can be available to them. It would appear to
me that we are confronted with an issue and we
must examine where we are going and what the
community will allow. What material will we al-
low retailers to sell when there is a likelihood that
it will be available to our children?

We have controls on a whole range of things;
certainly, it is difficult to choose what is and is not
harmful. That difficulty is not removed from us as
legislators. We have the responsibility to grapple
with the problem, and certainly I support the
idea-and I know the Federal Opposition has
suggested this-that this area be inquired into at
the Federal level. I think we have some responisi-
bility to examine what we are doing at State level,
and I believe it requires some urgent attention.
People must sit down unemnotionally and look at
the facts and invite some input from the com-
munity which has a vested interest. What we are
talking about is the children of our com-
munity--our future leaders.

We need to remember that every Government
prior to this point has said this type of material
should not be available for children. That is why
we have legislation to stop children entering Film
centres when certain films are being shown. Can
we absolve ourselves from the responsibility just
because modern technology has made these films
available to come into the home? I believe this is a
challenge for us. We must review realistically
where we are going and where modern technology
in the video area is likely to take us. We,' as a
State, are in control of our destiny in this area and
I believe there should be Some revisions of the
classifications.

There are some real problems in relation to
classification. One of the problems the poor video
distributor has-and I only found this out re-
cently-is that a number of videos are classified
"R" by the Commonwealth Censor. Large num-
bers of the videos coming into the State do not
have a classification shown on the box. When the
association realised this, it said it wanted a list of
all films which had been classified "R". The
answer received was that the listing was on cards.
How can we expect the video operators to have
some responsibility if the people involved in the

censorship are using some archaic card system?
There is a maze of video operators, and how can
they know the classifications?

The system of legislation does not provide them
wtth an adequate means of knowing exactly what
films have been classified "R".

Let us look at the classification system. The
only major change since the inception of that
system is that we have included an "X"-rated
category. I suggest the present classification
system is archaic and has out-lived its term. It is
time there was a complete revision, an inquiry into
the type of classifications of films and videos so
that the buying public know what they are getting.
What happens is that a person can go into a video
shop, pick up from the shelf a film which he be-
lieves is acceptable to show his family, and yet
when he gets home he finds it contains violence
and sex. I think the buying public is entitled to
know what they are getting.

I suggest that the Government, as the State
legislator, should be responsible for instituting a
review of the classification of films, as well as an
inquiry into modern technology and the effect of
the video boom.

In terms of the classification, I suggest the
Government should look at a system used over-
seas. This is the "LSV" system. Films are classi-
fied according to the language, sex, and violence
content. They are given a classification between
zero and nine in each category. For instance, a
person could have confidence-if he knew the cen-
sorship were reasonable-in a video that had a
classification "Ml". He would know that it
contained very little sex or violence, so therefore
one could have some knowledge of the actual con-
tent. On the other hand, if a video was classified

"99.a person would know it was certainly not
suitable for a family because it would contain a
fair amount of bad language, sex, and violence.
Such a film would be horrific, and not suitable for
children.

We should have guidelines to provide classifi-
cations that would enable people to have some
confidence in what they were buying, and in that
way some control could be exercised. Further-
more, we would be able to pinpoint the type of
films made available to our children, recognising
that in the past we have accepted the need to see
that our children are not exposed to the extremes
in terms of sex and violence.

I say again: The present system has outlived its
purpose. It is time for a change. We accept that
modern technology is here, and we certainly want
to get rid of a classification system that was meant
for the old-type Films and the old picture theatres.
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That system certainly does not meet the needs of
modern technology today.

There is some necessity for urgent action in
those two areas. The legislation relating to the
availability of pornography should be reviewed
and also the classification of the whole range of
sexually explicit and violent films and videos
should be reviewed.

I now refer to another area of technology which
I find somewhat confusing. I am concerned about
the responsibility accepted by the Government in
this area and about whether it has given sufficient
guidance to the community on the question of in
vitro fertilisation and artificial insemination. Ac-
cording to Press statements at the time, the
Government set up an ethics committee in June
1983 to supervise and advise on the practice of in
vitro fertilisation in Western Australia. The mem-
bers of that committee, under the chairmanship of
Mr Meadows, are-

The Anglican Archbishop of Perth,
Most Rev. Dr P. F. Carnley;

The

Father William Uren, a Jesuit;

Dr Peter Brine;
Mr R. J. Meadows (chairman);
Dr G. Lilburne;
Associate Professor C. A. Michael;

Associate Professor R. A. Barter;

Miss Ros Denny; the Director of Nursing
at King Edward Memorial Hospital; and,

Dr Athel Hockey.
I quote the following from a Press statement of 3
June 1983-

Doctors engaged in in vitro fertilisation in
WA are in private practice and not subject to
the ethical or medical advisory committee at
the University of WA or at the teaching hos-
pitals.

Announcing the formation of the com-
mittee yesterday, the Minister for Health, Mr
Hodge, said that doctors involved in in vitro
fertilisation had welcomed and encouraged
the formation of the committee.

I do not know whether the committee has yet
reported. However, I raise this question because
the subject is currently under considerable dis-
cussion in the community.

I am aware that the Commonwealth Family
Law Act was amended to bring within its scope
the provision that certain children are deemed to
be children of the mother's husband. That covers
those children conceived by artificial insemination
carried out with the consent of the mother's hus-

band. Other moves in this direction have been
made in Victoria and New South Wales.

It appears from the second reading speech of
the debate in New South Wales that in July 1983
the Attorneys General met to discuss this subject.
This leads me to believe that uniform legislation
was envisaged that would apply in all States. I am
not certain about complications that may have
arisen in each of the States with regard to this
legislation. However, some nine months later,
New South Wales introduced the Artificial Con-
ception Bill and the Child Equity of Status
Amendment Bill. These measures were designed
to ensure that New South Wales had some
guidelines on how to operate in what appears to be
a very complicated legal area. It is important that
the Government accepts responsibility with regard
to setting up reasonable guidelines.

On 15 May, the Victorian Government assented
to the Statutes of Child Amendment Bill. Also, on
18 April 1984, the Infertility Medical Procedures
Bill was introduced into that Parliament. I believe
debate on that measure has been adjourned pend-
ing community debate.

The State Government has a responsibility in
this area. A report should be issued reviewing the
situation to ensure that Western Australia is not
left behind. More importantly, it must ensure that
the children and parents involved are not left in a
legal tangle. I am not saying that they are at
present in a legal tangle-at present the Family
Law Act appears to provide some cover. However,
the purpose of the committee set up in June 1983
was to look into this important subject. By this
time one would have expected some statement,
public discussion, and a willingness on the part of
the Government to approach this sensitive issue.

Reasonable legislation is needed to cover the
situations that can arise. I use the word
"reasonable" because recntly I heard of a case
regarding immigration. A married couple who
were having difficulty with the Commonwealth
Government were prepared to return to their
country of origin, obtain a divorce, return to
Australia, and marry other residents in order to be
permitted to live in Australia. That is an example
of people's willingness to manipulate difficult
legislation.

It seems that some people are prepared to go to
great lengths to obtain a child. Indeed, many con-
sider children to be an essential part of their fam-
ily life. Very few children are now available for
adoption and modern technology has provided a
solution for many infertile couples. I am told that
infertility could affect something like 10 to 15 per
cent of the seven million people in Australia who
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are married or who live together. Apparently some
authorities have put the figure as high as 30 per
cent.

Modern technology has provided an opportunity
for infertile couples to gain fulfilment in terms of
having a child within the family. However, this
technology challenges some of our beliefs,
enshrined in legislation, that the child is of para-
mount importance. In the case of in vitro fertilis-
ation or artificial insemination by donors, we are
seeking to fulfill the needs of the couple. One of
the ingredients of that fulfilment is a child. There-
fore, the Government has a responsibility to con-
tinually review the situation and to ensure that
Western Australia is not left behind. I am con-
cerned that this State has entered into a domino
situation with regard to legislation. Rather than
leading the way Western Australia appears to be
at the end of the domino effect. As the dominoes
fall in Victoria and New South Wales, they hit
South Australia and then move to Western
Australia. We often appear to get the worst deal.

Certainly that occurred with the financial insti-
tutions duty. By the time it reached Western
Australia, it had grown from three to five per cent;
that is, an increase of 664 per cent. The argument
is often put forward that we should accept legis-
lation in this place because such legislation has
already been passed in some other State.

It is time this State played its correct role and,
rather than following Eastern States' trends, be-
came a leader in this field. Certainly action should
be taken in some areas and we should not wait for
someone else to do all the work. Instead, we should
involve ourselves in legislating for this State.

I have some problems in my electorate, because
in the last 12 months, the Government spent
approximately $1 million less than it did pre-
viously on the construction of schools. I represent
an area which is one of the fastest growing in the
northern corridor. Indeed, the Shire of Wanneroo
is expanding faster than any other shire, not only
in Western Australia, but also in Australia.

At a recent meeting of the Joondalup Develop-
ment Corporation, one of the shire officers said
that the Shire of Wanneroo was one of the fastest
growing local government areas in Australia. In
the past 12 months that shire approved the estab-
lishment of 3 000 blocks of land-the equivalent
of the area of the suburb of Duncraig. Such devel-
opment is occurring each year and the result is
that in excess of 10 000 people are coming into the
area.

I am aware of the massive expansion in my
province, because approximately 13 000 to 15 000
changes of enrolment are dealt with annually. A

large number of those changes of enrolment are
due to new people moving into the area.

The primary schools in the electorates of some
members would cater for between 200 and 400
children. The schools which have the highest num-
ber of enrolments in my electorate are Heathridge
Primary School, with an enrolment of 758 this
year and an expected 790 next year; Goollelal
Primary School with an enrolment of 770 this year
and an expected 800 next year; Greenwood Pri-
mary School which has 755 enrolments this year
and expects 640 next year-that is a slight
drop-and Padbury Primary School, the enrol-
ment of which will remain stable at 745.

These Figures indicate the overcrowding which
occurs in those schools, an overcrowding which
exerts pressure on temporary facilities and creates
problems, because the schools generally are
designed to cater for approximately 400 children.

For the first time for many years not one new
school was opened in the State in the last 12
months. Not one new school door was opened last
year in Western Australia. The Government has
been trying to plan for new schools-

Hon. Kay Hallahan: What rubbish! Last year
we had the residue of your incompetence to deal
with.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: To take it a step further,
no announcement has been made that the Govern-
ment intends to build any schools to be opened
next year. Certainly it has been announced that
portable buildings will be moved to the area. How-
ever, no announcement has been made that a new
school will be opened in this State next year.
Therefore, I ask members what has happened in
the last 12 months.

Certainly the Government has spent $1 million
less on educational facilities in my electorate, and
not one new school has been opened. Bearing in
mind the enrolments of many of the schools in the
province I represent, the Government should give
this matter speedy attention and should take ac-
tion to provide additional schools in the northern
suburbs.

Some time ago the Shire of Wanneroo prepared
a report about future planning needs and expected
population growth in its area. The Government
could use that report for forward planning in re-
spect of schools in the area.

On behalf of the developing areas in the north-
ern suburbs, I plead with the Government to take
urgent action to relieve the pressure on the schools
so that the children will not be disadvantaged. The
Government has a responsibility to take action on
this matter.
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I turn now to the construction of road signs, a
matter which the Education Department and the
Main Roads Department have been reluctant to
deal with. The Carine Technical College. which is
in my electorate, provides a tremendous service to
the people in the northern suburbs. Its entrance is
located on Marmion Avenue, and, despite a num-
ber of pleas by the principal of the college to the
Education Department to have an illuminated sign
erected, nothing has been done. It appears that the
couple of hundred dollars which the sign will cost
is too much for the department to find.

Recently I attended a graduation function at
the college and the issue was raised again. I had
hoped that the matter would be attended to. I
wonder whether the Government's policy is that it
does not want to illuminate the entrances to tech-
nical colleges, because the colleges may experience
greater demands. I hope that is not the case and I
ask the Goverment to consider this matter which
has been raised already by the people concerned.
The entrance to the Carine Technical College is
located on a major road which is very dark at
night and an illuminated sign should be erected.

The issue which concerns the Main Roads De-
partment relates to the construction of signs on
freeways. To a certain degree the use of modern
technology and the construction of freeways can-
not be carried out without interfering with some
people. A number of industrial areas are situated
along the Mitchell Freeway. Small businesses
have been located ini those areas as a result of
town planning policy. The Baicatta and Osborne
Park industrial areas fall into that category. They
are specific, identifiable areas which provide fa-
cilities for small manufacturing and service indus-
tries.

However, when the Osborne Park Balcatta
Business Association Inc. drew the attention of the
Main Roads Department to the fact that signposts
had not been erected to indicate the location of the
Balcatta and Osborne Park ind ustrial areas, it was
told, "if you want a sign there, you can pay the
cost of $850".

The department took that attitude, despite the
fact that the association indicated that the lack of
signs was resulting in the failure of businesses to
locate there.

If the Government is interested in supporting
small business and if the Main Roads Department
is interested in meeting the needs of people who
use the roads, this matter should be dealt with.
One of the reasons people use the roads is that
they are employed by small businesses. Therefore,
surely those specific, identifiable areas like the
Balcatta and Osborne Park industrial areas quite

justifiably require adequate signposting as part of
normal freeway construction.

I find it hard to believe that the Government
supports the policy of the Main Roads Depart-
ment which is that the small businesses in the area
should pay for those signs themselves. Surely when
a freeway is constructed, adequate signposts
should be erected as a matter of course.

If the Government wants to demonstrate to the
people in that area that it is genuinely interested
in small business, it will rectify that problem and
ensure that the Main Roads Department reverses
its decision in that respect. Adequate signs should
be constructed on the Mitchell Freeway in respect
of the Halcatta and Osborne Park industrial areas
so that they are clearly identified for the benefit of
people who require services from the industries
located there and also to ensure new industry is
attracted to the area.

I am reminded of another problem in my elec-
torate, a problem which highlights the need for
interdepartmental arrangements to be made so
that duplication is avoided.

I have heard many people raise this matter. One
authority ploughs up the road, chips and breaks it,
and reseals it, and then along comes Telecom, the
MWA, or the SEC and the whole process is re-
peated. There appears to be a lack of co-ordi-
nation between the authorities responsible for the
whole range of planning for the services that are
needed by the community.

Currently there is a problem in my electorate
because the SEC wants to put a high tension
power line down a road which already has a series
of poles carrying seven wires. It wants to put a 132
Ky vault down the other side which will have three
major wires.

We plan our freeways in terms of reserves
which belong to a particular authority, so it is
reasonable that those reserves be held for a mod-
ern transit commuter service. However, only a
limited area of land has been reserved for that
purpose.

It appears that, if a lot of forethought were
given to the matter, a reserve of the correct size
could accommodate a number of other services
that go alongside freeways, thus avoiding the scar-
ring of the environment with these ugly poles
through many of our communities. In fact, some
communities in my area have actually got
underground power, but aboveground SEC poles.
That situation could be overcome if these depart-
ments-the MWA, the Public Works Depart-
ment, Telecom, and the Main Roads Depart-
ment-discussed together more frequently com-
munity needs in terms of planning. Local govern-
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ment should be involved in terms of its expected
projections of people in various areas within that
local government zone.

We have had calls from the Opposition and
from the business community which has begun to
feel the bite of Ff0. It is time For the Government
to take a really good look at that duty and
abolish it. Certainly I am glad to say that the
Opposition has committed itself to removing FlO
on its return to Government.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: What other services will
you remove when you remove that duty?

Hon. P. H. WELLS: What other services did
the Government actually give by introducing the
Financial institutions duty?

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: One of the queries I

received in the last couple of weeks concerns pen-
sioners and retired people who are being charged
FID on their fixed incomes. Certainly every time
they move their assets-and it is their total income
very often-they are hit with Ff0. Added to their
confusion is the fact that despite the agreement
the Commissioner of State Taxation made that in
certain circumstances FID would be tax deduct-
ible, many pensioners and other people do not
know when it becomes deductible. I had dis-
cussions with the deputy commissioner and an
officer of the Taxation Department during the
week to identify whether certain people incurring
FID in connection with their assessable income
would be allowed to claim it under Common-
wealth taxation.

If the Government does not intend to remove
FID, it should at least stick to the arrangement
concerning stamp duty. Community service groups
are exempted from paying stamp duty, and the
Government should also give consideration to ser-
vice clubs, youth groups, churches, and the whole
range of non-charitable groups which are con-
sidered community oriented and which for the
purposes of the State Stamp Act are exempted
from that tax. It seems to me that with this tax the
Government is taking something away from those
small groups which are terribly important in our
community in terms of providing a means of
bringing people together so that they might have
some fulfilment and might make some contri-
bution to their communities. They certainly do not
exist for profit-making purposes, but purely as a
service to the community. The Government should
give earnest consideration to removing the
financial institutions duty in that area.

I have probably raised the need of financial
counselling before, but I have cause to raise it
again because my local area which runs a financial

counselling service is totally dependent or is
largely dependent upon the whims of the Federal
Government concerning its continuance. We
should examine the State's needs in terms of a
proper co-ordinated financial counselling service.
Continually people come to my office requiring
the assistance of some person who can give them
expert advice in terms of handling their financial
affairs. I am talking about people who find them-
selves in a certain amount of difficulty and who
need advice as to how they might be able to get
out of that difficulty.

I previously mentioned this subject and some
consideration should be given to this problem.
Under the South Australian system, retired people
with suitable experience are used to advise on
finance. They may be retired bank managers or
people with experience in regard to handling
finance and they can be suitably trained to handle
welfare cases which are referred to them on a
case-by-case basis. By that method they are able
to provide retired counsellors in remote areas, and
such people are only too happy to take on cases on
a case load basis when needed. Because of the
problems experienced in remote communities
within our State. If I experience these problems in
my electorate office, I am quite certain that
country members in remote areas find that people
have a similar need for such guidance, and it is
worthwhile that we should examine the system in
South Australia of using retired people. By this
system, not only would we be harnessing the
untapped source of experienced people and giving
them a certain fulfilment to be able to contribute,
but also certainly a need would be met within the
community in regard to downturn in industry and
the large numbers of people unemployed. The dif-
ficulty faced by such people who are unemployed
indicates to me that there is some need for such a
professional service, and I hope the Government
will come to the fore in terms of that examination.
I certainly hope the Government will make rep-
resentations to ensure that Commonwealth funds
continue to flow to this State while this State lacks
total co-ordination of a financial counselling ser-
vice that meets the needs of people in difficulty
throughout the State.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Would those retired people
do it as a voluntary job?

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I understand that they are
paid a small retainer in South Australia. I was
impressed with the concept when I visited the
Community Welfare Department in South
Australia because it has some similarities to WA
in terms of remote areas. It had some attraction
because if we were to appoint a person for such a
task, he would have to travel the length and
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breadth of the State, and in addition to paying
him a salary, he would incur travel costs.

As I understand the system-and I did not go
into the finer details-these people were retained
on a case-toad basis, and I am not certain how
much they were paid.

I turn now to a number of small electorate mat-
ters which require some attention. The Govern-
ment is looking at some of them, but they require
closer attention. We continue to have problems
along coastal areas in terms of the raping of
abalone and on stocks. Despite certain restrictions
placed on the areas from which people are allowed
to take abalone, the number and size of the catch,
people continue to go to restricted areas and take
More than they need. Professional groups which
are involved have suggested that something should
be done about reducing the size of the catch. It
appears to me we need to review our ability to
catch offenders or we will have no abalone along
the coast. If people continue to rape and take
abalone-

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: They seem to be clearing it
out.

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The member may be able
to find a better word.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Order! Hon. Kay Hallahan will cease
those repeated interjections. Hon. Peter Wells is
capable of representing his own subject.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: One important area which
past and present Governments have tended to
avoid is decentralisation. We all agree that the
Commonwealth Government should decentralise
and provide the States with certain areas of re-
sponsibility, but I am not certain that Govern-
ments have grappled with that particular problem
at the State level. Both this State Government and
the previous Government accepted the concept of
the Joondalup Development Corporation and the
future development of the Shire of Wanneroo. A
fair amount of planning and imaginative work has
gone on in developing that area, but the Govern-
ment should bring more services to the fast grow-
ing northern metropolitan area. Government ser-
vices should be decentralised.

It appears from an announcement I heard that
the Government is taking more and more office
space within the city block. That appears to be the
only place the Government believes it should
build. That is not to say there are no services
outside the metropolitan area. I noticed, however,
that the last expansion of Government offices

involved its taking a number of floors in the city
block. The Government should require depart-
ments to give reasons for not moving outside the
city area. It should insist that each department
consider moving closer to the people, and the
Government should consider paying more than lip
service to the development of a city in the
Joondalup area. It could do this by encouraging
the R & I Bank and others to erect suitable build-
ings in the area and move Government services
there.

Some servia,s should be taken out of the city
area. We are continually faced with problems of
parking and access in the metropolitan area. It
seems that planners in Government departments
and services continue to ensure they build in the
metropolitan area rather than extend services to
regional areas. Although I mention the Joondalup
area, I am certain a number of members would
support such services being moved to their elector-
a tes.

Another matter about which I want to protest is
the apparent use of the Premier's position in re-
lation to a building in Wanneroo Road owned by
the Australian Labor Party's Stirling division. An
inquiry was made at my office as to the purpose
for which the building would be used. When I
checked with the council, I was told it would be
used for a non-residential club and for offices. It
was with quite some amazement that I drove along
Wanneroo Road to find a Chinese restaurant sign
had been erected. After subsequent inquiries, I
found the Premier had written to the local shire.
albeit after discussion with the town planning
officers, claiming there had been a misunderstand-
ing about the building and that it was always
believed a Chinese restaurant would be allowed on
that site.

Hon. Neil Oliver: You have to be joking!

Hon. P. H. WELLS: If Hon. Neil Oliver or I
had been the developer, I am certain the council
would have said we must comply with the zoning.
In this case, the Premier wrote to the council, and
no doubt the council realised the Premier bad
certain powers in terms of finance that might be
made available to the council, and the councillors
would have high in their minds the fact that the
Premier as Treasurer would decide whether the
council would receive certain requested funding.
That is a likely influence which would have been
before the council when it considered the
Premier's letter.

The council, in trying to seek the community's
view, has decided to allow a rezoning. It has
advertised so that people can lodge a protest to the
rezoning if they want to. But there is already a
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neon sign on the building, part of which is occu-
pied by a restaurant, and people are now being
asked whether they are prepared to object to the
building. Most people would expect the council to
put up a sign advising of the proposal before the
building was erected. I believe the Australian
Labor Party erred in getting the Premier to write
the letter. In most other cases, it would have been
written by another member of the party and not
by a person with the Premier's influence. Some
inference can be drawn that the Premier is
influencing the council in terms of its decision.'

Hon. Kay Hallaban: You need to justify that
statement.

Hon. Neil Oliver interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John

Williams): Order! One person is making a speech,
not three.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The people who went to
the trouble of checking on the building-people
who live in the area and saw it going up-were
given to understand that it would be used by a
Government department-the Town Planning De-
partment-and a local government body-the
council. Now it has been built, they find it will be
used for something else. They have been led up the
garden path, and I believe the Premier's inter-
vention was less than desirable.

The last matter I wish to raise is my concern
with the present Government's method of trying to
muzzle Parliament, and the inability of members
to have their rightful say and participate in Parlia-
ment.

The Government is trying to exert certain press-
ures on the Opposition in terms of limiting its
ability to participate in debates. As I understand
it, democracy allows the Opposition to examine
the Government of the day. The Government does
not own Parliament, but it must report to Parlia-
ment.

The Opposition's responsibility, in terms of the
Westminster system, is to bring the Government
into the public eye and to put it under certain
examination. It appears that the Government is
making a concerted effort to muzzle the Oppo-
sition and it has limited its ability to examine the
Executive and the Government of the day. To a
degree, it has succeeded in the other place because
it has limited the time of debate in a wide range of
areas. By doing this, it has ensured that members
do not have as much time to research Bills, be-
cause they have to spend more time, during work-
ing hours, in this Parliament.

The reason I support the Parliament sitting dur-
ing the latter part of the day is that a member
needs the opportunity to speak to people who are

involved with certain legislation. Members also
need the opportunity to speak to officers in
Government departments, to seek information
from businesses, and to communicate with those
people in the community who would be affected by
any proposed changes to legislation. These people
must have some input before Parliament can make
a decision on legislation.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: There were some changes in
Sir Charles Court's days.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: It is interesting to note
that the hours were not changed during Sir
Charles Court's days. It is also interesting to note
that the debating time in the Assembly was not
limited during Sir Charles Court's days. If mem-
bers would like, I can provide the number of hours
that were available in the past.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: I am talking about infor-
mation from Government departments. It is-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Order! The honourable member has
missed the point of Hon. Peter Wells' argument.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is not the point.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. P. H. WELLS: The time allowed under

the parliamentary system, for members to go to
the community and seek an input into legislation
before the House has been eroded. We have also
seen the time in which members are able to debate
legislation in this House being limited. Certain
pressures are being exerted on Opposition mem-
bers in this Chamber to muzzle this debate and
bring it to an end.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: It does not stop you from
debating!

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Certain pressures were
placed on the Opposition to conclude this debate
on the fifth day. I have taken the trouble to check
how much time was provided for members of the
present Government to speak during the Address-
in-Reply debate when the previous Government
was in power. I found that we need to go back
more than 10 years, if not 15 years, to find an
occasion when the Address-in- Reply debate was
completed in five days.

Hon. P. H. Lockyer: It would be 20 years.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Those Governments did
not have the same amount of business, and they
relied on the then Opposition by allowing the Ad-
dress-in-Reply to continue.

Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Be sensible.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Hon. Kay Hallahan has
not been around for long. The Address-in-Reply
debate has nothing to do with legislation.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I remind
Hon. Kay Hallahan for the last time that she is
driving me to the point where I might have to
invoke Standing Order No. 106.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: In 1982 the Address-in-
Reply debate proceeded for eight days, and on the
eighth day Hon. Jim Brown and Hon. Lyla Elliott
spoke to it. In that year the debate continued for
three days longer than it is proposed to take this
year. In 1982, on the seventh day of the debate,
the present Minister, Hon. Peter Dowding, and
my friend, Hon. Robert Hetherington, spoke. If
we go back to 198 1, again on the eighth day Hon.
Lyla Elliott spoke.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: The Government in those
days did not have any business.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 p.m.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Prior to the suspension, I
was dealing with actions of the Government in
seeking to restrict members and bring pressures to
bear on them. I outlined the desire to restrict the
Address-in-Reply speech to ive days. An average
period of more than nine days per year was given
between 1973 and 1982. 1 was pointing out that
Hon. Robert Hetherington, Hon. Lyla Elliott, and
the Leader of the House spoke on the seventh day
in 1981. In 1980, the debate continued for 13
days. On the twelfth day, the present Leader of
the House (Hon. Des Dans) spoke. Hon. Lyla
Elliott moved for an adjournment and she spoke
on both the tenth and the eleventh days.

Going back through the years,' in 1983 the Ad-
dress-in-Reply was debated on nine days; in 1982
eight days; in 1981, eight days; in 1980, 13 days;
in 1979, 11 days; in 1978, 10 days; in 1977, nine
days; in 1976, 10 days; in 1975, nine days; in 1974,
seven days; in 1973, nine days; in 1972, eight days;
and in 1971 Lnine days.

Clearly, both when we were in Government and
when a Labor Government was in office pre-
viously, the Address-in-Reply debate certainly
lasted more than five days. Currently we are into
the sixth day. I suggest that the pressure being
brought to contain this debate is to muzzle Oppo-
sition members and to reduce the opportunity of
members to question the Government or the day.

I have one final remark about the Chinese res-
taurant affair.

Hon. Sam Piantadosi reminded me that that
Australian Labor Party building now houses his
electorate office. There are plans for another
member of Parliament, I believe a Federal menm-
ber, to occupy the premises also. The Premier's
letter said the building was to house a Federal and
a State member of Parliament.

We now have another Curtin House arfair,
where the Government is paying money into the
Australian Labor Party's funds by renting elector-
ate offices in buildings owned by a political party.
This is despite the fact that members are not al-
lowed to rent their own buildings. Ifran electorate
office is in a party building, that is a way of using
State funds to contribute towards party funds.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: My office is in the
centre of my electorate.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: It also happens that, since
the member was elected, the office he selected
originally is still within his electorate, and he has
changed without any major alteration to the
boundaries. Most members change their electorate
offices; I am not saying that he should not be
allowed to change. I am raising the question of
Government funds being put into the Australian
Labor Party. In the case of Curtin House, that
situation was designed to enable the State Govern-
ment to pay into Australian Labor Party funds.
Here is a situation where once in Government the
means for the Australian Labor Party to receive
Government funds can be provided. That is a
questionable system. If the Liberal Party, when in
Government, had done a similar thing, it would
have been questioned.

I support the motion before the House.

HON. P. H. LOCKYER (Lower North) (4.06
p.m.]: As is traditional when members reply, I will
draw the attention of the House to matters
pertaining to my electorate. It is my intention to
take members on an electorate tour, as did Hon.
Tom Knight.

Before doing so, I would like to pay homage to
our new Governor, Professor Gordon Reid, and
welcome him and his lady to the ranks of
governorship of Western Australia. He joins an
august band of people who have traditionally
graced Government House over a number of
years. If the Speech he made on the opening day
of Parliament is any indication, he will be a fine
Governor of Western Australia. He is obviously a
person who operates with great dignity and has
enormous ability through his academic Career. I
extend to him and to Mrs Reid an invitation to
visit my electorate at any time. He can be assured
he will be very welcome. I hope he does that at his
earliest convenience, because the previous
Governor did a Fine job and visited our electorate
often.

Generally the seat of Lower North province is
in good hands as far as financial input to the State
is concerned. It has an across-the-board income
from the pastoral industry, the mining industry,
fruit and vegetables, fishing, salt, and many other
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income-producing operations which are of great
benefit to the State.

The town of Laverton expanded because of the
good price being paid for nickel back in the late
1960s. It is a town which lives in some trepidation
today. Members are aware that the price of nickel
is getting to the point where it is almost on an even
kel-the nickel almost costs more to extract than
can be obtained from selling it.

Laverton has prospered because of Western
Mining Corporation. A large number of em-
ployees who were able to look into the future came
up with their own system. That has happened in
Laverton, where some gold is produced from old
operations, and with the more modern methods
used today, they have been able to develop an
income-producing operation to prop up the nickel
mining itself.

A lot of exploration is going on around the town
of Laverton. It is hoped that as a resulIt more
operational type mines may come to the Core, but I
see some problems confronting the mining indus-
try. In real terms the industry is approximately 30
per cent worse off today than it was 10 years ago.

One does not have to be a mathematician to
know that things cannot go on like that for long
before they race financial instability. At such
times, the normal action is to reduce the number
of employees in the work force, so I hope this does
not occur. Things appear stable at the moment,
but the company makes it clear that it is looking
at the future very carefully.

Of all the towns in my province, Leonora has
received the biggest boost, thanks to the advent of
more stable and higher gold prices and more mod-
ern techniques used to extract gold. All this has
enabled the companies to look at areas that in the
past have not been economical to operate. The
boom resulting from the gold prices and futher
exploration has seen two or three major operations
begin, and just last week the Harbour Lights oper-
ation was announced. This is an open-cut mine
with quite a deal of history to it. An agreement
has been reached with the local Aborigines to pro-
vide compensation for the intrusion onto their land
and to provide employment for a number of their
people. It is easy to be sceptical of such arrange-
ments, but I wish it every success. I am sure that
in the long run it will prove to be of benefit to all
concerned.

Several other open-cut goldmines are operating
in the area and they do so on fairly fine profit
margins and with limited lives. At one time, it
would have been absolutely out of the question to
consider developing them, but suddenly these

companies are now able to go ahead with develop-
ment.

One of the side effects of this boom is that the
Leonora Shire is now facing a severe strain on its
financial resources. The shire is finding it difficult
to provide the facilities demanded by a modern
society. Because of problems like this, both Feder-
al and State Governments need to give special
attention to fast developing towns. The problem
also occurred during the iron ore boom, particu-
larly in Port Hedland and Roebourne. The Port
Hedland Shire was able to stay afloat, but
Roebourne had to be placed in the hands of a
commissioner for a number of years because the
shire was unable to cope with the special develop-
ment occurring.

In the case of Leonora and surrounding dis-
tricts, special consideration needs to be given by
the State Government to the funding of facilities
required in these towns and to the need for
subdivisions so that people can build houses, foot-
paths, halls, and recreation areas. All this develop-
ment places enormous strains on these councils
which have not been used to this sort of develop-
ment and which do not have the income from
rateable properties to provide these facilites.

The Main Roads Department and the Agnew
Mining Co. Pty. Ltd. operating at Leinster came
to an agreement to bituminise the road from
Leonora to Leinster. However, a section of about
five or six kilometres was not done and no-one
wants to claim it as their own. It costs the shire a
great deal of money to maintain the road. The
Main Roads Department steadfastly refuses to as-
sist the council, because it believes the road is no
longer its responsibility, the area having been
handed over to the shire at the time of
realignment. The department needs to rethink its
position, because the Shire of Leonora simply can-
not meet the financial obligations involved.

Another area of enormous worry to the people
of Leonora is the lack of telephone exchange fa-
cilities. Members will be aware that in most re-
mote places the old party-line system, where an
earth-return telephone unit is used, is no longer
acceptable: people want modern communication
systems. However, this old party-line system is
still used throughout most of the shire. The party-
line system in Agnew itself carries in the order of
200 to 300 calls a day, and these days that is not
acceptable.

Telecom Australia needs to take urgent action
to replace these old telephone facilities. Places
such as Agnew and other remote towns deserve
modern forms of communication, at least on a
temporary basis. Leinster is a very well-estab-
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lished town and its population is probably the most
stable of our mining company towns, yet it has no
exchange; this means that the company itself has
to operate the exchange for the benefit of its em-
ployees. While it is a company town, a number or
private enterprise concerns operate there, such as
banks and Woolworths (WA) Ltd.

It is inconceivable that Telecom should have
abrogated its responsibility-they are the words I
must use-to provide a secure telephone system. I
brought this matter to the attention of the Federal
member for Kalgoorlie (Graham Campbell), and
he was most helpful in endeavouring to assist my
efforts to alleviate this ridiculous situation, one
that is so bad that it is difficult to ring out at night
except through the company switchboard, It must
be the biggest town in Australia without a proper
telephone exchange system.

Leinster supports the Agnew Mining Company,
an underground operation which I very recently
visited to see the development there. As with simi-
lar companies, it is feeling the pinch because its
profit margin is very slim. Every step is being
taken to conserve costs so that there are no
redundancies as it waits in the hope that prices for
nickel improve.

Leinster is a very independent town with enor-
mous community involvement. Its facilities are
second to none, and are all modern. The facilities
are administered by a single body which looks
after both sporting and cultural facilities, and this
means that no group is stronger than the other;
they all work together. It is a blueprint for the
development of towns in the State. Leinster
replaced the old area of Agnew, although the
township of Agnew is still prominent, thanks to a
hotel hosted by a very amicable gentleman by the
name of Thomas Cock. Any traveller who goes
through the area without having a glass of ale with
the honourable Thomas Cock is remembered on
the way back, because Tom does not miss out on
anything that goes by in the area. A lot of old
mines are being developed in his area. As at the
turn of the century. and recently, the town has
been quite a place. The member for Murchison-
Eyre (Mr Peter Coyne) still owns some blocks
there, having spent a large part of his upbringing
in the area.

The high price of gold and the modern extrac-
tion methods are such that perhaps the township
of Agnew will boom again. I know the regard the
Leader of the House has for these smaller hotels;
it is similar to mine. It is important that these
areas remain on the tourist map. Places like these
are dying out, and people like Tom Cock need the
full support of the tourism department. His efforts
need to be recognised.

With modern vehicles, people now have the
ability to visit the more remote areas. Such trips
were not even contemplated in earlier years.

The town of Menzies has maintained a small
operation for a number of years and is an import-
ant link in the area. It maintains the State Bat-
tery, and batteries are still important to prospec-
tors. I think members know that if it were not for
the small prospectors today, few of these major
developments would be operating. The little pros-
pector takes his 50 tonnes of ore to the State
Battery.

Menzies is the centre of surrounding pastoral
areas. The pastoralists use that town which also
houses their local authority. I understand the
water supply was disrupted last year when a li-
cence was given to an operator of a mining show.
He used a cyanide operation which interfered with
the town's water catchment area. I understand my
colleague. Mr Moore, will inform the House about
that matter in more detail later.

With the advent of mining development, more
and more small towns have sprung up. One is the
township of Teutonic Bore, which opened up its
nickel open-cut operation between Leonora and
Leinster. It has been operating for just over three
years and is now moving towards the end of its
economic life. The company has searched desper-
ately for new ore bodies in the area, but it has not
been successful. People are concerned that the
township may not see out its life. The township
was designed so that it might be moved; the
offices and homes are transportable. Within the
area is an enormous hole in the ground which will
be allowed to fill up with water. That will add to
its potential as I can visualise all sorts of wildlife
using that waterhole, and as well, it will be used
by the people in the surrounding districts. It can
be used for boating, waterskiing, and swimming.
Certainly people will not be able to reach the
bottom!

I recently visited the township with my col-
league, Mr Moore, to present the local school with
a Western Australian flag. I was amazed at the
great efficiency of the schoolteachers in such a
remote area. On the same trip, we went to the
small settlement of Mt. Margaret where the
schoolteachers have a somewhat different job of
teaching children in a remote area, but with facili-
ties that are improving all the time.

I wish to commend! the efforts of Mr Moore
with regard to this township, because he deserves
it. He has worked hard for the water supply and
school facilities for Mt. Margaret. I was pleased to
note that the local community recognises his ef-
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forts. He was made welcome there, as were all of
us.

The dedication of the schoolteachers in the re-
mote areas needs to be recorded somewhere. It is
not an easy task for a person not long out of
teaching college. I can understand that many
lesser people would almost give the game way. We
saw dedication of the highest order: A small band
of people have made their mark in this State.

The township of Sandstone has been mentioned
many times in this House. becaure many people
wonder how in the name of anything a place could
exist out in the centre. It is about 90 miles from
anywhere and accommodates the feeder roads to
Paynes Find, Mt. Magnet, Cue, Meekatharra,
Veelirrie, and Leinster. It forms an important link
in that remote area.

It is another tight-knit town and it is the home
of the Shire of Sandstone. However, it has special
problems because of its remoteness. One of the
greatest problems is that people are using modern
methods to circumnavigate this great State of
ours, and the four-wheel drive vehicle is being
used more and more. However, it is also more
taxing on dirt roads. I have spoken about the enor-
mous funding burden which has been placed on
smaller shires, and Sandstone is another such
example. The people or Sandstone find that travel-
lers are using the sealed road from Geraldton to
Mt. Magnet, and then the road from Mt. Magnet
to Sandstone, and connecting with the sealed road
at Leinster with much more regularity. Conse-
quently the increased traffic on the road is causing
enormous damage and taxing the financial re-
sources of the shire.

The shire is having difficulty finding funds to
continually upgrade the roads in order that they
are at a standard to keep supplies coming in. The
Shire of Sandstone communicated recently with
local members and asked for their support in an
approach to the State Government to look at its
special funding needs. Although it is too much to
ask that every road in the State be sealed-
although one day I guess that will occur-we must
recognise that funds are needed for such remote
areas.

It is apparent that many local authorities in the
Lower North Province are unhappy with the re-
cent grants. In real terms many have taken a step
backwards. They are bewildered that their city
neighbours have been treated so much better in
many cases and they believe that the remote areas
should have special consideration.

Very few local authorities in Western Australia
were happy with the funding they received
through the Grants Commission. It is my belief

the Government has an obligation to look closely
at this funding to ascertain whether the funds
should be placed with the local authorities. This
question needs to be examined. Local authorities
also need the opportunity to put their views about
the cutting up of the cake.

I-on. J. M. Brown: You are referring to distri-
bution?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes. Wiluna somehow
gets in and out of the news at different times. It
has been in the news recently because of the
reopening of the old slime dumps at 'the mine
which operated at the turn of the century. Wiluna
was a boom town in those days. It had a number of
hotels and a number of bordello-type houses. It
has almost reached the point now of being a ghost
town. However, once again, because of the new
gold-extraction methods, a company has reopened
an operation at Wiluna and is injecting new life
into the town along with some very welcome em-
ployment opportunities.

One problem which has raised its ugly head, is
the lack of reasonable conditions for teachers.
Teachers who go to towns like Wiluna and other
more remote places are not being supplied with
satisfactory accommodation. I know that, at
present, some of the teachers at Wiluna are less
than happy with their accommodation arrange-
ments. I understand that some of them are
expected to live in caravans. In this modern day
and age I believe that, at the very least, people
should expect some transportable-type accommo-
dation. That is very necessary, especially with the
coming of summer. Any member who has been to
Wiluna in the summer will know that it is a pretty
warm old place and that a caravan, as a means of
accommodation, would not be satisfactory. I think
the Minister for Education should examine this
situation very closely. We have been in touch
already with some of his officers about this mat-
ter. I hope they do not take all year to make up
their minds about improving the lot of those
teachers. If they do, they can be assured that they
will be reminded of the situation on many oc-
casions.

The Shire Council of Wiluna operates under
extremely difficult circumstances. It has a large
number of roads to look after, a very small popu-
lation, and a low income. I pay tribute to the Shire
Clerk, Mr Bill Lapham. who is the senior justice
of the peace in the town, the shire clerk, and the
organiser of most social functions in the area. He
gives a 24-hour-a-day, seven-days-a-week service
to Wiluna. He is dedicated, and could certainly
find himself a job in any other local authority in
Western Australia. However, he has chosen
Wiluna as the place in which he wishes to live and
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he has done a fine job in that town. He has spent a
large portion of his days working in local govern-
ment in that area, and in the Yalgoo and
Kalgoorlie areas, and his dedication to the job
should not go unrecognised. His attention to the
roads around the area is exemplary.

The shire is concerned about the grants system
because it believes that, in this day and age, local
authorities should not accept fewer funds.

Yeelirrie stands lonely waiting for a decision to
be made by the Federal Government. No-one in
that area was amused by the action of the
Premier, when recently he went to Canberra and
voted for a uranium mine to be developed in South
Australia, while, at the same time be allowed a
mine in Western Australia, a mine which could
provide a large number of jobs, to remain idle.
There are, in that area some very bitter people
who have long memories. I think that is a tragedy,
because that mine has a tremendous ability to
employ many people. However, for the want of a
political decision being made, a major develop-
ment in Western Australia has been held back. I
hope that, when that decision comes home to
haunt it, the Government will look back and say,
"Well, at least we were told".

Meekatharra is also experiencing a boom time
for two reasons. The first reason involves the price
of gold and the modern extraction methods. How-
ever, the second is the very good summer rains
which have blessed the whole country. There is a
difference between good summer rains and good
winter rains. Stock feed grows freely in the sum-
mer if good rains fall. However, the cold weather
holds back growth in winter. This year, the rains
came during the summer to the pastoral areas of
Western Australia with the exception of Sand-
stone. Sandstone had very late rains and the pas-
toralists of that area are looking fairly dismally to
the future. Unless they get good openi .ng summer
rains this year, they will be in some trouble.

Pastoralists in Meekatharra, after experiencing
some years of drought, particularly in areas north
and east of the township, are now able to start
restocking and getting on with the job of being
pastoralists once again. It is very important for
Western Australia's economy that Meekatharra
constantly provides cattle numbers to the Midland
saleyards. Those cattle are sought for export be-
cause of the type of animals they are. They are
quick-growing animals which weigh in honestly,
and they are renowned throughout the State and
overseas. A good season such as this one, and high
cattle prices will get the industry back on its feet.

Meekatharra has already reacted to the advent
of the new gold shows. An air charter company

has started operation in the town, and this will
make more modern transport available and will
assist tourism greatly. It is very important that
tourists are looked after in this remote country. I
commend people like those who began this air
charter business for starting up their operations in
these areas.

Meekatharra has a great history. However,
there is no greater history than that involving the
early pastoralist days when the town used to be the
railhead. When I worked for the firm of Elder
Smith in my early days. I visited Meekatharra and
saw enormous train loads of cattle. However, these
are no longer to be seen because of the modern
methods of cattle freighting, methods which have
done away with the rail transport. Road trains are
th Modern form of transport of cattle.

Recently, another goidmining operation
commenced at on old town called Reedy.

H-on. Lyla Elliott: I went to school there.
H-on. P. H. LOCKYER: Hon. Lyla Elliott went

to school there. Metana Minerals has opened up
an operation there again.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: It is a ghost town.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes, but hopefully we

will have a return to Reedy one day and we will be
able to take Hon. Lyla Elliott there. The situation
at Reedy is an indication of the great development
around the area. That small company is employing
about 20 people there, and that aspect is very
important. Certainly these types of companies are
putting their money where their mouths are. The
plant cost $5 million.

Great improvements in extraction methods have
made it more Profitable for companies to operate
on dirt or gold-bearing ore. Such operations would
have been out of the question in the past during
the days of stamps and the extraction methods
employed at the turn of the century. Changes in
gold extraction methods have been more apparent
in the last five years than in the preceeding 45
years.

These days the main use of the township of Cue
is as a tourist facility and an historical landmark
in the area. The township services the very import-
ant pastoral area surrounding it and abounds with
more historical buildings than most other
Murchison towns combined: the police station,
gentleman's club, the shire office, and the post
office have all been classified by the Australian
National Trust. People come from some distance
to look at the area and it is a mecca for tourists
because it has alluvial gold. With the advent of the
electronic gold-seeking device, many people on
holiday with their wives and children come to Cue
to seek their fortunes. Some are very successful,
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some Aind it excellent exercise, and others go away
never to return.

Much exploration is taking place on all sides of
the township, particularly in the old township of
Big Bell which had an enormous mine at the turn
of the century. A company is presently
ascertaining whether it will be profitable to
recommence operations. It is hoped that it will be
possible to get the operation going once more to
Provide much needed employment in the area, as
has been done by some of the smaller companies
around Mt. Magnet.

One area of concern is the lack of a State Bat-
tery. Hon. N. F. Moore may be able to confirm
what I am saying, but I believe the old battery at
Cue burnt down and was never replaced. One can
understand the Mines Department's reluctance to
shift State Batteries around. However more con-
sideration could be given to modern methods or
encouragement for the prospectors around Cue
who wish to use ore crushing facilities.

Many great people were born in the township of
Mt. Magnet, none more famous or significant
than me! Like Lyla Elliott, I spent my early days
until the age of 17 around Mt. Magnet. The town
has revamped upwards, as have most places affec-
ted by the increase in the price of gold. The
famous Hill 50 goldmine, which has provided a
great deal of money for many people over many
years, is in full flight at the moment. It had been
closed down for some years as a result of the low
price of gold and the unprofitability of develop-
ment of the mine. Western Mining Corporation
has now taken it by the scruff of the neck and is
operating it on a more modern basis. The resident
manager, Mr Colin Cruickshank, who is well-
known in the goldmining industry in and around
Kalgoorlie, can take the credit for the develop-
ment that has occurred at Mt. Magnet. An exten-
sive drilling programme has been used to offset
the cost of the underground operation as well as
the use of open-cut methods in various sections.
Other goidmining operations are in existence, but
the town depends very much on places such as Hill
50. Without that operation, the town almost went
broke. It is hoped that the price of gold will re-
main stable and not cause business people in the
town to falter, as happened in the past.

Mt. Magnet is also an important pastoral
centre. The lower Murchison is very famous for its
wool production capabilities. It is very soft country
which produces excellent sheep.

The tourism aspect is important and more and
more people visit the area. Business people par-
ticularly are recognising the importance of tour-
ism. The shire council has great foresight and has

recently carried out a development on the old rail-
way reserve. A recreation hall and superb oval
have been constructed, and in co-operation with
the Education Department, it was able to arrange
the relocation of the school and its upgrading to
high school status. The township is catering for
the extra families brought to the town as a result
of the expansion of the Kill 50 goldmine. The
goidmining company built new houses; it is build-
ing a future for the town which I believe has a
great future.

One of the problems in this area, especially in a
town such as Mt. Magnet, is the difficulty in
attracting a medical practitioner. It never ceases
to amaze me, when I read that doctors are finding
it difficult to get jobs, that we do not seem to be
able to attract a doctor to a remote Country town
like Mt. Magnet. Meekatharra has a substantial
hospital and ambulance connections with the
town. I believe that in the early days there was
always a resident doctor in the town. However,
even though the local authority has advertised
worldwide for a doctor on a number of occasions,
it has never been successful. That indicates a flaw
in our medical system. Surely there could be a
procedure whereby it is mandatory for doctors to
spend some time in remote areas on a year-by-year
basis. The Government of the day should examine
this problem. Emergencies are very difficult to
deal with because there is no doctor and such
emergencies do arise, especially in places which
have underground mining operations. Members in
this House will be aware of how dangerous that
operation can be. From time to time some indus-
trial murmuring goes on because of this problem.

The township of Yalgoo has sprung into promi-
nence recently because the road from Geraldton to
Mt. Magnet is now sealed all the way and tourists
are using it as the gateway to the Murchison. The
local authority and the people of Yalgoo have been
very keen to preserve its history and they have
opened a small museum.

I place on record the great assistance given to
that township by the Western Australian Mu-
seum; the staff have given advice on the correct
way to catalogue and take care of the exhibits. I
advise any member visiting that area to look at the
historical exhibits in that museum which is in the
old courthouse of Yalgoo and administered by the
local shire council. The local council has made a
great input into tourism facilities in that area. It
should be commended for its assistance in the
preservation of the old Catholic church which was
restored by local committees with assistance from
State and Federal grants at the time. It is a worth-
while town for tourists to visit.
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Small towns like Yalgoo have their own little
problems, and they battle to survive. Survival is
made a lot easier by the dedication of local people,
and no-one is more dedicated than the President of
Yalgoo Shire (Mr Bill Broad) who is well-known
throughout the State for his even-handed method
of conducting the shire's business.

Paynes Find is a little place between Wubin and
Mi. Magnet on the road from Perth. It is very
well-known to you, Mr President. It is almost a
crime for people to pass such a wonderful watering
hole without stopping. The township of Paynes
Find has been the meeting place for a great num-
ber of people over a good many years. The people
who have stopped there range from the Governor
General of Australia to labourers, truckies, pastor-
alists, prospectors, and the like. Once again, the
town is 90 miles from anywhere-90 miles from
Wubin, 90 miles from Yalgoo, 90 miles from Mt.
Magnet, and 90 miles from Sandstone-and there
is nothing between

The road is a very dry one, but in these days it is
a pleasant trip because it is sealed. At the time
when the road was corrugated and rough, many
people would make their overnight stop at places
like Paynes Find to slake their thirst. Many
famous people have been publicans at Paynes
Find, and they have been famous for many
reasons. Some have gone mad; some have become
very wealthy.

Paynes Find constitutes a community because it
is the meeting place for the surrounding district.
Only last year concern was expressed because the
Main Roads Department was rebuilding the road,
and the new road would have missed the place by
two kilometres. It was lucky that we were able to
get the message through about the road early; and
I commend the Commissioner of Main Roads (Mr
Don Aitken) because he immediately instructed
his officers to go to Paynes Find and come up with
an answer satisfactory to everybody. Across the
road from the hotel was a gymkhana ground, so
the gymkhana club gave the land to the Main
Roads Deparment, and the MRD gave the club a
reserve in the bush. Everybody was happy with the
arrangement, and the road still goes past the pub.

I have 14 local authorities in Lower North Prov-
ince, and the most isolated one in Western
Australia, if not in Australia, is the Shire of
Murchison, because it has no township in its area.
It is operated from an offlce next to the Meeberrie
homestead. All the councillors of the Shire of
Murchison are pastoralists who come in from the
pastoral properties for meetings. Virtually the only
money spent by the Shire of Murchison is spent on
roads. The community, which is a very tight one,
has developed its own sports ground and sports

pavilion, a facility which is used almost entirely as
a meeting place. For instance, whenever a shire
council meeting is held, it is usually combined
with a Pastoralists and Graziers Association meet-
ing, or something like that. Such things as cricket
matches are held, and the people from the isolated
areas are able to offset their loneliness.

Great tribute should be paid to the President of
the Shire of Murchison (Mr Bill Mitchell) who
has not been in the job for long, but who is already
setting his mark on history as one of the great
presidents in the area. He follows an august line of
presidents. The job of president seems to be shared
around, but they have all done a mighty job. As
the shire does not have a town to support the local
authority, it certainly is unique, but that does not
stop it from being successful. Earlier this year, the
Shire of Murchison was in the middle of a
drought, and it was not until excellent late sum-
mer rains set the tone that a successful year was
expected.

When I speak of isolated areas, none is much
more isolated than the township of Gascoyne
Junction. Members who have been to that area
know how isolated it is. It is 100 miles from the
town of Carnarvon; it is situated where the mighty
Gascoyne River and the Lyons River meet. The
local authority has had its hands full because this
has been the wettest year in the Gascoyne since
the late 1930s and two or three massive rivers
came down upon the town. In 1980 the water
actually flowed over the bar of the hotel, and this
time it reached the door. A wet year like this one
severely tests a local authority like that at
Gascoyne Junction.

The shire clerk at Gascoyne Junction is Mr
Bruce Walker, who went to Gascoyne Junction
from Sandstone-obviously he likes very isolated
areas! He has had his patience tested this year,
because one of his duties is to close the dirt roads
as soon as it rains. Nothing damages a dirt road
more than a fairly irresponsible person with a
four-wheel drive, or even an ordinary vehicle, trav-
elling on it while it is wet. The road is closed until
a grader can be put onto it; and it is not simple to
put a grader on a very wet road.

The road through Gascoyne Junction links
Carnarvon and Meekatharra, and it is facing the
problem that I mentioned earlier today with
increased tourist traffic. An enormous amount of
traffic uses the road these days, and that will
apply more particularly in the coming months be-
cause with the wet season the wildflowers in the
Murchison and the Gascoyne are better than they
have been for 40 or 50 years. People will go into
isolated areas to look at such things.
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The massive traffic over the Gascoyne Junction-
Carnarvon Road has brought it to the point where
nothing further can be done to it. I spoke the other
day to Mr Rob Scott from Billabalong Station. H-e
is a gentleman who has spent his lifetime in the
area, and I respect his advice and his knowledge of
it. He advised me that some 50 years ago the
proprietor of Doorawarrab Station said he could
get into the town of Carnarvon more quickly than
he can today because the road has reached the
point where it has bottomed out. There is no more
bottom to the road, and the shire cannot keep
forming it up without incurring massive costs. The
Government should look at areas such as this be-
cause of the increasing tourist traffic going to Mt.
Augustus.

Mt. Augustus is a monolith-I am told that is
the correct word. It is different from Ayers Rock
and twice the size or it. People are becoming more
aware of Mt. Augustus and they are travelling on
tourist buses and the like to see it. The roads to
Mt. Augustus need to be examined, and an early
start should be made on bituminising or sealing
roads such as those. That has been done in other
areas. For instance, I will tell the House later in
my speech how the township of Denham will be
advantaged because of the sealing of the road.

We have had an excellent season; indeed,
probably the best in 40-odd years. Earlier in the
year, pastoral property owners suffered some frus-
tration as a result of flooding and it was necessary
to alter shearing dates. However, those frus-
trations have been offset by the obvious boom time
which will be enjoyed if people are able to restock
quickly enough to take advantage of the excellent
feed which will be available later in the year.

I have been involved with this area since 1967
and I have never seen a More incredible season.
The rains this season have certainly saved the pas-
toral industry, particularly the sheep industry, in
Western Australia. I hope it will be a long time
before we have another serious drought like the
one we have experienced over the last seven or
eight years.

The little township of Useless Loop is the most
westerly point in Western Australia. For the ben-
efit of members who are not aware of the fact,
Useless Loop is a little township from which the
Shark Bay Salt venture operates. That company
produces industrial salt and other by-products.

Useless Loop is very isolated, and it is apparent
that it is necessary to have a tightly-knit com-
munity in such an area. It is served only by a dirt
road and an airstrip and, during the week, there is
a daily air link.

People who go to Usless Loop need to be
dedicated. However, same people have lived there
for a very long time. The quality of salt produced
on this section of the peninsula is regarded world-
wide as being extremely high. Indeed, it is sought
keenly by various overseas buyers.

In this area, some tourists change from being
respected citizens to being absolute pests. In the
main, the roads in the area are dirt tracks. Re-
cently the company has had to put chains across
some roads and has found it necessary to ask
people to deposit a large sum of money before they
can use the roads. This sad situation has been
brought about by irresponsible tourists ignoring
warnings and trivelling on these roads in ordinary
vehicles or inadequate four-wheel drive vehicles.
Officers of the Shark Bay Salt venture have had to
send out tractors to pull some of these vehicles out
of bogs. It is a miracle someone has not perished
as a result of getting bogged in the summertime.
People go into these isolated areas without anyone
knowing where they are going, and frequently it is
as a result of pure chance that they have been
saved after becoming bogged.

It is the job of the Tourism Commission to
educate tourists, especially those who go into
isolated areas, so that they know what to do when
they get into trouble.

I make it quite clear that not all tourists are
pests. Many are very well-equipped, very cour-
teous, and play their part in looking after the
environment and the great tourist spectacle. How-
ever, there is a rat in every pack.

Earlier, I referred to the township of Denham,
and on many occasions I have drawn the attention
of members to this area, because it is on the eve of
a tourist boom. I say that, because the sealing of
the road between North-West Coastal Highway
and Denham wilt be completed by the middle of
next year, and it will fulfil one of the great wishes
of the local people. As a result, a tourist boom will
occur in Denham, a boom similar to that which
was seen in Broome when the road from Port
Hedland to Broome was sealed.

The local authority in Denham is well aware of
the problems it will face when the road is
completed and, once again, the Government must
watch closely the needs of that authority in order
that it might cope with the influx of visitors to the
town.

I refer you, Sir, to the great problems experi-
enced in Broome after the sealing of the road from
Port Hedland. At one point, an officer of the shire
was stationed on the north-west highway to stop
cars and caravans coming into the town, because
there was nowhere for them to go. I envisage a
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similar situation in Denham. At present, people do
not take their cars and caravans into the town
because of the dirt road. However, when the
sealing of the road is completed, they will do so.
Presently, there is insufficient space for caravans
in the town and it will be a long time before there
are adequate caravan bays. No-one can be blamed
for that. It takes a great deal of money to develop
caravan parks and that is not the job of the shire.
Rather it is the shire's job to encourage private
enterprise to develop these facilities.

Some aspects which preclude people from
developing caravan parks are the massive onsite
charges levied by the Public Works Department
and associated Government departments, and the
constraints they place on companies or individuals
wanting to develop these areas.

I accept that it is very costly to operate these
public utilities, but Denham is just getting onto its
tourist feet, and it should be given some consider-
ation in this regard. It is important that adequate
land is developed and a stable water supply is
available.

My colleague and I have drawn to the attention
of the House previously the great problems experi-
enced in Denhamn as a result of the inadequate
water supply. One source of water is too brackisb
to use for drinking and the present methods of
purifying water are extremely costly.

Problems were experienced in respect of the
rating system and the cost of water in the town. I
am happy to say a compromise has been reached
between the Metropolitan Water Authority and
the shire and it seems the people are now content.

One of the great constraints placed on the devel-
opment of the town has been the lack of an ad-
equate water supply. In this modern age it is im-
portant that we explore all available technology in
relation to the extraction of water. Much success
has been achieved in this matter in Israel and
Arabian countries and I cannot see why the town-
ship of Denham cannot benefit.

The fishing industry is very important in Shark
Bay and later I shall refer to the need for closed
isheries in that area. The Denham fishery has

been closed for a number of years. A small num-
ber of net fishermen are allowed to operate and
they do so very successfully, main ly as family con-
cerns. They quietly control the industry. They
have their own fishermen's association, very ably
organised by Mr Dick Hoult, who is a second or
third gerneration resident of Shark Bay. H-e
understands the industry and has given advice to
Ministers for Fisheries and Wildlife of every pol-
itical colour for a number of years. He is well-
known to the officers of the Department of

Fisheries and Wildlife because of his great dignity
and the way he conducts his business.

Once again a fish factory commenced oper-
ations in Denham and, like its 15 predecessors, it
promptly went broke. It seems that fishing co-
operatives and factories have a very limited life in
towns like Denham where many people do not
support them and a number of the fishermen have
had contracts to sell directly to people for a num-
ber of years and they do not wish to alter those
contracts.

It is very worrying that these operations go
broke, but it certainly would be more beneficial if,
prior to opening up their operations, these people
spoke more closely with the fishermen concerned.
The township of Denham, of course, is very close
to Monkey Mia, which is receiving world recog-
nition because it is the only place in the world
where dolphins, in their wild state, come into the
shore, can be handled by anybody, and can be
photographed and seen in their natural habitat.

As this tourist attraction becomes more widely
known, people are coming from all over the world
to look at these beautiful creatures. I was recently
very relieved that a grant was given to the shire to
be used by the dolphin foundation people at
Monkey Mia. Any member of Parliament or the
public who wants to look at these wonderful crea-
tures should take advantage of this opportunity. It
will become a great tourist mecca and will be one
of the highlights of the Shark Bay area when the
road to Denham is sealed. Many people will travel
there especially to see these dolphins.

The need for a full-time ranger is very apparent.
The local people are well aware of this problem
and local government is monitoring it closely.
People who deserve a tribute are Mr and Mrs Wilf
Mason-Wilf and Hazel, as they are so well-
known to many thousands of people in WA-who
have personally watched and cared for these dol-
phins in a fashion which is second to none. They
run a caravan park which needs some attention.
Because they have a business to run, they do not
have the time these days to ensure that people are
doing the right thing by the dolphins. It is very
important that some sort of officer be appointed to
watch over these dolphins.

Han. Lyla Elliott: Has the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife ever sent anyone up there?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes, the people from
that department have been very good. It could not
really be described as a problem, but many hu-
mans do not know how to handle dolphins. An
educational programme needs to be set up and a
person appointed to tell people how to view these
mammals to the greatest benefit. People do silly
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things, such as putting their bands over the airhole
of the mammal for the sole reason that jhey do not
know how to look after the dolphins (ploperly.
People feed dolphins things which are not~gqp. for
them. I realise they do not do it intentioQilly,,..04t
it is very important that an educational pro-_,
gramme be instituted. This could involve a person
to watch over the dolphins to encourage people not
to harm them. A pamphlet could be prepared and
distributed. The most incredible thing is that cur-
rently six or eight dolphins come in every day,
almost like clockwork. No-one knows why they
come there and they are not always the same
dolphins. The female dolphin, or the cow, will go
away and return with an offspring some months
later, and the offspring from day one is as quiet as
its mother. This is quite incredible and it has
baffled scientists somewhat. It is a very important
tourist attraction and I forecast increases in tour-
ists of twentyfold or thirtyfold. It is important that
we watch these dolphins closely. Various Govern-
ment departments are recognising this need and
have helped obtain a considerable grant for the
First part of the programme. I hope more money
will be provided to employ an officer to watch over
the dolphins.

The township of Exmouth is at the tip of Lower
North Province. I wish to raise two or three mat-
ters concerning this town. Firstly, I raise the mat-
ter of the comments being made by the Federal
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mr Hayden), on a
day-to-day basis, about the future of the naval
base at North-West Cape Even when Mr Hayden
was Leader of the Federal Opposition, he became
public enemy number one up there over his com-
ments. Recently he made more comments, and he
virtually held a pistol at the head of the United
States Government. This was speedily remedied
by the Prime Minister who said that what had
been reported would not be the case. It is very
important for the future stability of the town that
these types of comments are stopped because
people are concerned about their future. Make no
error that Exmouth would be anything but a very
small tourist village. It is a very beautiful spot, but
it has nothing other than the base to sustain em-
ployment.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You could make it into a
duty-free port!

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes, I can think of a
lot of things we could turn it into, but one of the
best things is what it is currently -used for-a
communications base.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: We might not have Perth for
much longer if we have the base there.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes, but it is more
important for the defence of Australia that we
have friends like the US around us.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: Even if we are a target?
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I do not believe it is

correct to say that we are a target.
Hon. Lyla Elliott: It has been established.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: It is better that we

have the US as our friends at this time, and use
that fact as a deterrent to our enemies. We have
enemies in this world today, and while the base is
there, it is not to be used as a threat to hold over
the heads of our greatest helper when times get
bad; that is, the United States. Make no error
about it; without the assistance of the US, many of
us would not be here now.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: None of us will be here if
there is nuclear conflict.

A member: The best place is Australia!
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I would be very happy

to debate the North-West Cape at another time. I
just wanted to mention it tonight because I gave
an undertaking to some people in Exmouth that I
would do so. I wanted this to be a friendly speech,
Miss Elliott. Mr Masters might take note of this
subject, and it might come forward as an urgency
motion so we can get it off our chests.

Hon. D. K. Dans: As a pilot, you know it is a
very strategic place and it is unique. You know
what its uniqueness is, don't you? You probably
know all about it.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: With a damn good
hacksaw, in half-an-hour I could bring that
place-

Hon. D. K. Dans: I am not saying that. It is
about the only place in the world that has no
magnetic variation. You can work that Out for
yourself.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: We can deal with that
matter during an urgency motion. It is a very
important area as far as tourism is concerned,
particularly with the surrounding Ningaloo Reef.
That area is being considered now by the Govern-
ment because of a report recently placed in front
of it pointing out some very important changes
which would be made if the people who conducted
the study had their way. 1 know the Government is
considering the report very closely.

I have personally taken the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife (Mr David Evans) on a
tour of the reef by air. I wanted to show him. the
whole area. I have spoken with representatives of
various Government departments, and while I and
most people in the area would agree that there
needs to be some concern over the reef, care
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should be taken when constraints are implemented
to ensure that they are beneficial to all concerned.
I know it is very important that we preserve the
environment, but it is also very important for
people to have some information about it I would
not like it to be decided to close the place up
entirely as that would not be beneficial to the
people concerned.

There are some very important things on the
reef and people should be allowed to go and look
at them. One of the proposals for the closure of
Ningaloo Reef took in far too much of the actual
cape area itself. The boundary went right around
the tip of North-West Cape to Bundigi Reef. That
is far too much; it should cut out where the
national park ends. This is being considered at the
moment. People in the area were asked for their
views and they freely gave them. It was one of the
largest public meetings I have been to in Exmouth
and it had a very constructive outcome. I am sure
the officers would take note. I know Mr Evans was
surprised how large and important the reef was
when we showed him over it.

The Shire of Exmouth is in the capable hands of
Bob Burkett and the clerk, Kerry Graham.

Hon. Graham Edwards: He is not as capable as
his brother.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I do not think Mr
Burkett would like to hear Hon. Graham Edwards
say that! I am sure he is equally as capable as his
brother, and I would be surprised if Mr Edwards
thought differently.

I venture to say that no other local authority in
Western Australia is in a similar situation to that
of the Shire of Exmouth. It has no loans; the shire
does not have to make one loan repayment. It is a
credit that it is able to balance its books and use
the Financial facilities available to it-income
from rates, and grants-and can still he such a
wonderful town.

The shire is considering a major complex such
as a maritime museum to cater for tourists and
using it in the best way possible so that the general
public have access to it almost 24 hours a day. It
will require some specific grants. The shire is
having discussions with various departments, and I
hope it is successful.

One of the most important areas of concern is
the lack of fishing boat facilities In a speech
earlier this year. I drew to the House's attention
the lack of boating facilities in the town. Only
today, I received a letter from the Minister for
Transport (Mr Grill) who advised me that the
department has placed priority in the 1987-88
financial year for a specific programme to provide
a fishing boat facility in the Exmouth area. He

advised me that 328 000 was expended in 198 3-84
on site investigations at Exmouth, and a further
$80 000 is programmed for the balance of these
investigations in the present financial year as a
prerequisite for the preparation and development
of plans for the facilities. He also stated-

The Fishing Industry Facilities Committee
met in Exmouth in February of this year to
discuss with representatives of industry and
the Shire the nature of the facilities which
would best serve local interests. This is a pro-
cedure which has been adopted by the com-
mittee when new facilities are being planned.

While I welcome the Firm date the Minister has
given, I want to bring to the attention of the
House a letter I received in the last couple of days
concerning this matter. I think it is important that
I should read it. The writer is a senior skipper for
the M. G. Kailis group in Exmouth and he has
been there a number of years. This is a copy of the
letter he wrote to Mr G. Passmore, the resident
manager of the Kailis group. It states-

Having just been released from hospital
after being in traction for five days, I think it
is past time that some complaint should be
made in writing about the appalling and
dangerous conditions in which we often have
to unload our catch at Learmonth.

As Senior Skipper and as a person directly
affected at present by these conditions, in
that I have just been out of work for two
weeks because of them, I feel it is my place to
make a statement on behalf of all the skippers
and crews here concerning this ridiculous and
dangerous situation.

Our Learmonth anchorage is quite well
protected from the prevailing winds, which
arc south-west to south south-east, but for
about two months during winter we have to
contend with winds and/or swell from the
east to north-east, from which there is absol-
utely no protection. Even without wind we
often have a swell running into the moorings
unchecked for between 35 km and 50 km and
breaking on the beach. Add a wind to this
and it does not have to be very strong to make
coming ashore by dinghy extremely hazard-
ous. When these winds blow from 15 to 20
knots, as they often do, unloading verges on
the suicidal but has to be done. Otherwise the
quality of the catch is put at risk and nobody
wants to fish for two or three nights to risk
having their catch condemned through delay
in unloading.

The fact that we have only suffered one
fatality to date can be attributed to good luck
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and good seamanship, nothing else. Crews
injured and prawns lost; damage to dinghies
and outboards; nobody outside the Company
hears of these occurrances, yet they happen
all the time. Even going to work in the even-
ing is sometimes dangerous and often ex-
tremely uncomfortable in that the crews are
soaked to the skin and freezing before they
even get out to their trawlers. In order not to
lose your outboard motor and fuel tank, you
have to take them with you because quite
often, after returning from a trip your dinghy
is either sunk or washed up on the beach. Just
unbolting the outboard motor in a rough sea
can cause injuries and bolting it on again in
the morning, provided the dinghy is still
afloat, is even worse. Loading 40 kg baskets
of prawns into a dinghy when the dinghy is
rising and falling two metres and occasionally
taking waves right over the bow, is beyond
the call of duty. Then one still has to get
through the surf to the beach without
broaching or getting swamped. Crews who
escape direct injury often come down with
'flu and even pneumonia because of the soak-
ing they get coming ashore. We have had one
drowning so far and in my opinion it is only a
matter of time before there is another if
something is not done soon.

My suggestion is; forget about a marina for
the present. A breakwater is the most import-
ant item on the agenda. A sea wall built of
rocks which can be quarried directly behind
the Kailis complex and laid around the
anchorage to protect the vessels from the
south-east to north. This could be done with-
out concrete and comparatively cheaply,
provided a study was made on the effect of
tides and currents before the rocks were laid
down. A simple breakwater of rock is all we
need to save many injuries, a lot of wear and
tear on dinghies and outboards, and possibly
another human life.

Yours sincerely,
Mr A. G. Tom linson

I placed that information with the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife (Mr Evans) and the Minis-
ter for Works (Mr Mclver), and I sincerely hope
they give attention to it because it is inconceivable
in this modern era that fishermen should have to
unload floats into 12-foot and 14-foot dinghies and
go through that sort of nonsense. They know the
Financial constraints placed on the departments.
but money can be found for all sorts of things in
this State, and this is one matter that should be
looked at. This letter is from a man who is well-
versed in the industry and well able to place his

information in front of the Government. I hope the
Government takes notice, and I will look forward
with bated breath to a reply from the Minister to
this letter.

The little tourist village of Coral Bay is becom-
ing more and more popular with people in the iron
ore industry throughout the Pilbara because of the
innovation of the people who have developed the
area and made holiday houses available for sale.

As a result of a special scheme, houses have
been constructed at Coral Bay and the owners are
able to rent them out under an arrangement which
is in keeping with the protection of the environ-
ment and the rules set down by the Shire of
Carnarvon. The people concerned are very con-
scious of the environment because the sand dunes
do not react well to vehicles or people. However, it
is one of the most beautiful places on the coast,
and people would really enjoy looking at the reef
from the glass-bottomed boats which operate from
that town. Coral Bay is becoming popular, not
only to the people in the Pilbara, but also to the
people of Western Australia and Australia.

The township of Carnarvon is the largest town
in my electorate. It has been brought to the atten-
tion of members in this House before that the
water which flows down the mighty Gascoyne
River means prosperity to Carnarvon. Prior to
March this year, Carnarvon went some 21 months
without rain. I can assure members of the House
that the plantations and the fruit and vegetable
industries established on the banks of the
Gascoyne River were close to destruction.

The water allocations to the growers had been
severely restricted to the point where a severe
heatwave, which was unusual to Carnarvon, did
enormous damage to the crops, particularly the
banana crops. It is only now-some six or seven
months later-that the people of Carnarvon have
realised the extent of the damage that was done. It
takes that long for production figures to be known
and certainly the production of bananas is down.

The river has been a great saviour not only to
the growers, but also to the Public Works Depart-
ment and to the Country Water Supply and
Sewerage Department. Many lessons have been
learnt. The growers have learned to use different
methods of conserving water, for example, the use
of plastic sheeting. They reflect ruefully on the
amount of water that has been wasted over the
years.

It is the aquifer, the area underneath the river,
which needs to be filled up. It is important that
Governments of the day look at different methods
to conserve water. I know that members in this
House heard many times from my predecessor,
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Hon. George Berry, about methods to conserve
water.

Recently, I was approached by a resident of
Carnarvon, an engineer, Mr Roger Veen, who has
produced one of the most simple methods that
could be used when the water level of the river is
down.

One of the problems is that a lot of water comes
down the Gascoyne River; it goes straight out to
the ocean and it is of no use to anyone. Mr Veen
has brought to my attention and to the attention of
authorities concerned about this problem, a pro-
posal that when a new bridge is built over the
Gascoyne River-not in the immediate future, but
in the near future-a very simple method of using
gates could be integrated with the bridge itself.
The gates could be raised and lowered when the
river goes from a torrent to a trickle, and that will
hold water back so that the Filling of the aquifer
becomes a simple process. It is a simple method
and it should be considered by the Public Works
Department; it should not be put aside.

Tourism is the lifeblood of the people in
Carnarvon and the business people look forward
eagerly to visitors who want to get away from
towns like Albany, Esperance, Bunbury, and
Busselton during the winter months. These tour-
ists are looking for the sun. This year the cold
weather extended as far as Carnarvon and a great
number of the tourists took the only alternative
available to them; they took advantage of the
sealed roads and went further north to Port
Hedland, Derby, and Broome. Tourism is import-
ant, not only to Carnarvon, but also to sur-
rounding areas.

I have mentioned the development at Mt.
Augustus Station. A similar type of development
has taken place at Cobra Station where an indus-
trious person has renovated the old "Bangamore"
hotel and provided accommodation of which many
people have taken advantage. Carnarvon is the
jumping-off point for tourists. A lot of buses go
through Carnarvon and the local airlines have
taken advantage of the tourist industry.

Another area to which I would like to refer is
owned by entrepreneur Meikle Meecham; that is,
Quobba Station. When times got tough, Mr
Meecham provided accommodation in facilities
that were not being used; he has encouraged tour-
ists to stay on the station. It is a beautiful spot and
the development has been undertaken to comp-
lement Mr Meecham's income. He utilised facili-
ties that were not being used for many months of
the year. He tells me that the accommodation is
booked out most of the time.

Something that surprises me concerns two
islands West of Carnarvon. They are Bernier and
Dorre Islands, which are "A"-class reserves for
the protection of wildlife. I understand that a
species of kangaroo rat abounds on these islands,
but it never ceases to amaze me that access to both
islands has been denied to the public. The WA
Tourist Commission should look at these areas
because they are two important potential tourist
spots.

Members talk about Rottnest Island, but these
islands would buy and sell Roitnest as far as
potential is concerned. There is simply nothing on
the islands at the moment. I understand they were
used as leprosariums early this century. The
islands should be made tourist attractions.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Is there water on the islands?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes. Everything that
would make a tremendous development is there,
and the only thing holding it up is that some
obscure species of kangaroo rat or beetle abounds
on the islands.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Tom Knight and Fred
McKenzie will tell you they are extremely import-
ant.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I was talking about
kangaroo rats, not Hon. Tom Knight.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I understand the need
to conserve wildlife, and I would not mind if the
restrictions pertained to one island only. One
island could be closed to the public and be subject
to limited entry. I do not believe that a Rottnesl-
type development should be envisaged. However, a
ranger's house could be constructed on one of the
islands and provision could be made for boats to
moor off it.

At the present time, the only people who go to
these islands are people who are hiding heroin.
Members may have read in the Press recently that
tonnes of heroin were left on one of the islands.
The people responsible have not yet been caught
and it would appear that if someone were resident
on the islands, this might help in the capture of
culprits in the future.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Is there not a ranger's shack
on Bernier?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: No, there is not.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Is there not a ranger there?

Hon. P. H. LOCKVER: No. I think the ranger
rolls the swag out on the beach. There is certainly
no development as far as the public are concerned.
Great fishing is just going to waste. The Govern-
ment must look into the matter.
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One of the other operations around Carnarvon
which has stabilised is the one at Lake MacLeod.
The Leader of the House will prick up his ears
when I tell him things are more stable. I under-
stand there will be two ships per month between
now and Christmas, This stabilises the work force
and makes the project much more profitable to
the Government.

Members will know that earlier this year there
were some problems concerning the future of the
operation. Only this week it was announced that
the powerline will be taken from Carnarvon to the
working place. This is as a result of an agreement
made between the company and the State Govern-
ment, and I commend it. The construction of the
powerline alone will produce a lot of work, and it
will be amazing how many other jobs follow.

Industrial problems have been kept to an absol-
ute minimum- It is necessary for pats on the back
to be given when they are deserved. A first-class
job has been done by the chaps out there. Mr Dans
will agree with me when I say that the Dampier
salt operation at Lake MacLeod will continue for
some years.

I would like to draw the attention of the House
to some areas of concern. One is the fishing indus-
try. Members would not believe I could make a
speech without mentioning snapper traps, and
they are quite right. I will bring the whole snapper
industry around Shark Bay to the attention of the
House, because the time is ripe for some fairly
drastic steps to be taken in this area. The Com-
monwealth Government holds the whip hand con-
cerning fishing licences. I am appalled to find that
48 of these licences allowing six traps per licence
have been issued this year.

As the House is aware, we have been told before
that the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife,
soon to be only the Department of Fisheries,
instigated a three-year study into the snapper in-
dustry, and it is now about two years old. I under-
stand that the findings will be brought out in
October next year. This investigation has
convinced me that no damage is being done to the
seabed by these traps. If they are used prop-
erly-and I emphasise the words "if they are used
properly"-they do not damage the fish, so the
experts tell me.

The people here who buy and sell fish tell me
otherwise. They tell me that apart from a handful
of fishermen who know how to handle the traps
properly, normally a trap-caught Fish can expect
to fetch 20 per cent less in the marketplace than
can one that is caught on a line.

I emphasise the word "properly." Hon. Colin
Bell will agree with me that there are good dairy

people and bad dairy people; likewise, there are
good fishermen and bad fishermen.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I am a good one.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Snapper traps are ex-

tremely efficient in catching fish, and they should
be greatly restricted. Some problems have been
caused by the Australian Fishing Industry Council
which has gone out of its way to dissuade me from
my opinion that the traps should be severely
restricted, and my suggestion at one stage that
perhaps it would be better for them to be banned
altogether. The Australian Fishing Industry
Council, I am sad to say, has used methods which
I find distasteful when it tried to muzzle me. How-
ever it is my view that the Shark Bay fishery itself
must simply be made a limited entry fishery, or it
must be restricted in some way in respect of both
the number of boats and traps used and the num-
ber of people in the industry. The industry simply
will not stand the pressures being brought to bear
on it at the present moment.

At a recent public meeting in Carnarvon, I
made it very clear that my only concern was not
political-and I am not worried about that aspect
because I believe this is something which parties
of all political persuasions should consider. My
concern is that these fishermen's sons, daughters,
granddaughters, and grandsons should have a Fish-
ery in which to Fish and not one which is com-
pletely fished out.

One of the points made to that meeting by the
Secretary of AFIC (Mr Graham Stewart) is that
there is nothing to stop a purse seine boat from
coming in and fishing the whole area out over-
night. I made it clear that I would be appalled at
any Government which would allow that to hap-
pen.

Prior to the findings of this snapper survey be-
ing made available in October 1985 or very soon
afterwards, steps must be taken to limit this fish-
ery or there will be no fishery for anyone.

I know Mr Bernie Bowen, Director of Fisheries
and Wildlife, has the sad task of making a de-
cision on this type of operation, but it must be
made-and made soon.

I want to get on to the plight of country race
clubs, something in which Mr Dans will be very
interested. Some firm decisions must be made con-
cerning non-TAB race clubs. I speak of non-TAB
race clubs as being those responsible for country
race meetings which are not operated State-wide
by the Totalisator Agency Board. Some of these
country clubs in the bush will be in severe trouble
if steps are not taken to assist them. There is a
large number of clubs in my area, and they are
waiting with bated breath for a decision to be
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made by the Western Australian Turf Club. I
hope the Minister who leads this House takes note
of the country clubs concerned. I know that he has
been to a number of them. He missed the two-up
game only because of his integrity. He has been
told on many occasions by the country club people
that they must be taken into consideration when
decisions are made. This applies to clubs in centres
from Kununurra to Albany-

Hon. D. K. Dans: Do not tell me I have to go up
there to the races!

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I understand the Min-
ister fits in very well at race meetings, where he is
a popular Figure.

While talking about race clubs, I want to say
that some weeks ago on a Saturday, I was in
Carnarvon at a very important race meeting.
There was a cloudburst in the morning.

On the previous Thursday evening, the Hon.
Des Dans had said he was going to the races at
Cue, because he intended to meet with the
Murchison Race Club people; so I knew where he
was.

After the cloudburst, it was apparent that it was
not possible for the Carnarvon Race Club to con-
duct its meeting, because of the wet conditions and
the dangerous track. One of the problems in an
area which is as isolated as Carnarvon is that
people must bring their horses long distances to
race. On this occasion, some people had brought
their horses from Geraldton and others from as far
away as Roebourne and Exmouth.

The idea of racing on the Sunday was broached
with me by the President of the Carnarvon Race
Club (Mr Tom Day) and be sought my advice as
to whom he should speak. Knowing that the Hon.
Des Dans was responsible for the relevant port-
folio, I contacted him in Cue and am happy to
inform the House that he unhesitatingly allowed
the club to race on the Sunday. He made sure that
we did not have any problems with the police or
the churches concerned.

This was very important for the club. I do not
believe that sort of permission should be given
every day, but, on that occasion, I paid tribute to
Mr Dans, because he did not hesitate to agree. He
is aware of the problems which face race clubs.
The Carnarvon Race Club took the chance that
the conditions would be good on the Sunday and,
with the assistance of a local radio station, it had a
much bigger crowd than it would have had on the
Saturday.

Hon. D. K. Dans: What you did not say was
that one of Mr Moore's constituents on the race
club was a very devout church goer and was very
upset with me!

HaIn. P. H. LOCKYER: It was not a decision
which was given an approval rating of 100 per
cent, but it was a bold decision and it was greatly
appreciated by all concerned. I hope that, when
the accolades have stopped, the Hon. Des Bans
will take into account the plight of country race
clubs.

I turn now to the wonderful game of two-up.
We all know about the recent debacle at Leonora
where the police, for better or for worse, made
some arrests at an illegal two-up game. Previously,
I drew to the attention of members the dilemma
this Government would get itself into when it gave
permission for two-up to be legalised in
Kalgoorlie. However, I do not want to say, "I told
you so"

I make no secret of the fact that recently in my
province information was given to me which led
me to believe it was possible the police intended to
raid a two-up game. I made it my business to go
there, because I thought the matter must be
brought to a head sooner or later.

I hope the Government is looking seriously at
the problem. It is no secret that most-not
all-race clubs take the opportunity to run two-up
games, because they need the money to assist
them in their financial operations.

We had the situation in Leonora where the club
was raided and people were arrested. Some of the
people arrested were off-duty policemen, which
makes the situation even more ludicrous. That
raid might have put a few extra dollars into the
coffers of the State Treasury, but it caused some
hard feelings around the place. It has made those
policemen extremely unpopular in the goldfields,
bearing in mind that that area is a tightly knit
community.

It was not good for anybody involved. It left
some very surprised people in Leonora and it will
be a long time before the more common faces
which turn up at the two-up games are persuaded
to attend again.

However, there had to be a reason that the
liquor and gaming people went to the two-up game
at Leonora. That is why I will not be too hard in
my condemnation of that incident. Every cloud
has a silver lining, so there must be a reason some-
where along the line for that raid; either someone
was not doing the right thing, or the two-up game
had become too blatant.

Once again I urge the Government to give
serious consideration to allowing country race
clubs to conduct two-up games. This could be car-
ried out as an experiment. Permits could be issued
for country race clubs to conduct two-up games
after their race meetings, even if they were held at
11 .00 p.m. so that they did not interfere with the
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hotel industry. Very strict rules could be applied;
for example, it could be stipulated that no liquor
was to be consumed and a policeman had to be on
duty. The permit would cost a certain amount,
whether it be a couple of hundred dollars or some
other figure, and no thieves, vagabonds, gaol birds,
etc., would be allowed to participate.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You are taking away all your
colourful characters!

Hon. P. H. Wells: No members of Parliament!

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: If members of Parlia-
ment were not allowed, that would include Mr
Wells. Nothing would break my heart more than
to see Mr Wells throw six or seven heads while I
am on tails!

However, we really have a problem in this area.
It is of no use the Government's putting its head in
the sand, because no surer than that the sun will
rise tomorrow, people will keep playing two-up.

The worst aspect of the Leonora raid was that it
brought tension to the town. Indeed, I am
probably making the matter worse by bringing it
to the attention of the Parliament, but I am doing
so because, in the long run, I think that might
assist.

I look forward to the day when Mr Dans and I
can legally go and play a game of two-up without
worrying that our names will be spread across The
West Australian or the Daily News the following
day.

I have spoken with Mr Dants about the matter
on several occasions and no-one has disputed the
fact that my suggestion is worthwhile, apart from
one irate person in Carnarvon who, rather than
come to me direct, wrote a letter in the local
newspaper condemning me for my stance on two-
up, which surprised me no end.

This is a matter which should be dealt with and
the most important aspect of it is that no-one is
forced to participate in the game. In Carnarvon,
anyone who goes to a two-up game in the middle
of winter either needs his head examined or has
had a terribly bad day at the races and needs to
recoup his losses, because it is very unpleasant and
cold. Surely if the race clubs want to conduct two-
up and run it properly, they should be used as a
testing ground in this respect. I feel very strongly
that those who are involved in this should already
be in the betting industry. Those involved in the
racing industry fall into that category. I do not
believe the CWA or P & C associations should be
involved in running games of two-up for profit.

Hon. D. K. Bans: They do not fit the picture; I
know what you mean.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: They should stick to
running their cake stalls and the like. They play an
important role in our community, and should con-
tinue to do so; but it is important also that people
should be able to continue to play two-up.

H-on. Lyla Elliott: Two-up is a man's game, isn't
it?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: No, it is not. In fact,
the worst thing that happened to me recently was
seeing a lady throw nine heads while I was on
tails!

Those involved in race clubs are ideal people to
run these games and they could be used to test the
position.' This is not something which can be dealt
with overnight, because many aspects must be
examined. After the system has been operating for
a while, flaws might be discovered. However, these
problems become evident only after the system has
been in operation.

A similar situation exists in respect of liquor
licences. In the early days, it was too easy to
obtain a permit and the same position might apply
in respect of two-up. A race club may obtain a
permit to run a two-up school and someone may

Start selling sly grog from a car or something of
that nature.

Initially, I do not believe anyone other than
officers of a race club should be granted permits to
operate two-up games. We could try that for a
year or two and then examine what has happened
and decide whether more people should be
involved. However, I believe the Government has
received the message.

Previously, I drew the attention of members to
the hotel industry. I still believe there is much
about which to be concerned in respect of that
industry, even though the recommendations of the
committee of inquiry into the hotel industry have
been made public.

Sit tin8 suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 p.m.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Prior to the dinner

suspension I made some brief comments about my
electorate and I dealt with the hotel industry. I
have brought this matter to the attention of the
House previously. The hotel industry is very
labour-intensive, but it always seems to be the
target of successive Governments which try to
leech a little extra by way of tariffs on liquor.

The public have accepted the drinking without
driving campaign. It has been a most successful
campaign, and now people do not wish to drink
and drive.

Hon. D. K. Bans: They drink at home now.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The only people who

continue to suffer are those in the hotel industry.
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They are having an enormous battle to survive.
This labour-intensive industry forms an important
part of our attack on unemployment.

The report of the committee of inquiry into this
industry has recently been brought down. I hope
the Government is able to take some firm steps to
help this industry. I know that inquiry did its very
best in looking at the industry as closely as poss-
ible, but it has not come up with a comprehensive
answer to the problem. However, one point which
was raised was that the liquor industry needed
rationalisation. Perhaps the industry needs, as a
matter of urgency, closer consultation with the
authorities.

The hotels have every confidence in the Western
Australian branch of the Australian Hotels As-
sociation. That association is concerned about
both the good side and bad side of liquor sales. It
is concerned about people who drink and drive and
has gone to great lengths to bring this matter to
the attention of the public. It has promoted jingles
on the radio, and advertisements in newspapers
and magazines encouraging people not to drink
and drive. Everyone knows about the "skipper"
campaign where a group of people who go out at
night are encouraged to nominate one person as a
skipper for the night, who does not drink any
alcohol, so that he can get his friends home safely.
I think the association must be commended for its
efforts.

The packaged liquor industry is not without its
problems. I am talking of the old gallon licence
store which is now a liquor store. Recently I spoke
to a gentleman from the Western Australian
branch of the association-a Mr Barry
Parker-and he told me that there is concern
about their industry. Perhaps they are locking
down the barrel of rationalisation as well. Industry
leaders are happy to consult, so it is up to the
authorities concerned to make a move.

I turn now to a favourite subject of mine, the
appointment of justices of the peace. I know Mr
Berinson's ears will ring with my previous com-
ments on the subject of members of Parliament
being appointed as justices of the peace. As I have
said before-and I am not taking anything away
from any of my colleagues who chose to be made a
justice of the peace-I have not chosen to be a
justice of the peace because I believe one cannot
make laws and carry them out as well. However, I
may have to reconsider that decision because re-
cently a Mr Bruno Bacci from Carnarvon wished
to make an application for his certificate of
Australian citizenship. He was granted Australian
citizenship when he was a young man but did not
receive a certificate. An appropriate form is

required, which he asked me to arrange for him,
and I did so.

I read the form carefully and helped him to fill
it in, down to the point where the applicant had to
make the following declaration-

I make this solemn declaration by virtue of
the Statutory Declarations Act 1959 and sub-
ject to the penalties provided by that Act for
the making of false statements in statutory
declarations, conscientiously believing the
statements in this declaration to be true in
every particular detail.

It is all lawyer's language-plenty of wherefores,
whereins and whereafters. Mr Bacci signed this
declaration in front of me, and it was declared at
Carnarvon on the "Eighteenth day of June 1984
before me"-and I signed my name, "Philip
Harry Lockyer, member of Legislative Council
Parliament of Western Australia". The form
stated that the declaration could be made in the
presence of a "Justice of the High Court, a Judge,
Magistrate, Commissioner for Declarations, jus-
tice of the peace, a Notary Public Officer or Auth-
orised Officer". I thought that a member of Par-
liament could be an authorised officer.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: This does not count the
fine print?

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: That is the hard part.
The worst is to come. There was a requirement for
a photograph, the type where one is not allowed to
smile, and Mr Bacci produced photographs. I had
to sign on the back, and unless one is a writer in
miniature one has some difficulty. People such as
Mr Bell could not even put his thumb on it, let
alone his pen! I wrote on the back as follows-

1. Philip Harry Lockyer Member Parlia-
ment of 30 Cleaver St Carnarvon hereby cer-
tify that I have known the applicant Bruno
Bacci for not less than one year and that to
the best of my knowledge and belief the
photographs accompanying the application
are photographs of the applicant.

One of the photographs has been endorsed
and signed by me as follows: "I certify this to
be a genuine photograph of Bruno Bacci".

I noted on the bottom of the form that "a member
of Parliament of the Commonwealth or of a State,
a member of the Northern Territory Legislative
Assembly, a Member of the Australian Capital
Territory House of Assembly, a Magistrate, Jus-
tice of the Peace, Barrister, Solicitor, Com-
missioner for Declarations, Notary Public, Ac-
countant, Medical Practitioner, Dentist, Minister
of Religion, Bank Manager or Teacher" could wit-
ness that.
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We duly signed this form and it was
certificated. However, would members believe
that it was not acceptable? The form came back,
without a letter, but with a little red cross next to
where I had signed and a small asterisk under the
words "Justice of the Hi-gh Court, Judge" etc. On
the front of the form were the words "Please com-
plete the enclosed form where indicated. With the
Compliments of the Regional Director, Depart-
ment of Immigration & Ethnic Affairs, 12 St.
George's Terrace, Perth, W.A. 6000".

I finally rang five or six people in the depart-
ment who told me I could not witness Mr Bacci's
signature, but I could witness his photos because I
was not a "Justice of the High Court, a Judge"
etc.

I suppose it is bureaucratic bungling and all
that, but Mr Bacci could not go to Italy yesterday,
because he had not got his certificate of
Australian citizenship. I suppose I will be forced
to write a letter to Mr Berinson and ask to be a
justice of the peace. I can see no way around it.
When we see stupid things like that happening,
there is no hope for the system.

I did not like Brian Burke's letter which went
out with the SEC bills. I guess it is not a bad
move, because he was the first to think of it, but it
will create a precedent. The letter was trying to
smooth over the fact that charges were up by three
per cent. The thing is that if they get away with it,
it will set a terrible precedence and Governments
and politicians, being the creatures they are might
keep doing that sort of thing. I hope they do not.

I mentioned the central desert last week, Mr
President, when you were on your little holiday to
New Guinea for the opening of Parliament there. I
am told that $37 million was spent on the Parlia-
ment in New Guinea, when we in this State are
battling to find offices for 89 members of Parlia-
ment. We give enormous amounts of money by
way of grants to New Guinea where I am told the
public gallery of their Parliament is as big as our
Entertainment Centre. I have never seen this place
full, except when a matter of interest or which is
highly inflammatory is debated. I am told that the
Parliament in New Guinea is something out of
this box, although I am not saying we should build
one in Western Australia like that.

As members of Parliament we are supposed to
be running this country, and although it is a popu-
lar thing for Governments to keep costs down I
think that every member of Parliament in this
House, regardless of his political situation would
feet that he is working in antiquated conditions.
The situation in this place just cheeses me off. It is
not a great set-up.

I suppose 100 committees would be needed to
look at this problem, and I know you, Mr Presi-
dent. have a battle to balance the meagre budget
you are given in this House. It amazes me that no
effort is made for the members. The workload for
State members of Parliament is increasing all the
time. The public expect a lot more from their
representatives than they did 10 years ago.

I give this Government its due because we were
supplied with photocopying machines recently.
For those members who have not received theirs
yet, it is not a bad machine. It is amazing that the
Government has been seen fit to supply these ma-
chines at last. I am not having a crack only at this
Government; previous Governments have been
just as bad. The conditions are pretty meagre, and
people simply expect more from us, particularly in
our electorate offices.

In the modern age, photocopying facilities are
absolutely necessary. I think we need to keep up
with those in the public sector and with what
ordinary public servants have. It is incredible;
members who have not visited senior public ser-
vants in their offices would be surprised to see
what they get compared with what we get. We are
their poor cousins. However, I do not expect the
situation to change overnight.

The other night I was saying something in this
House about Aboriginal land rights. I do not want
to address myself to that matter tonight. However,
I am very concerned about people who are leach-
ing money from Aborigines. I was looking through
a magazine entitled The National Farmer dated
26 July to 8 August 1984. At page 13 appears an
article entitled "Around the Waterbag". It
states-

Over the past 14 years Australian Federal
governments have ladled out a grand total of
$1.7 million for every Aboriginal person in
Australia.

But one reason why the Aborigines are not
too pleased with this bounty, they say, is that
more than the lion's share of this largesse has
wound up lining the pockets of the enormous
bureaucracy which is supposed to administer
their affairs.

That is a fact. Far too many people are leaching
money from funds given to those people. There has
to be a day of reckoning. White advisers wander
around the desert; they include people from the
Aboriginal Legal Service and sundry others who
are leaching money from the people. I am not
saying that all white advisers are doing that. Some
white advisers are dedicated and are doing the
right thing. However, some do not do the right
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thing. It is very important that someone oversee
some of those actions.

I was astounded to have information given to
me by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
which referred to a pastor, a person of the cloth,
who removed some money from an operation in
which Aborigines were involved. He could not be
tracked down because he had covered his tracks
well. He helped himself to the till. I think that is
bad. I hope that sort of thing is not as widespread
as I think it is. The time has come when the
Aboriginal communities will not accept the
handing out of money willy-nilly. Perhaps enor-
mous penalties need to be banded out to people
who do not do the right thing by Aborigines.

One problem that people in the central desert
are experiencing is that of a water supply. I pay
tribute to the Public Works Department which,
under very hard circumstances at times, looks
after the operations of facilities in the central des-
ert. It does a first-class job. The people there are
mainly from the central desert. They come from
places like Warburton, Jamison, and Giles. Those
places are difficult to get to because of bad roads
or because of bad weather conditions and that sort
of thing. However, the country areas water supply
branch of the Public Works Department does a
first-class job. It is the unsung hero when it comes
to handing out pats on the back.

for some years. in Carnarvon, there has been no
need for a lighthouse keeper because an automatic
lighthouse has been installed. The closing down of
the jetty has also made it unnecessary to have a
lighthouse keeper at all. The very beautiful old
home which was provided for the lighthouse
keeper has remained vacant for two or three years.
It is falling into a state of disrepair. However, one
of the local citizens, a local real estate agent, could
see that it was not necessary for the place to re-
main empty. He thought it would be a good idea if
somebody could be put into the house to look after
it. That was a bad decision to make. The man, Mr
Keith H-asleby, wrote to the Manager of the State
Housing Commission as follows-

Dear Sir,

I note with interest and concern that the
light keepers house on Babbage Island
Carnarvon is vacant and has been for some
time. On applying to the Public Works De-
partment I was referred to the officer in
Charge of Harbours and Rivers who in turn
advised me that you are the responsible de-
partment. On this score I sincerely hope I am
right this time as I am fast running out of
departments.

The house is badly vandalised and in very
poor shape and in a town where the housing
situation is acute, it is regrettable.

I am prepared to lease same as is where is
on a month ly/yearly/f ive yearly tenancy.
Please advise.

With best wishes and kind regards,

Cordially,
Keith N. Hasleby .1.P.

10 November 1983.
He received no reply for one month. He again
wrote and referred to his letter and asked for an
answer. There was still no reply. On 4 January
1984 he wrote to Hon. K. i. Wilson, Minister for
Housing, and said-

Dear Minister

The housing situation in Carnarvon is poss-
ibly more acute than in most areas in West-
ern Australia, and this is aggravated by the
fact that more job vacancies occur here than
in most places, hence we have the unusual
situation whereby jobs are available and ac-
commodation is sadly lacking, this is brought
about to a degree by virtue of the fact that
Carnarvon has double the national growth
rate and I have enclosed a brochure giving the
statistics that I trust you will find of interest.

On 10 November 1983 1 wrote to the man-
ager of the State Housing Commission, a
photo copy of the letter is enclosed, silence
was the grim reply. I wrote again on 5
December 1983 and still no acknowledgement
or reply.

The house I refer to was in excellent con-
dition-but is being vandalised and in a town
where housing is at a premium it is regret-
table that I am unable to lease same. Whilst I
contend I have a monetary interest I am pre-
pared to divulge my clients name and the
Department can deal direct. However, I am
prepared to lease weekly-monthly yearly
and 5 yearly payable in advance. But please
can we have some action?

I thank you in anticipation, with best
wishes for 1984 and kind regards.

Cordially
Keith N. Hasleby i.P.

On I I January, only a week later, the Government
Employee's Housing Authority replied to Mr
Hasleby as follows-

Dear Sir

I refer to your letter of November 10, 1983
and apologise for the delay in acknowledging
it.
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It was hoped that a decision could be given
at the time but the matter has become pro-
longed.

Negotiations arc in hand with the Shire
and the Department of Marine and Harbours
and as soon as some finality is reached you
will be advised.

Yours faithfully
G BOWER

ACTING SECRETARY
A letter dated 9 January. from the Assistant Pri-
vate Secretary to the Minister for Housing, was
then sent to Mr Hasleby. It stated-

Dear Mr Hasleby
Your letter dated January 4, concerning

the light keepers house on Babbage Island,
Carnarvon was received by the Minister on
January 5, 1984.

The Minister has asked me to thank you
for your letter and to advise that he will write
to you about the matters raised as soon as
possible.

Your sincerely
Kevin Tennant

ASSIST. PRIVATE SECRETARY
TO THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING

Mr K. N. Hasleby, JP, immediately acknowledged
the letter from the Secretary of the Government
Employees' Housing Authority by saying-

Dear Sir
I acknowledge receipt of your letter of I1I

January 1984 in reply to mine for which I
thank you. Could you indicate when we can
expect a decision. At the time of writing we
have a valued client desperately in need of a
home-whilst a perfectly good residence re-
mains empty and is being demolished by van-
dals.

I await your reply with best wishes and
kind regards.

Cordially
Keith N Hasleby J.P.

He also wrote a letter acknowledging a letter from
the Assistant Private Secretary to the Minister for
Housing. The Minister for Housing then wrote to
Mr Hasleby on 13 February. I am sorry to have to
keep reading these letters but they are very im-
portant to the whole story. The letter stated-

Dear Mr. Hasleby,
Thank you for your letter of 4th January,

1984 concerning the future use of the old
lighthouse keepers quarters on Babbage
Island. The lack of response to your letter to
the State Housing Commission of 10th

November, 1983 is regretted, however I
understand that the Secretary of the Govern-
ment Employees' Housing Authority has
subsequently been in personal contact with
you on this matter.

I am informed by the Secretary of the
Authority that a decision on the quarters has
been complicated by the fact that whilst the
Authority owns the improvements, the land is
vested in the Minister for Transport pursuant
to the provisions of the Marine and Harbours
Act for purposes provided within that Act.
Consequently the Department of Marine and
Harbours has the final say in determining the
future use of the quarters.

The Department of Marine and H-arbours
has advised the Authority that the develop-
ment of a tourist facility and private resi-
dence would not appear to be an authorised
purpose under the Act. The Department has
also indicated that such a proposal is undesir-
able as it could hamper future development in
the Port should the need arise. Accordingly
the Authority has been requested to arrange
for it's demolition and removal.

Nevertheless, the Shire of Carnarvon has
recently advised the Authority that it sup-
ports the quarters being developed as a tour-
ist facility and consequently the matter will
be referred back to the Department of Mar-
ine and Harbours for consideration and ad-
vice to the shire.

Yours sincerely,
Keith Wilson

MINISTER FOR HOUSING

Back went another letter the same day. It stated-

Dear Mr Wilson,

I acknowledge receipt of your letter for
which I thank you. I am fully aware of the
problems associated with the light keepers
house on Babbage Island, and realise the
exigencies relevant to same.

Few people realise the critical shortage of
housing in Carnarvon which is deteriorating
daily. Surely it would not be asking too much
for Marine and Harbours to rent this delight-
ful residence out on a weekly tenancy until its
future is resolved, we would be happy to ac-
cept this decision.

In conclusion in a rapidly growing town,
that has double the national growth rate, it is
unbelievable that to demolish a perfectly
good home is even considered. This could
comfortably house a family of live who at
present-are living in intolerable conditions
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along with hundreds of others. Please give
this your serious consideration.

- For which I thank you in anticipation, with
best wishes and kind regards.

Cordially
Keith N Hasleby J.P.

Mr Wilson's private secretary then replied on 27
February. It stated-

Dear Mr Hasieby,

Your letter dated February l8 concerning
the light keepers house on Babbage Island
was received by the Minister on February 23,
1984.

The Minister has asked me to thank you
for your letter and to advise that he will write
to you about the matters raised as soon as
possible.

That letter was put in a corner. While all this was
going on the place was deteriorating all the time.
The police arrest four or five young blokes there
every night. They are making the house their
home. The letter of 8 March stated-

Dear Mr H-asleby,

Thank you for your letter of February 18,
1984 concerning the old lighthouse keepers
quarters on Babbage Island.

As explained in my letter of February 13 ,1984 the final say in determining future Use
of the premises rests with the Department of
Marine and Harbours,

Consequently, I shall refer your latest cor-
respondence to my colleague the Hon. Minis-
ter for Transport for his attention.

Mr Hasleby, who is a very patient man, then
thought that there was only one thing for him to
do, he should go straight to the top. So, on the
same day he tapped out a letter to the Premier of
the State in his capacity as Minister for Tourism.
He pointed out the problem that existed with the
house. On 17 April, some few days later, a letter
was received from the office of the Premier. It
stated-

Dear Mr Hasieby,
Thank you for your correspondence about

the vacant Light Keeper's house at
Cama rvOfl.

As you are aware, this matter was referred
to the Hon. JIulian Grill, M.L.A., Minister for
Transport by the Hon. Keith Wilson, M.L.A.,
Minister for I-ousing.

I understand the matter is presently being
handled by Mr Grill, who will write to you as
soon as possible.

On I May, the Gascoyne Regional Travel Associ-
ation (Inc.) wrote to the General Manager of the
Department of Marine and Harbours, Carnarvon
in relation to the lighthouse keeper's cottage on
Lot 627, Reserve No. 8952, Babbage Island. The
letter stated-

Dear Sir,

I have been approached by Hon. ]an
Laurance MLA, the Carnarvon Tourist Bu-
reau and the Carnarvon Historical Society
about the future of the old lighthouse keeper's
cottage. Since it has been vacant, the old
building has been severely vandalized and
would now be costly to restore.

The acting Secretary of the Government
Employees Housing Authority has said that
you are considering the future of these quar-
ters. I would be grateful if you would inform
me how far you have progressed in your de-
liberations and what is your present thinking,
so that I can respond to these people.

I am getting very near the end, Mr President.

I now refer to a letter dated 28 May from the
Minister for Transport, and Minister for Regional
Development and the North West. He has finally
written as follows-

Dear Mr 1-asleby

As you know, your letters to the Hon.
Premier and the Hon. Minister for Housing
concerning the old quarters on Babbage
Island have been referred to me for a reply.

The situation is somewhat complicated by
the fact that the house itself is owned by the
Government Employees' Housing Authority,
whereas the land upon which it stands is
vested in the Minister for Transport.

Enquiries have indicated that it is doubtful
whether the land could be used legally for the
purpose you wish while it is vested in the
Minister for Transport for the purposes auth-
orised under the Marine and Harbours; Act
1981.

The Shire of Carnarvon has indicated ver-
bally that it fully supports the concept of a
tourist Facility/residence being developed on
the site and, subject to confirmation that the
Shire will accept a vesting of the area, I pro-
pose to excise the area from the Part and
place it under the control of the Shire.

Alternatively, if the Shire declines to ac-
cept a vesting of the area it will be excised
from the Port and be subject to a reservation
under the Land Act and controlled by the
Hon. Minister for Lands.
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1 apologise for the delay in finalising this
matter. but there are certain requirements
provided by Law and you will appreciate that
I am obliged to ensure compliance with those
requirements. Accordingly I am unable to
accede to your request at this time.

The final letter from Mr Hasleby reads as fol-
lows-

Dear Mr Grill,
Over the past seven months I have been

writing to the manager of the State Housing
Commission, the Minister for Housing, the
Secretary of the Government Employees
Housing Authority and the Premier, plus nu-
merous others, and both Mr Burke and Mr
Wilson assured me that you could make a
decision and as a consequence have refused
my pleas to you for action.

As of this date, I am still writing very
patiently in the hopes that someone will be
given the occupancy of the Light Keepers
house at Carnarvon, before it is totally
wrecked by vandals.

Carnarvon suffers from an acute shortage
of housing, possibly more than any other
town in Australia, and I have a client who
would move into this house today-hence it is
tragic to see it slowly disintegrating-because
someone refuses to give a decision.

My file on this subject is now 3 metres long
and the regional manager of the Department
of Industrial Development was given a photo
copy when asked for a comment on the hous-
ing situation in Carnarvon. Perhaps Mike
Bonney of British Building Society would
make available a copy of a report sent to him
yesterday, on the subject.

I await your reply in anticipation, with best
wishes and kind regards.

Cordially,
Keith N. Hasleby i.P.

No reply was received to that letter. I am sad to
inform the House that the lighthouse keeper's
place has been condemned and is no longer fit for
habitation by any being-animal or man. I do not
blame the Ministers concerned, but I do blame the
Government departments. It is atrocious that bu-
reaucracy could allow such a situation to develop
in a town that does not have sufficient housing
available. It is atrocious that bureaucrats are ad-
vising Ministers' departments in this way and a
house such as this is simply no longer available. I
hope that 1 will not see such a thing happen again
during my parliamentary career.

I support the motion.

HON. NEIL OLIVER (West) [8.03 p~m.]: I rise
to support the motion and I understand that I am
either the last or the penultimate speaker to this
motion on the Address- in- Reply.

Members have required less time in the Ad-
dress-in-Reply debate of this 31st Parliament than
they have previously. In fact, I understand that it
is almost 20 years since it has taken so little time
and I thank the Leader of the House (Hon. Des
Dans) for not winding up the debate last
Wednesday evening. I am pleased the debate was
not terminated at that time, especially as only a
few hours had been spent on this debate. Members
have little opportunity to speak on general topics
and those matters affecting their electorates. The
opportunity is provided only during the debates on
the Address-in-Reply, Supply Bills, and the
Budget papers. However, I do not intend to dwell
upon my electorate, but to refer to the attitudes
and activities of the Burke Labor Government.

When examining the contents of the Speech of
His Excellency, Professor Gordon Reid, at the
opening of Parliament on 25 July, one cannot help
but be concerned. The Speech revealed that
approximately 14 inquiries, commissions, or new
Government departments will come into existence
during this session of Parliament. With regard to
that growth of bureaucracy, I refer to the Federal
Government and its duplication of State Minis-
tries and functions. The other day I heard refer-
ence to a Federal Minister for Local Government
which is surely a State function. As a result, I
approached the Parliamentary Library and
obtained a copy of the first Hawke Ministry to
ascertain which areas and portfolios were
duplicated at a State level.

Australia is not an overpopulated country and
when a Ministry is duplicated, it means a depart-
ment is also duplicated. Departments require the
appointment of heads of department together with
all the ancillary staff that make up the depart-
me nt.

I discovered that the Prime Minister does not
take on any portfolios duplicated by the Premier.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: He duplicates the
Premier.

H-on. NEIL OLIVER: That may well be.
Coming down through the list, the Leader of the
Government in the Senate is the Federal Minister
for Industry and Commerce. It is as well that we
have some person to endeavour to stimulate com-
merce and industry and presumably he co-
ordinates his activities with the State. No doubt he
has all the necessary infrastructure, overseas
travel, and other benefits that flow through to this
position.
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I refer to the Minister for Employment and
Industrial- Relations. Unemployment is still a
major problem in Australia even though we have
had Ministers for Employment for some time. I
recall a prominent member of the Australian
Labor Party in South Australia who was the Min-
ister for Employment and Industrial Relations in
the Whitlam Government. However, he does not
seem to have done very much on the unemploy-
ment problem. He did say that if the unemploy-
ment figure exceeded 300 000, he would resign.
However, it did exceed that figure, but he did not
resign.

A further duplication occurs in the Ministry for
Resources and Energy. During the time of the oil
crisis, it was reasonable for the well-being of
Australia as a whole that resources and energy
should be co-ordinated. However, that crisis has
now passed, but still we have the Ministry which is
duplicated in every other Parliament in Australia.
I have not examined the situation in the Northern
Territory, but it is probably duplicated there also.

I-on. i. M. Berinson: Would you not accept that
the names of the Commonwealth and State de-
partments might be similar, but nonetheless their
functions could be quite different? That is, in fadt,
the position.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I doubt that. I think that
the Commonwealth is horning in on State matters.
The State Government and the Federal Govern-
ment believe that decisions must rest as closely as
possible with the people.

I refer to the Attorney General's department
and I hope that the Commonwealth Attorney-
General consults the State Attorney General in his
portfolio with regard to the handling of matters at
a State level. I understand that each State At-
torney General acts as host on certain occasions
when conferences are held in different States.

Hon. .1. M. Berinson: The Attorney General is a
very good example. The Commonwealth is respon-
sible for the administration of Commonwealth
courts and the State Attorney General is respon-
sible for the administration of State courts. They
have totally different functions.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: That is one department I
do not criticise at all.

The next department to which I refer is the
Education and Youth Affairs Department. This
represents a further duplication.

I note with interest that we have a Minister for
Defence and also a Minister Assisting the Minis-
ter for Defence. I cannot understand and am sur-
prised at these portfolios because we now have no
defence. Therefore, why do we need a Minister for
Defence? It is superfluous. I cannot understand

how it could be thought that two Ministers are
required for that portfolio. I know that they com-
bine the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, but it
should be borne in mind that we would be lucky to
get together an infantry batallion with supporting
arms which represents approximately 939 troops
on the ground. In those circumstances how can we
need a Minister for Defence together with ad-
visers, staff, etc., tied up at the defence office in
Canberra?

A further duplication occurs with the Ministry
for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs. We have a
department in this State, there is little immi-
gration anyway and we are rude to the migrants
who are already here.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: There is no State Minis-
try. We solved the problems for your party be-
cause we got rid of the State office. The depart-
ment we now have is for multicultural and ethnic
affairs.

Several members interjected.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I do not know whether

the member is complaining because he came here.
Hon. Garry Kelly: We are complaining because

you came.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I have been here a lot

longer than you "Mr thick left" or "how far left".
The next Ministry relates to housing, and per-

haps it is reasonable to duplicate this one because
there are separate Commonwealth and State hous-
ing agreements.

I now refer to Mr Brown, the Federal Minister
for Sport, Recreation and Tourism. Even though
Olympic and Commonwealth Games are held
which perhaps make this Ministry necessary on a
national level, I would prefer the State Govern-
ments to handle this area. I do not believe it is
necessary for a department in Canberra to oversee
these activities.

There are problems in the health area relating
to visitors' entry into Australia and the introduc-
tion of exotic diseases. I find it incredible that the
Western Australian Government acts as an agent
for the Federal Minister for Health in all these
matters in Western Australia.

That is very admirable and it shows a degree of
curtailment of expenditure, because the State has
been allowed to do that. I should like to see that
trend go a little further. Western Australia has the
ability to do that; therefore, why should the other
States not do it also?

in the portfolio of Technology we have Mr
Bryce. He is so abreast of what is happening in
science and technology that it would be better if
he passed on all his information to the other States
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and the Federal Minister. We would then be able
to dispense with the requirement for any depart-
ments of science and technology in any of' the
other States or Canberra, because of the activities
of the Government of Western Australia.

Finally. I turn to the Minister for Territories
and Local Government. I could not believe that we
had come to that; that is, that we have a Minister
for Local Government. How far does one go with
the duplication of Government instrumentalities?

We go a little further on immigration. Hon.
Ron Davies enhances the activities of the Federal
Government, because he also handles
multicultural and ethnic affairs. Obviously the
Federal Government is not interested in
multicultural affairs and IHon. Ron Davies might
like to advise it on that issue.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: We have just sorted out
the problems you created.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: If Mr Piantadosi con-
tinues to interject I might turn to electoral matters
and the problems I have had in respect of zoning
in my electorate and which have been experienced
by people who want to be involved in commercial
development. If Mr Piantadosi keeps up his inter-
jections I shall give him some of the examples I
have.

I am suggesting that, rather than our having an
increase in the level of activity in the public sector,
I should like to see a decrease in the role of the
public sector and an increase in the level of activ-
ity in the private sector. Clearly what little prog-
ress has been made is the result of' Federal
Government initiatives and the heavy spend ing of
taxpayers' funds in the areas of housing and em-
ployment.

With the assistance of the wages pause and,
More recently, as a result of the introduction of
Medicare, inflation has been reduced. I read the
statement which the Acting Premier made in the
Legislative Assembly last Wednesday. I do not
know why that statement was not repeated in this
House. The Acting Premier spoke in very glowing
terms about the rate of inflation in Western
Australia compared to that in other States of
Australia. However, it must all be relative and one
must always return to the fact that it was the
introduction of Medicare which caused a decline
in the CrI.

Deep down domestic factors are causing an un-
easiness about the future within the business sec-
tor. I refer here to the levels of wages, interest
rates, and rates of exchange. Having seen all these
glowing reports from the Premier, the Acting
Premier, and various members in local newspapers
I read the monthly edition of WA Business World

which claims to be the voice of the Western
Australian business community. I assume that
journal is published by the Western Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Inc.) which
has operated since I August as a result of the
amalgamation of the federated chambers of com-
merce and industry and the Perth Chamber of
Commerce (Inc.). I believe this journal is its
official publication. I quote from page 2 where an
article under the heading "Government fails to
impress business" states as follows-

The survey among almost 300 W.A.
businesses revealed that employers can
readily recall negative state government poli-
cies.

It goes on to say-
F.I.D. tax, increased government fees and

charges and payroll tax headed the list of
government offences.

Small, medium and large businesses were
involved in the survey of how state govern-
ment policies have affected W.A. businesses
over the past 12 months.

The next subheading is "Helpful?" and the article
reads as follows-

Employers were asked to list any two State
Government policies that they believed have
helped their business over the past 12 months.

The vast majority, 69%, of firms were un-
able to identify one let alone two policies.
Typical responses were either "none" or
"honestly can't think of anything" or "it's all
a one way street".

The remainder identified a few limited
"helpful" policies as: the trial daylight saving
period, increased funds for tourist promotion
and raising the payroll tax exemption level.

The next heading is "Hindered" and the article
reads as follows-

Firms were also asked to list any two poli-
cies that hindered their business operations
over the last 12 months.

Here only 27% of firms failed to express an
opinion. The three main offenders in order of
priority were the Financial Institutions Duty
(F.I.D.), increased Government fees and
charges (particularly S.E.C. and Metropoli-
tan Water Authority charges) and payroll
tax.

So much for the idea that things are rosy, things
are going well, and everybody is happy. The good
old public relations machine headed by Darcy
Farrell & Associates is doing a good job for the
Government and Burke, but it does not edit or
publish the WA Business World.
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In order that members may be aware that the
effects of charges are not confined only to West-
ern Australia, I quote from The Sydney Morning
Herald of 16 July 1984 as follows-

"The growth of public sector imposts has
affected adversely Australia's competitive
position in international markets," according
to the study.

"Coming on lop of high rates of inflation,
high interest rates and high labour costs, ex-
cessive government taxes and charges have
directly contributed to the high cost of pro-
duction in Australia which has in turn led to
the decline of Australian industry and its
reduced ability to provide employment
opportunities.

"The declining competitiveness of
Australian industry is a matter of major con-
cern which can only be rectified by concerted
action to reduce costs at all levels."

All this uneasiness and uncertainty has been more
than clouded in the last fortnight with the handing
down of the decision in respect of the redundancy
payments case which the Burke Labor Govern-
ment of this State supported in principle. This was
a reserved decision of the Conciliation and Arbi-
tration Commission in relation to the case heard
by that body in November. The decision was
handed down on Thursday, 2 August, and on page
I of the Daily News the story appeared under the
heading "'Safer' Jobs on Way". It reads, in part,
as follows-

Millions of Australian workers are to get
more job security.

However, it should have indicated that millions of
Australian workers are now in fea:- of the security
of their jobs. The new redundancy payment de-
cisions made by the full bench of the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission will give employers
another opportunity for not expanding job
opportunities.

The decision could not have come at a worse
time in respect of small businesses, most of which
are struggling to make ends meet. Surely no-one
could believe that job security can be created by
increasing the costs of employment. This is yet
another cost to be added, which comes on top of
ever-rising taxes and charges as well as full wage
indexation. Many employers must be asking them-
selves whether it is worthwhile trying to stay in
business.

This Government went to the people on the
basis that it was committed to revive small busi-
ness. It said it would look after small business.
That was its electoral mandate.

It should be remembered that 40 per cent of all
jobs in Australia are provided by firms with fewer
than 20 employees. These small businesses, faced
with the extra costs of the redundancy provisions,
will simply avoid taking on new employees. This is
a very serious state of affairs.

Mon. D. K. Dans: What are you quoting from?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I am just making my
own statements at the moment.

Hon. Robert Hetherington: You are just mak-
ing it up.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I am not making it up. If
Mr Hetherington thinks I am making it up, obvi-
ously he does not have his ear to the ground in his
electorate. Tomorrow morning he had better get
out there fast.

Hon. D. K. Dans: We have had our ears and
eyes on all electorates and it is interesting to hear
and see what comes back.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: One of the unfortunate
aspects is that Government statistics are slow to
surface. I suggest Government members do a
quick run around the town to establish opinion on
the redundancy case. If they would like to make a
statement to the House next week, I would be very
interested to hear what they have to say.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Have you done a survey of
how the Opposition is going in the electorate? You
haven't? I thought you may have. We did it on
very limited finance when we were in Opposition.

Hon. S. Mv. Piantadosi: You couldn't get the
information correct if you took it out of a book.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Members opposite
should not worry; I believe in sitting and listening.
If Mr Piantadosi wants to make a statement, he
should get to his feet and make it. I have been
listening to people, and that is what I am talking
about.

The decision of the commission will be seen by
the trade union movement as purely a minimum
model which it will seek to have inserted in all
awards and, as a result, there will be the possi-
bility of loss of jobs.

Hon. D. K. Dans: What will they have in
awards?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The redundancy pro-
visions. This decision will be only the minimum
model. Mr Dans is a former senior union official;
surely he knows this. This will be used only as a
benchmark.

Hon. D. K. Dans: It does not go back to the
court until September. What is wrong with you?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Is the Leader of the
House saying the trade union movement will say,
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"We will accept that for the next 10 years and we
will not apply to the commission for an increase in
redundancy payments. The redundancy payments
will stay exactly as they are for the next tO
years"? This will be regarded as a minimum
model.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Will you give me an under-
taking that you will stay on your present salary for
the next 10 years?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: No; neither will union
employees.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I just wanted to know where
you stood on that one.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: We are talking about
redundancy payments. The Leader of the House
likes to try to confuse the issue. I am not talking
about weekly wages. I am referring to the number
of weeks for which an employee must be paid
when he is made redundant.

Hon. D. K. Dans: How many are there?
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: At the moment, to quote

one example, after four years' service, an em-
ployee must be paid for eight weeks.

Hon. D. K. Dans: That has been confirmed, has
it?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: That is correct.
Hon. D. K. Dans: You are speculating about it

before it goes back t0 the court in September.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: That is the decision

which has been handed down by the commission.
Hon. D. K. Dans: You don't know what you are

talking about.
Several members interjected.
Hon. D. K. Dans: I was going to say a few

words about that.
Hon. NEI L OLIVER: The Leader of the House

asked me in an interjection, "Will you stay on
your same wage?" No, of course I will not. It
never has happened. The number of weeks per
year for that redundancy payment will be
increased.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Like your wages will be
increased in 10 years' time.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Not like wages; like
annual leave. The Leader of the House is trying to
confuse the issue and he is very good at that.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable
member not to ask the Leader of the House not to
interject because I will do that, but to concentrate
on not answering his interjections.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: When people interject
with misleading remarks in order to distort and
mislead the statements that I am making, it is

quite unjust. Mr President, I understand that your
ruling is that interjections should be disregarded.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I agree.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The end result of this is
very serious. Mr Dans can laugh and laugh and
laugh, but what is about to happen is that em-
ployers will cease to employ people on the full
wage; they will move towards casual labour and
contract work, and that is a fact. It has already
happened. They had to move speedily in this re-
gard.

This application to the commission, supported
in principle by the Burke Labor Government in
the long term, will lead to an upsurge in part-time
employment and I defy any member present to tell
me that it will not affect full-time employment,
employment prospects, and benefits. At the same
time, the redundancy clause will further increase
employers' on-costs which last year jumped by
nearly 15 per cent. These costs are killing
businesses and removing vital incentives. The
nation's entrepreneurs are being encouraged to
stop thinking and to stop trying. If Australia is to
be turned around towards new growth and pros-
perity, which this Government says it will do, ways
must be found to contain on-costs.

We are unfortunately in for an awakening with
a new issue of unemployment statistics. I
mentioned this to Mr Hetherington because I as-
sure members that throughout last week within
the small business community of Perth many jobs
were terminated. I have spoken with very small
business employers, one of them from Mr Dans'
electorate who said last year things were tough.
This man runs a small business specialising in
jarrah cabinet making. Last year was not a par-
ticularly good year as it was a loss year, but he
kept his staff on because they were good staff and
they were building a shack down at Rockingham
or Safety Bay. The employees were used down
there so they did not lose continuity of employ-
ment and he thought he would keep them around
because when times became good, and as they
were good tradesmen, he would need them. As Mr
Piantadosi knows, a good employee is worth hold-
ing onto. That was last year. This person employs
only about five or six men.

On Saturday night in Mr Dans' electorate, he
said NI had a bad day on Friday". I said, "What
was it Jim?" He said, "I put off three guys. I have
never done it before". I said, "Why did you do it?"
HeI said, "I found out about this redundancy law. I
cannot afford it. If I decided to retire, I would not
be able to close the business down because I would
not be able to meet the redundancy payments".
That is what is happening to employees. I do not
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believe that Mr Dans or the Labor Government
has thought this matter through. They are just like
any other persons or members of Parliament who
feel for people who will suffer from this measure.
We just cannot take it lightly. It requires a very
serious immediate examination to ascertain its ef-
fects and whether people will begin to move
towards casual employment as rapidly as I under-
stand they will. We believe these people are being
dismissed because of the threat hanging over them
in this redundancy area.

For the benefit of new members, I indicate that
the Address-i n- Reply debate is adjourned by the
Minister and some one or two days later he replies
to members' statements. Next week I would be
interested in directing a question to the Minister
so he can reply to me adequately.

I now turn to the 1984 Australian Labor Party
National Conference. The ALP platform clearly
emerged despite all the cosmetics on the same old
theme of continuing commitment to social-
ism-expanded public sector which I spoke about
earlier, greater Government intervention and cen-
tral planning, Government corporations, etc., etc.
It is interesting to look at the preamble to the
platform of that conference which was adopted
last week. It is as follows-

The ALP is a democratic socialist party
and has the aim of the democratic socialising
of industry, production, distribution, expedi-
ency to the extent necessary to eliminate ex-
ploitation, and other antisocial features in
these fields.

It is, of course, a new version of an old theme
amended before going to the next election to over-
come the problems of the last election.

Hon. D). K. Dans: Wait until we go to the next
Federal election. There will be none of you guys
left.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It aims to provide an
industrial relations policy that gives a free hand to
the unionists, and the prices and incomes accord
will spell possibly almost irretrievable instability
to all Australians. The manifesto of activities of
the centre left, ultimately published by Dr Blewitt
not a doctor of Medicine-was most interesting. It
shows how far Labor will go in order to hoodwink
the electorate.

Hon. G. E. Masters: The name suits him.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I will quote from Dr
Blewitt's document.

Hon. D. K. Dans: It made a bit more publicity
than did your State conference.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: What is your problem?

Hon. D. K. Dans: I think the cartoon in the
Press is very good.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Obviously there was a
bit of a leak to individual journalists who managed
to obtain a copy of the centre left writing on the
national conference, and Dr Hlewitt had decided
that it should be released as background material
for all members of the Press Gallery. He intended
it as a brief to centre left members to explain the
decisions taken by centre left delegates at the
national conference.

Naturally, it goes on to say that it was prepared
by centre left conference delegates and their par-
ticipants. It is indeed a most interesting document
not only on economic matters, but also on all other
matters; I will not dwell on them this evening.

In the manifesto the centre left declared-

We recognise the need to establish a bal-
ance between practical politics and demo-
cratic socialist principles. We reject as sterile
the holding of extreme ideological positions
regardless of the need to win elections and
maintain government.

That is a very philosophical statement. It con-
tin ues-

We regard as equally barren the abandon-
ment of democratic socialist principles in an
opportunistic scramble for power.

On all occasions with the centre left at the
national conference this was a guiding principle to
maintain the balance between practical politics
which is "let us win the next election" and demo-
cratic socialist principles.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Which side are you
on?

Hon. N EIL OL IVER: The member is obviously
not on the left. No honest individual would suggest
that these initiatives and the interventions of the
centre left at the national conference did much to
secure it. The document continues-

The stand taken by the Centre Left on
economic questions reflected above all our de-
termination to maintain the credibility of the
Hawke Government on this most critical of
all matters.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I am going to put a ease to
our tribunal that I get triple time. There is one
good thing about it; I do not even have to read my
own propaganda because you are too busy reading
it for me.

H-In. NEIL OLIVER: By golly, this centre left
is good at sitting on the fence and keeping both
ears on the ground! The document continues-
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Yet this did not mean the Centre Left ac-
cepted an economic platform that was simply
conservative and opportunistic. The platform
committee's original proposals advanced by
the Treasurer sought to qualify the Party's
redistribution ambitions by asserting that re-
distribution would only occur during a period
of economic growth,

Hon. Carry Kelly: Self praise!
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It continues-

That is only the benefits of a larger cake
could be used to address the imbalance in
existing shares.

Hon. D. K. Bans: Dr Blewilt is a bright fellow. I
have never read any of his writings before, but I
will have to get a few of them.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: He is a bright fellow,
and I am sure the Prime Minister (Mr H-awke)
was very pleased that he was present.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I bet he was.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: So much for what is
called Government economic planning and man-
agement. I would call it political expediency on
the basis of an election to be held on I or 8
December. We do not know the actual date, but it
will be on one of those dates.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Which month? Not this year.
You mean next year?

Hon NEI L OLIVER: The Prime Minister says ,"All Parliaments must run their full course". He
believes that Prime Ministers should not be
afforded the opportunity to take what may look
like a political advantage.

Hon. D. K. Bans: We will give you blokes fixed-
term Parliaments before the next year is out.

Hon. NEIL
not a political
fixed terms. In

OLIVER: The Prime Minister i s
process. State Parliaments run for
his first term in office-

Several members interjected.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: He wants to get it before

the unemployment figures come out next year. He
has received messages and he has his feelers out.
He has his ears to the ground.

Hon. D. K. Bans: He has got Malcolm Fraser
as an adviser.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: He has got the message
loud and clear.

Hon. C. C. MacKinnon: I thought he was
smarter than that.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I would like to touch on
a subject about which most members on the
Government benches in both Houses have a total
fixation. They have had that fixation since I have

been in this House. It was often said of many
members, and sometimes in a humorous
way-some of them have passed on, so I will not
refer to them-that some of their speeches were of
a repetitive nature. Members said of them "This is
speech No. I ", or "speech No. 2 or 3".

Hon. D. K. Dans: You could never be accused
of that. When you are speaking I never know what
is coming next. At least you are entertaining.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Some of the members
interjecting from the Government side are not al-
lowed to make a speech because they have not
been to the teacher to get approval. I do not know
whether they are allowed to write out speeches
and submit them to the teacher to see whether
they get nine out of 10 for handwriting, but they
are not allowed to make speeches because they
might make a mistake.

Hon. Carry Kelly: I have already spoken.
Hon. D. K. Dans: Come on, you are doing well.

Wait until this place is on TV and wired to the
radio. You will rate so highly!

Hon. NEILOLIVER: The Leaderof the House
is the greatest actor here. He is an incredible per-
former and I always enjoy listening to him. Even
his interjections are great when one reads them in
Hansard. It will be really delightful to watch the
performances from the other side of the House
when the television cameras come. It may be the
same performance we saw during the debate on
the industrial relations Bill when each member
was allowed to make a speech because some of
them were up for re-endorsement. They had to
make a speech and it did not matter whether Mr
Burke or Mr Dans said they could not.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: You would not get
endorsement on the strength of this speech.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Government speakers
seem to have a total fixation about electoral
reform. It is a continuing speech! They run it off
each time with odd amendments and add a band
aid here and there.

Several members interjected.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: What does electoral

reform mean?
Hon. Kay Hallahan: You don't know.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: In New South Wales,

"Nifty" Neville Wran came up with electoral
reform and they fell for it. In the Legislative
Council in New South Wales a party which wins
51 per cent of the vote gets 67 per cent of the
seats. That is what "Nifty" Neville calls Labor
Party reform. Here it means whatever is cooked
up in the office of the Minister for Parliamentary
and Electoral Reform in the SGlO building which
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will be of benefit to the Labor Party. The Liberal
Party has always looked for electoral reform.

Several members interjected.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: We have heard from
Hon. Graham MacKinnon; they do not think it is
a bad idea and they are taking it on board. We are
always interested in electoral reform. The Govern-
ment does not want electoral reform, it wants elec-
toral change. It wants a "Nifty" Neville Wran set-
up.

Hon. D. K. Dans: What about a Steele Hall set-
up?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: They cook it up and put
it in front of the public relations machine, and that
is what we get.

Several members interjected.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It is one-vote-one-value

for Western Australia, and do what "Nifty"
Neville wants.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: He has nothing to do with
what we want.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: He is the National Presi-
dent of the Labor Party and Premier Burke does
not do anything without ringing up "Nifty".

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. 0. Pendal: Ask them why they do not
use one-vote-one-value in Labor Party internal
elections. They have one principle for here and one
for elsewhere.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: If one examines the
Labor Party's platform, one sees it stands for the
reduction of power and the ultimate abolition of
upper Houses in the Parliaments of Australia, in-
cluding the Senate.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: That is what they are doing
in Victoria.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Electoral reform has
nothing to do with it.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Try one-vote-one-value
and see how you go.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! There are too many interjec-
tions.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I do not know why mem-
bers opposite continue with this subject. They
have a total fixation with it, and the sooner we see
more imagination in the Address-in-Reply debate,
the happier I will be.

I do not wish to speak at length on this matter
other than to say it is unfortunate that Hon. Mark
Nevill should have chosen this subject rather than
a more original one. He delivered his speech well
and with respect, and I have looked at it and read

it again and again. Somebody else wrote it be-
cause it would have had to be passed by the Minis-
ter for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform, and
it was proposed that he should speak on that sub-
ject.

Hon. Garry Kelly: It is a most important sub-
j ect.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: We have had it once
from Bob Hetherington. We had it in the Thirtieth
Parliament, so let us not have it again in the
Thirty-first Parliament.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Why not?
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: We will probably get it

in the Thirty-second Parliament. If the Govern-
ment wants to cut expenses, why not make a
record on this subject and play it? We have heard
it so often it would be better to have a record that
we could take home.

Hon. D. K. Dans: That is an idea the Minister
has not thought of.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Let us not involve Parlia-
ment in listening to it again or Hansard in
recording it; just give us a record.

Several members interjected.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The Minister should get

in touch with the Minister for Technology (Mr
Bryce) for some technological advice on how to do
it.

Hon. N. F. Moore: Don't make it a video with
him on it.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I refer now to the
Government's appointment of a Royal Com-
mission to examine the mechanism for breaking
deadlocks between two Houses of Parliament.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Good move! Long overdue!
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It was interesting to read

a paper delivered to the Commonwealth confer-
ence of delegated legislation committees on 2
October 1980. It was written and delivered by His
Excellency, Professor Gordon Reid, and it
stated-

For those who cherish the ideals of self-
government any erosion of the power of
elected Parliaments and of elected parliamen-
tarians to shape the law is a matter of con-
cern. Yet, there is an increasing necessity in
modern government for elected Parliaments
to delegate wide-ranging legislative powers to
Ministers of State and to appointed officials.

Several members interjected.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I do not doubt the integ-
rity, experience, and longstanding credibility of
Professor Gordon Reid. His paper went on as fol-
lows-
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It is necessary to ask whether parliamen-
tarians in delegating legislative powers are
undermining self-government in Australia.

He was referring to delegated legislation or subor-
dinate legislation, which has grown rapidly over
the last 10 years. I have spoken on this matter
before. It is appropriate to the comments of the
President in relation to the appointment of the
Royal Commission into resolving deadlocks be-
tween the two Houses. I quote from the Presi-
dent's statement as follows-

I wish to make the point that the com-
mission's terms of reference are irrelevant to
what l am saying. The simple fact of appoint-
ing a Royal Commission to inquire into this
matter without prior parliamentary sanction
is an infringement of article 9 of the Bill of
Rights. Moreover, the authority of Parlia-
ment, and its sole and unquestionable right to
determine its own procedures would be
undermined and compromised were it to con-
cede such a review to an outside authority.

It is indeed quite clear that a Royal Commission
into the manner in which the Parliament conducts
its affairs, without first being authorised by the
Parliament is a most serious state of affairs. The
Government did not think through its actions and
under the circumstances, should not have
undertaken such a proposal. It does not appear to
have sought the appropriate legal advice.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: The Crown Law Depart-
ment would be reasonable legal advice, wouldn't
it?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: When people go to court
it is because of differences of legal opinion.

Hon. Garry Kelly: You are saying his statement
could be wrong.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I am not implying it
could be wrong. If the member reads the Presi-
dent's statement, he will see the President quoted
a series of common law decisions made in this
regard.

The President went on to say-
It may well be that full consideration

should be given to the resolution of deadlocks,
and I have no objection to a properly author-
ised inquiry of that nature. However, I would
have thought that the proper forum for such
an inquiry involving the rights and privi leges
of the Parliament would be Parliament itself.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Would you like to move in
that direction?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I listened very carefully
to Hon. Kay Hallahan's speech on the Address-in-
Reply and I did not interject. I did not bother to

go to Hansard but I listened to the member with-
out interjection. She questioned the President's
statement, but I doubt the wisdom of her remarks.
I think she should do a little mare research.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: I don't agree.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: That includes the Speech
delivered by His Excellency. It certainly raised in
my mind the question of the powers being exerted
in Western Australia by the Executive arm of
Government-the Burke Cabinet. It was evident
in the announcement of a Parliament Week which
has been set down without consultation with Par-
liament. I received a letter which stated, "As you
may be aware, Parliament Week will be held. ..
I was not aware of that. I would have thought
Parliament Week was a matter for the Parlia-
menit. But no, Parliament Week is decided, run,
and operated from the 26th floor of the City
Mutual Tower at 197 St. George's Terrace by a
person named Hunt, who is the co-ordinator of
Parliament Week. How unfortunate that is. I pre-
sume it may be ignorance; or is it the inability of
the Executive to handle power?

We all know that Labor Governments are intent
on the abolition of upper Houses throughout
Australian Parliaments. I do not intend to quote
from the Labor Party's National Conference be-
cause members opposite already know what I
would say. There may well be areas of importance
for what one might call "electoral reform". How-
ever, proposals put forward by the present Govern-
ment under this pseudonym are for change.

Hon. Carry Kelly: Why don't you put forward
some suggestions?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I have already put them
forward.

Hon. Garry Kelly: We have not heard them.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I have spoken previously
in this House on this subject, and I have
mentioned that the Liberal Party is the only party
that has come forward with suggestions for
reform.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: What nonsense!

Several members interjected.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The Labor Party has
joined in to the extent that it has not been able to
get a teller for the "Noes" because it is a
constitutional requirement to divide the House. Its
attitude towards electoral change is only for
change which would be to its advantage, We have
heard all about the Murchison-Eyre and Gascoyne
electorates. I am referring to the Lower North
Province which comprises the Assembly elector-
ates of Murchison-Eyre and Gascoyne. We heard
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all about this area in a speech made by Hon. Mark
Nevill.

I have researched Hansard carefully and I have
not been able to find any mention of a
gerrymander when those seats were held exclus-
ively by the Labor Party. I challenge members of
the Government to show me in Hansard any refer-
ence to a gerrymander when its members held the
Assembly seats of Kimberley, Pilbara, Murchison-
Eyre, and Gascoyne, and the Council seats of
North Province and Lower North Province. There
was no gerrymander then because the Labor Party
held the seats! That shows the shallowness of the
Labor Party's argument. How can anyone accept
the fact that the Labor Party is talking about
electoral reform?

I feel I have covered the areas which I intended
to mention in the Address-in-Reply debate. My
electorate has problems similar to those which are
experienced in Wanneroo and I instance the case
concerning the intersection of Wanneroo Road
and Ravenswood Drive. The land in this area is
residential and problems will be experienced be-
cause of the volume of traffic. I hope the Govern-
ment will be able to overcome those problems.

I do not intend to labour the point regarding the
problems in my electorate. I get my share of com-
plaints, but I have not been able to solve them as
the Labor Party has not been able to solve the
problem in regard to the Stirling building trust. It
would be interesting to learn how it operates!
However, I am unable to examine the operations
of the trust. This avenue is not available to me
because trusts do not have to be registered with
the Corporate Affairs Office.

Perhaps the Leader of the House may care to
tell me about its operations some time in the fu-
ture. It would be interesting to know who holds the
units and whether they are held in the name of
the ALP. If they are held by the ALP it is a
serious situation because it is leasing premises on a
back-to-back arrangement. However, this is a
matter for another day.

In conclusion, I would like to congratulate His
Excellency, Professor Gordon Reid, on assuming
the office of Governor of Western Australia. I
wish him and Mrs Reid well in the great task
before them. I have noticed that they are already
meeting the challenge and are travelling through-
out this vast State representing the Queen in a like
manner to that of their predecessors. I wish Pro-
fessor Gordon Reid good health and happiness in
his position.

HON. N. F. MOORE (Lower North) [9.06
p.m.]: I wish to support the remarks of Hon. Neil
Oliver in congratulating Professor Gordon Reid on

his appointment as Governor of Western
Australia. His background and his knowledge will
be of great assistance to him and he will be an
excellent Governor in and over the State of West-
ern Australia.

I want to raise several matters during this Ad-
dress-in-Reply debate. I wish to congratulate my
colleague, Hon. Phil Lockyer, for taking members
of this House on an interesting tour of our elector-
ate. It was a change to go on a tour of my elector-
ate with someone else doing the driving; it was
interesting to hear another point of view.

I refer to a memo which was sent to all mem-
bers of Parliament on the subject of Parliament
Week. It refers to guided tours of Parliament
House, and it reads as follows-

During Parliament Week, the Western
Australian Museum will have an exhibition in
Forrest Foyer that deals with the history of
our Parliament. As a result, the subject mat-
ter of the guided tours for the Week will not
be the same as that of the current tours. The
Parliament Week tours, which will be con-
ducted by people specifically employed by the
Parliament Week Committee for the Week,
will be designed to inform the public of the
way our Parliament works.

Any Member seeking information on the
content of these tours should direct their
enquiries to the Sergeant-at-Arms. Further,
in order that they may acquaint themselves
with the nature of these tours, Members are
invited to attend a 'mock' tour. Interested
Members should contact the Sergeant-at-
Arms, so that small groups can be organised.

I wonder why the Parliament Week committee-I
am not sure who is on the committee-finds it
necessary to employ people specifically to under-
take tours of Parliament House during Parliament
Week.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Because the staff here can-
not cope with the amount of extra work.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Is that right? Perhaps the
Leader of the House may respond by saying that
those people who usually undertake tours of Par-
liament House will continue to do so.

Hon. D. K. Dans: [ cannot answer that at this
stage.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Perhaps when Hon. Des
Dans is in a position to give me an answer he will
advise me accordingly.

If people are being brought in from outside to
act as tour guides during Parliament Week, I
would like to know the reason for that. I would
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also like to know the information they will
dispense.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is what this letter
says; you can Find out.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: They cannot possibly
dispense the same information as those guides who
have worked in this Parliament for some time.

Hon. Carry Kelly: Go on a mock tour.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I will do that. I would
also be interested to know the names of those
people on the Parliament Week committee.

I refer briefly to a comment about the two-up
situation in Leonora. I am not as vocal as my
colleague. H-on. Phil Lockyer, about two-up, but I
was annoyed to hear that the two-up game in
Kalgoorlie had been raided when Bill Hassell was
Minister for Police. I found it interesting that the
then shadow Minister for matters affecting gam-
bling happened to be in Kalgoorlie at the time of
the raid. Information about the raid came from
the mouth of Mr David Parker. It was decided by
the Labor Party to make a political issue of the
fact that the Kalgoorlie two-up game had been
raided while Mr Hassell was the Minister for
Police.

It is amusing that something similar occurred in
Leonora-the two-up game was raided while the
Labor Party was in Government! I hope the
Government will take note of the fact that Liberal
Party members from that area have not sought to
gain political mileage from that issue. We realise
that the local police were acting of their own vol-
ition and that the Government had not instructed
them to carry out the raid.

However, it emphasises the point that two-up I .s
legalised in one town, but is illegal in other towns.
The Government should make up its mind. It
should forget about gaining political advantage in
Kalgoorlie and it should legalise two-up in other
areas.

I am glad that Mr Dans has formed a com-

mittee to do something about it.

Hon. D. K. Dans: It has not got under way yet.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: It is a slur to these towns
and it is annoying.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I am aware of it.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: It indicates that the
Government has one law for one group of people
and another law for others. I hope that Mr Dans'
committee will consider Mr Lockyer's idea of issu-

ins permits so that two-up games can operate in
various towns at different times.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I would hope that Mr
Lockyer will talk to the committee.

Hon. N.' F. MOORE: The next issue to which I
will refer concerns the question of North-West
Cape. My colleague. Hon. Phil Lockyer,
mentioned it briefly, but I would like to go into
more detail because it is a matter of great concern
to me.

The town of Exmouth has a population of
3 500-it is the second largest town in my elector-
ate. Its future depends on the existence of North-
West Cape.

In March last year. when the Hawke Govern-
ment came into power. I sent the Prime Minister a
telegram asking him if he would give an undertak-
ing that his party's policy with respect to North-
West Cape would not be implemented because if it
was, the town of Exmouth would just about disap-
pear. I received a rather unusual response, from
the Deputy Prime Minister who said that the
Government was thinking about the whole situ-
ation of United States bases and so on, and that I
could expect that nothing would happen in respect
of North-West Cape in the foreseeable future.

The whole question was debated at the recent
ALP conference, and once again I was pleased
that the conference made a decision which
supported Prime Minister Hawke; that is, that
North-West Cape be retained. I think that Mr
Hawke snowed the conference, because he made a
statement before it was held to the effect that the
Government supported the retention of bases and
as far as he was concerned there was no reason for
United States bases to be closed down.

It was difficult for Mr Hawke's detractors in
the Labor Party to get members to change the
decision he had announced. Once the decision was
made by the conference that the Government
would not close down North-West Cape, and
subsequently the town of Exmouth, and would not
put several hundred people out of work we were
able to breathe more easily. However, it was re-
grettable that Mr Hayden has since spoken about
first strike capabilities. He made a statement that
if Exmouth ever attained a First strike capability it
should be closed down. However, it is expected
that North-West Cape will be involved in a first
strike capability in ive years' time.

My understanding is that Polaris submarines,
which are directed from the North-West Cape and
which fire Trident missiles, do not have a first
strike capability. They could not wipe out Russian
missiles and, in that sense, there could be retali-
ation.
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I believe that the next generation missile which
is estimated to be in operation in five years' time
will have a first strike capability.

Hon. Robert Hetherington: Do you think that is
desirable?

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I cannot listen to the
member from the thick left.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: What?
Hon. N. F. MOORE: I mean broad left. I have

trouble-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! I understand that the
Leader of the Government in this House is anxious
to get a message to the Governor. I suggest there
be no more interjections.

Several members interjected.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Hon. Tonm Stephens has
just made another unfortunate remark and said I
belonged to the League of Rights. Unfortunately
the Press, when reporting the debate last week
when Hon. Mr Dowding untruthfully said I was a
member. of the League of Rights, did not report
that I refuted this claim and called Mr Dowding a
liar, because that is what he was. He was telling
lies by saying I was a member of the League of
Rights, as Mr Stephens is now. If I accused Mr
Hetherington of being a Communist and he said
he was not, and the Press reported what I said, it
should also have reported his response. It is regret-
table that the Press wrote the story in the way it
did last week. It is twice as regrettable that Hon.
Tom Stephens continues in the same vein.

Hon. Tom Stephens: You identify with the
League of Rights.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: That is not so at all.

Hon. Tom Stephens: You find yourselves on the
same platform.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I have never been on the
same platform, but I do not intend to pursue the
issue. If I said Mr Stephens sees Some things in
the same way as the Communist party does, I do
not accuse him of being a Communist. In the same
way, if the League of Rights is opposed to land
rights and I am also, it does not mean I am a
member of the League of Rights.

Let us get back to what I was talking about:
according to Mr Hayden, if the North-West Cape
achieves first-strike capability, it should be closed
down. This is a regrettable state of affairs. What
Mr Hayden has said is that Exmouth has a lire of
about five years, provided the US develops its
missile system in the way he expects.

Three thousand people live in Exmouth and
their jobs depend on the existence of the North-

West Cape base. It is a fine town. The people have
shown by their attitude to those who marched on
the North-West Cape some years ago that they
are fully in favour of the retention of the base;
they want the Americans to stay there.

But what has Mr Hayden done? Bear in mind
that Mr Hayden and his centre left seem to be
controlling the Labor Party. The centre left has
the numbers at Labor Party conferences and it
decides what comes and what goes. There is every
reason to believe that Mr Hayden has not forgot-
ten that Mr Hawke took his job. Mr Hayden has
not erased from his mind that he would have been
the Prime Minister now if Mr H-awke had not
turned him out. I do not believe that Mr Hayden
has become totally loyal to the Prime Minister.

Several members interjected.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: He has introduced a ques-

tion of doubt into the US bases in Australia. He
has said that as soon as a US base in Australia
achieves first-strike capability it should go.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
IHon. N. F. MOORE: The future of Exmouth

and the bases associated with the town rest very
heavily with the decisions that the Labor Party
make. I would be interested to know whether the
people interjecting on me believe that Exmouth
should be closed down. It would be interesting to
know why the Labor Party in Western
Australia-

Several members interjected.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: I am asking the members

who are interjecting to tell me about the North-
West Cape.

Several members interjected.
Hon. D. K. Dans: Nobody here has personal

knowledge of what happens when a nuclear device
is dropped.

Several members interjected.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: The Minister is trying to

tell me, if we do not want the bases at the North-
west Cape-

Hon. D. K. Dans: If anyone is stupid enough to
think it would just stop there, he is quite foolish.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I would like to know if
any one of these gentlemen or ladies across the
other side can say anything about Mr Hayden's
getting rid of these so-called nuclear targets in
Western Australia, and whether they are prepared
to say here and now that the North-West Cape
should be closed down, and the town of Exmouth
should disappear.

Several members interjected.
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Hon. N. F. MOORE: It is very interesting that
not one of those people on the other side of the
House is prepared to say whether he believes the
base should be removed.

Several members interjected.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: Are members saying the

base should be closed down?
Several members interjected.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: Of course they are not

prepared to say anything.
Hon. D. K. Dans: They do not have to say

anything.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.

Wordsworth): Order! I will not have this House
turned loose.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Control it, then.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! When

speaking, a member will address the Chair and not
encourage interjections.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: When I was talking the
other night about land rights I asked whether
members on the other side believed they had a
platform on the question of land rights, and I
asked for an answer "yes" or'"no". There was not
one peep. Now I am asking again whether they
believe the North-West Cape should be closed
down. If they do not, they should say they do not.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: You should take notice of
the President.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: There are people in
Exmouth whose future depends on that base. It
would be interesting to know where the State
Government stands. We know where the Federal
Government stands. The conference has decided
something in the middle. Now Mr Hayden has
introduced a further difficulty.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Members

will not make interjections.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: I would like to know what

the position of the State Government is.
Hon. D. K. Dans: I will let you know when 1 get

on my feet at the right and proper time.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: The people of Exmouth

would be pleased to know as well.
Another issue which was brought up at the ALP

conference affects my electorate as well, and that
is the Yeelirrie project. In my maiden speech I
referred to Yeelirrie. The main subject of my
speech was the development of Yeelirrie. I said
something to the effect it should not be a question
of whether, but when Veelirrie should get going.

Eight years later it has still not got going. I do not
totally blame the Labor Government for the fact it
has not got going. However, at the ALP Confer-
ence it was decided, for some reason to proceed
with Roxby Downs, because Roxby Downs is
richer. The uranium is mixed up with a few other
minerals, and it can be dug out of the ground, but
this cannot be done at Yeelirrie.

It is also important that the uranium at Roxby
Downs is in a Labor State which needs votes and
so it is all right to dig it up there, but in Western
Australia, because Mr Burke thinks he does not
have to worry about votes, it should not be dug up
here.

What absolute hypocrisy. It is a sell-out of
Western Australia. We have had it trotted out
that Yeelirrie is not viable anyway because the
Government is not viable.

Several members interjected.
Hon.' Graham Edwards: It will be viable'if your

conference has its way.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: Murchison-Eyre is part of

my electorate, and it needs developments like
Yeelirrie. It would provide a town of 4 000 or
5 000 people, and jobs for 600 or 800 people. It
would be a great asset to Western Australia.
There would be multiplier effects, with the jobs in
Velirrie resulting in jobs for several thousand
people. There is a potential for new bitumen roads
or railIway lines to transport material in and out.
Yet the ALP Federal Conference, supported by
the Western Australian Government, gave the go-
ahead to Roxby Downs but said it could not be
done at Veelirrie. It is an absolute disgrace.

I want to mention a couple of other matters
which affect my electorate. First of all, at Mt.
Margaret, a small community between Laverton
and Leonora, there has not been an adequate
water supply for years. The water supply has been
so bad that the salt is contributing to kidney dis-
ease among the people who live there.

I was very pleased that about four Or five years
ago the Federal Government made money avail-
able to put in a proper water supply. For some
reason it has taken till now, about four or five
years later, for this water supply to be installed.
The Army was brought in to find water. Places
where people said nothing had been found before
were drilled and eventually a water supply was
discovered. A pipeline is in the process of being
laid to reticulate water to the community. At least
they will now have a decent water supply.

The reason I raise this is not just because of the
importance of this particular project to Mt.
Margaret, but because an adequate water supply
is one of the most important problems facing Ab-
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original communities throughout Western
Australia. A report of the Public Works Depart-
ment shows that a large number of Aboriginal
communities throughout the State do not have an
adequate water supply. Without water one must of
necessity have hygiene problems. Until people
have an adequate, reliable, and healthy water
supply, one cannot expect problems of hygiene to
improve. I hope this new water supply at Mt.
Margaret will help to upgrade the standard of
living of many of the people there. I hope that the
Government will continue these projects and that
Mt. Margaret will be the first of many communi-
ties assisted by way of the provision of a water
supply. Water is absolutely basic to the improve-
ment of the living standards of the people in these
communities.

In respect of Aboriginal housing in my elector-
ate, two events in recent times have been very
worthwhile. In Leonora and in Meekatharra, pen-
sioner units have been provided by the State Hous-
ing Commission for Aboriginal pensioners. They
have been very well-received by the people using
them. While I was involved in the Leonora proj-
ect-the previous Minister for Housing agreed to
the building of the Leonora pensioner units-I am
not quite sure who was responsible for the
Meekatharra units, but they are of the same type
and were equally well received.

They have provided an opportunity for people,
particularly the older pensioners, to have housing
which is certainly adequate, although nothing
flash, and certainly better than the accommo-
dation they were forced to put up with throughout
their lives.

I am also pleased that a project which was
mooted during the time of the previous Govern-
ment for the building of a village at Leonora will
be started in the next financial year. Originally the
State Housing Commission was to build some
houses, but now I understand that the Aboriginal
Deyelopment Commission wilt provide the finance
and that a village will be built in the Leonora
township to accommodate those fringe dwelling
Aboriginal people who currently live in car bodies,
under trees, and in housing which is decidedly
unacceptable. So I am very pleased that a start
will be made soon on this village. Credit ought to
be given to the Aboriginal people in Leonora who
belong to the Lamb group for the perseverance
they have displayed in getting the project off the
ground.

A lot of criticism has been made about the
money that was supposed to be handed out be-
cause of the development of the Harbour Lights
project in Leonora. Something like $300 000 was
supposed to have been given by the company to

the Aboriginal people as a pay-off for the
company's use of the Aboriginal reserve at
Leonora. The question of whether the money
ought to be paid is one I do not intend to argue
now, but I make the point that the Lamb group
has asked that the money be used as a contri-
bution to the housing village. This was meant to be
compensation for the reserve being used and to
create better housing for those people who pre-
viously lived on the reserve.

I will refer now to a catch 22 position applying
in Mt. Magnet and involving the State Housing
Commission. As my colleague, Hon. Philip
Lockyer, has mentioned, Mt. Magnet has experi-
enced a resurgence of activity thanks to a fairly
high and constant price for gold. The town has a
very pressing need for additional housing, but the
problem is that people have to go and live in the
town, put their name on the SHC waiting list, and
then, when the waiting list gets long enough, the
Housing Commission will build some houses. But
the problem is that, if there is nowhere to live, a
person cannot stay in the town, so he cannot put
his name on the waiting list, so the list does not
grow. We have people coming to Mt. Magnet,
finding that no housing is available, and then mov-
ing out. They do not put their names on the
waiting list because they have nowhere to stay in
the town. So we have the catch 22 problem of the
commission saying there is no demand for housing
in the town when everyone knows people are
coming and going constantly because they cannot
ind accommodation.

Sometimes the State Housing Commission
ought to take a bit of a punt, take the advice of a
local authority or a local member of Parliament,
and accept that a demand exists although it is not
reflected in the list, because the list is there only
for people who can live in the town and can wait
until a house is built. Perhaps the commission will
give consideration to that problem and provide
houses, even though the waiting list contains only
a few names.

The little town of Menzies had an interesting
experience earlier this year with its water supply
when a tailings treatment licence was granted by
the Mines Department to a gentleman in Menzies.
I am not absolutely sure who was in Government
at the time, but in any case I am not being critical
of Government, but of a Government depart-
ments.

The tailings licence was granted by the Mines
Department without consultation with any other
department, and the fellow who had the licence
went ahead and treated those tailings. For mem-
bers who do not know what tailings are, they are
dumps left over from a previous mine and they are
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treated with a cyanide process developed in recent
times.

It was found that this fellow had set up his
leaching plant in the catchment area of the
Menzies town water supply. Originally, the Lands
and Surveys Department had refused to allow this
chap to conduct his operation in the area, but
because the Mines Department had given him the
right to go ahead, the other department backed
off.

Of course, the people in Menzies were upset
when they found that in the middle of their water
catchment area was a tailings plant from which
the cyanide solution was pouring down through
the tailings as it leached the gold out through to
the bottom. The people in Menzies are upset at
having the potentiality of cyanide finding its way
into their water supply.

What was the Government's response to the
complaints of the people of Menzies? It was not to
say to the fellow with the tailings dam that he had
to shift. Rather, it decided that the town's No. 2
dam had to close. Menzies has traditionally had a
problem with its public water supply, yet because
the Mines Department had given this fellow per-
mission to work a tailings dam, the Government
was unwilling to preserve the water supply, but
was prepared simply to close down the town's
backup system, representing half its water supply.
Naturally the people are not very happy about
that.

Another matter of concern relates to what is
happening to pastoral stations in the north-west.
We seem to be facing a de facto land rights situ-
ation because the Government appears to be in the
market to buy any pastoral station that comes up
for sale. We have had the recent experience of the
Bow River Station being purchased by the
Warmun community for $450 000, with I think
$200 000 being provided by the Aboriginal Devel-
opment Commission and $250 000 by the Govern-
ment by way of a loan.

That station was purchased for the Aboriginal
community even though [ am advised that another
pastoralist in the Kimberley was prepared to pay
$420 000 for it. One of the great ironies of this
purchase is that the loan of $250 000 by the State
Government to purchase the station came from
money which had been set aside by the mining
company operating the Argyle diamond mine. I
understand $1 million was initially put aside, with
half from the Government and half from the
company, with another $5 million to be supplied
over five years to be put into a fund which was to
be utilised to assist Aboriginal communities affec-
ted by the Argyle diamond mine. What we find is

that out of that fund the Government used
$250 000 to finance the purchase of a pastoral
lease for an Aboriginal community. The irony of it
is that the mining company is in effect paying for
part at least of what I consider to be de facto land
rights, when it is known that the mining industry
has expressed its disfavour of land rights.

Furthermore, we recently have witnessed the
disgusting situation involving the Mt. Anderson
pastoral lease. Initially an agreement was signed,
sealed and delivered between a vendor and pur-
chaser for the sale of the lease of Mt. Anderson
Station. I do not blame the Minister for Lands and
Surveys for what occurred because I believe he
was prepared to let the deal go through. It was the
Cabinet which made the decision that the Minister
should not approve the transfer of the lease. As
members know, any transfer of a pastoral lease
must be approved by the Minister.

What we had was a normal commercial ar-
rangement between a vendor and a purchaser.
They had agreed on a price and had signed the
documents; they were simply waiting for the Min-
ister to approve the transfer so that the gentleman
who had bought the station could move up there
and commence operations. In fact, he was so cer-
tain of being given the lease that he actually spent
money on the station before the transfer had gone
through.

We then found that the transfer of the lease
became subject to objections lodged by a group of
people, including the Minister with special re-
sponsibility for Aboriginal Affairs, by the Aborigi-
nal Development Commission, and I understand
by the Loomna community. The Government de-
cided to accept their objections and to refuse to
transfer the lease to the purchaser. I do not know
what will happen to the lease now, whether it will
be purchased by the Government for the Aborigi-
nal people, whether it will be sold to someone else
or whether anyone can make another offer. I gave
notice today of a question I would ask about what
is likely to happen in the future, but certainly
when Governments interfere with normal com-
mercial transactions, such as happened on this
occasion, very serious questions are raised.

In this instance, things were handled very
poorly. The matter appeared in the Press as a fight
between two Ministers, the Minister with special
responsibility for Aboriginal Affairs saying that
he wanted the lease to go to the Aboriginal com-
munity, and the Minister for Lands and Surveys
saying that the normal transaction should con-
tinue. We have witnessed a most regrettable state
of affairs, coming on top of what has happened in
Victoria where we have seen the compulsory ac-
quisition of land for Aborigines. This is causing
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people to be very wary and a bit upset about this
Government's intentions on land rights in this
State. I know the Minister and the Government
have said that we will not see land rights by the
acquisition of freehold or leasehold land, but here
we have a situation in which the Minister with
special responsibility for Aboriginal Affairs has
intervened in a normal commercial transaction
and convinced the Cabinet that the transfer should
not take place. I presume from that, that we will
now see the lease transferred to the Looma com-
munity in the near future, if it has not already
happened.

When Mr Wilson announced the appointment
of the Seaman inquiry into land rights, he said
that land rights would be granted to all land held
by Aborigines under various Acts of Parliament,
one of which was the Land Act. It must be under-
stood that pastoral leases are held by the
leaseholders under the Land Act. It therefore fol-
lows that if Mr Wilson's statement is to come to
fruition, all land held by Aboriginal communities
under the Land Act will be given as land rights.
We do not know what he means by "land rights",
although I am sure he does. I can only assume it
means inalienable freehold title and that those
pastoral leases will be converted to inalienable
freehold title and given as land rights.

If we look at the conduct of the present Govern-
ment on the subject of land rights, it makes sense
then to say that more pastoral stations will be
given as land rights to Aboriginal people without
the need for legislation to be introduced. It might
be necessary later to legislate in order to formalise
the title, but there would be no necessity for land
rights legislation as such.

It is interesting then that every time a pastoral
lease comes on the market these days, the Govern-
ment is in the business of buying it. To me that
represents de facto land rights, and it is causing a
great deal of concern in the Kimberley, particu-
larly as it affects the future of the cattle industry
and the pastoral industry generally.

I will mention one more aspect of the Seaman
inquiry: When it became known that the liaison
committee of the Seaman inquiry would be
handing out money to assist organisations to make
submissions to the inquiry, I asked a series of
questions in the House to find out who was getting
the money and how much, and for details of how
the money was being spent. Members might recall
that I was told that the contribution to the
Kimberly Land Council's submission was
$64 510.83.

1 mentioned that that was made up of $20 000
in wages, $14 000 for accommodation and

airfares, etc., $12000 for a vehicle, $16 000 for
Mr Vincent for his legal fees, and a miscellaneous
Figure of $1 100. 1 thought that was a pretty rough
way of spending taxpayers' money, but the
Government argues that it is fair and reasonable.

I then asked whether the Minister would pro-
vide me with itemised details of other grants, bear-
ing in mind that several hundred thousand dollars
are involved and a number of large grants were
made to different organisations. I asked a series of
questions to which the Minister gave the same
response which was as follows-

Allocations have been made to Aboriginal
groups to allow them to prepare submissions
to the Seaman inquiry. When all of those
submissions have been finalised and expendi-
tures have been checked and audited the in-
formation requested will be made available.

I thought that was rather unusual. I got that re-
sponse to my question after I had been given
itemised details of the Kimberley Land Council's
expenditure. The Minister was fobbing me off. He
was not prepared to make details available be-
cause he was probably embarrassed that a motor
car had been purchased by the KLC at a cost of
$12 000. l am sure he was embarrassed.

The committee handing out the money was
headed by a Mr Bridge. Perhaps he also was em-
barrassed about how the money was being spent!
Again today I asked the question as to whether the
Minister is yet in a position to provide the itemised
details of the expenditure. I understand that Mr
Seaman is due to report in the next five or six
weeks,' and I therefore believe I am entitled to ask
now-as the inquiry has been going for quite a
long time-for details of his expenditure. I hope
the Minister's answer tomorrow is not another fob
off, and that he is prepared to provide me, the
House, and the general public with details of this
Government's expenditure.

Those are some of the matters which I consider
to be of importance to my electorate and which
concern me at the present time. I am sure there
are some matters to which the Government might
care to respond in due course, and I look forward
to hearing that response.

With those remarks, I support the motion.

HON. D. K. BANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [9.49 p.m.]: I thank
members for the contributions they have made,
and I take the opportunity to congratulate Hon.
Cordon Masters on assuming the leadership of the
Opposition in this Chamber. His is not an easy
task and I should know. I was in that position for a
long time and, with the assistance of other people
in this House, managed to improve the conditions
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under which the Leader of the Oppositibn has to
work. I hope for the period that F-In. Gordon
Masters is Leader of the Opposition that, with the
many other duties he has, he will find the time to
continue to work for the improvement of his work-
ing conditions.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: And long may he stay!

Hon. D. K. DANS: I want to respond to some of
the things that were said by the Leader of the
Opposition. Other matters that were raised by
members in their speeches to the Address-in-Re-
ply debate will be attended to by the Ministers
concerned, and other matters which concern me,
will be replied to by letter.

Naturally, I want to reply to some of the com-
ments made by Hon. Gordon Masters in a rather
unusual speech to the Address-in-Reply debate. It
was a very hard speech for me to read from the
copies I received in my office, and it was a much
harder speech to interpret. I now refer to some
parts of the Leader of the Opposition's speech.

The speech included a number of unsubstan-
tiated accusations. He used very emotive terms
like "standover, renegade unions", terms which he
never defined. He then went on to use extremism
and ideological nonsense, the kind of nonsense
that has become the Leader of the Opposition's
trademark. If I may say so, the Leader of the
Opposition seems to chase ideological phantoms.

In his first remarks, 1 could not find one positive
statement about what the Opposition would do.
There is no industrial anarchy. In my opinion
Hon. Gordon Masters seems to have lost his grip
on reality and involves himself in a fantasy world
of extremism. That is a very dangerous place to be
for any member, much more dangerous if he is the
Leader of the Opposition. He then went on to
some specific comments and claimed that the
upper House is operating as a House of Review. I
have heard this argument on a number of oc-
casions, but I have never heard an example of the
type given to us by Mr Masters.

The only example he cited of this House's
operating as a House of Review was its attitude to
the Industrial Relations Amendment Bill. How in
the name of goodness could anyone use that as an
example? I could have cited a number of examples
that were close to reality, but how could anyone
use the industrial relations legislation as an
example that this Chamber is a House of Review?
What a bizarre example to use. That is the only
way I can describe it.

Hon. G. E. Masters: They did you a good turn
Mr Dans.

Hon. D. K. DANS: The Opposition rejected
this Bill entirely before it was debated.

H-In. Garry Kelly: It wasn't given a second
reading.

Hon. D. K. DANS: Yet, Mr Masters cited this
as a very good example of the Chamber's being a
House of Review. In my opinion it is about the
worst example anybody could have cited.

Hon. N. F. Moore: You are entitled to your
opinion.

An Opposition member: The Government is
very pleased it happened-don't you worry about
that.

Hon. D. K. DANS: The very fact that that
measure was refused a second reading, prevented
this House-even a person most biased against the
Labor Party would have to agree-from operating
as a House of Review.

Hon. Tom Knight: They have been brainwash-
ing you.

Hon. D. K. DANS: Mr Knight, sometimes
there are signs that say, "No dogs allowed here",
and my usual reaction to such a notice is that if
one does not bark, one will not be noticed. The
honourable member should not make stupid
remarks like that. They are not becoming.

Hon. Tom Knight: They are true.

Hon. D. K. DANS: They are not true and the
honourable member knows that they are not true.
He knows that what I am saying is correct. There
is no doubt in my mind or in anyone else's that the
Leader of the Opposition failed his first test!

The Leader of the Opposition then went on with
his review of the Government's performance since
Parliament rose at the end of May 1984. He spent
95 per cent of his time-and he can measure this
himself-bashing the unions. He made one-line
comments about casinos and video pornography.
He asked me to tell him what had been done in
these areas. There were comments on Government
business ventures and land rights, but 95 per cent
of his speech was devoted to union bashing and
one line snippets.

Hon. Garry Kelly: He is an expert in the field!

Hon. D. K. DANS: That is true. He then went
on to claim that the Industrial Relations Amend-
ment Bill was defeated by popular demand. This
just is not true. The Opposition really took its
instructions from a small wealthy group of people.

Hon. G. F. Masters: Are you going to bring it in
again?

Hon. D. K. DANS: No, I am bringing it back as
we offered it.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Less a bit.
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Hon. D. K. DANS: Less a bit. The clause we
offered to take out, the Opposition previously
threw out.

We are doing extremely well with the industrial
relations legislation. The operators and prac-
titioners in this field know that.

An Opposition member: Have you heard
tonight's news?

Hon. D. K. DANS: I do not care what tonight's
news is about.

An Opposition member: About building sites.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I will come to the building
sites. I wish to spend some time on them.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order!

Several members interjected.

H-In. D. K. DANS: What the Opposition does
of course is equate its non-democratic power in the
Legislative Council with popular demand. There
was no popular demand to knock back the Indus-
trial Relations Bill. This is not a House of Review.
The Bill was defeated clause by clause and we
offered to take out the two so-called nasty clauses.
Then Mr Masters got on his feet and said he will
use this as an example of what a House of Review
is. It is a very good example of George Orwell's so-
called "double speak".

Several members interjected.
Hon. D. K. DANS: He then said that the State.

Government had the worst record in Australia,
excluding the Mt. Newman dispute on apprentices
and the ETU dispute on a prospective wage rise,
previously agreed to by the employer and written
into the agreement. What a tough job that was
when half the electrical contractors wanted to pay
the amount and we said, "No, you cannot because
if you do you are breaking the accord".

I can understand problems associated with the
membership of the ETU when that union had
agreed to phase in a rise and not only had it
agreed to it, but also it had agreed to its being
written into the agreement. On the other side of
the coin, 70 per cent of the electricians happened
to be working all the time that dispute was on.

The same old story was trotted out later on in
Mr Masters' speech. He claimed that Western
Australia had the worst industrial relations record
in Australia. He used emotive words like
".gangsters" and "standover" without providing
any evidence or defining what he meant by
"1standover". We got the police to investigate the
allegations made by the Opposition. We did not
get the ordinary police. We got detectives who are

supposed to do a good job on such things, and I
have no doubt that they do. However, they could
not substantiate one of the claims made by the
Opposition. As Miss McAleer knows, I made an
offer to meet the man from Geraldton. For one
reason or another-I am not holding people to
it-I was not asked to meet him.

The subject of the large sheep dispute was
raised. How did we handle that?

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Sensibly.

Hon. D. K. DANS: That is correct. I contacted
the Premier who called the parties together and
the pickets were removed from the wharf forth-
with. That is the way to go about solving industrial
disputes-not by yelling out and issuing 100 Press
statements, but by positive action.

Let us deal with the CBU dispute. Mr Masters
really went off the deep end when he claimed the
union was formed because of a BWIU internal
dispute. That is wrong. The union has been in
existence for years. For the uninitiated, I point out
that the argument about subcontractors is not of
recent origin; it goes back to 1939. I refer mem-
bers to some of the decisions of Justice Wolfe on
the question of subcontractors.

It is not a matter which came up overnight. The
claim was made that we had not done anything
about that dispute. The claim, of course, is wrong,
because I called the parties together in my office.

Hon. G. E. Masters: All the parties?

Hon. D. K. DANS: I called the Housing Indus-
try Association, the free enterprise builders-

Hon. G. E. Masters: What about the
subcontractors?

Hon. D. K. DANS: -the Master Builders' As-
sociation, and the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry to my office. Prior to that
meeting, the members of those parties said they
were quite capable of speaking on behalf of
hundreds of subcontractors who belonged to their
associatoin.

Hon. G. E. Masters: You didn't speak to the
subcontractors?

Hon. D. K. DANS: I spoke to the subbies on a
number of occasions. They were not the people
making all the noise. I told Mr Peterson that un-
less he stopped spreading some of the scurrilous
information he was spreading, we would have to
do other things.

Hon. G. E. Masters: You threatened him?

Hon. D. K. DANS: I threatened him. He was
threatening by way of telegramming around. I
believe in meeting that kind of thing with an
equally hard attitude, because I am a person who
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believes in conciliation. We did arrive at that
position. The real crux of the matter was the
proposition we put to them and to which they
agreed unanimously. They went away, and
nothing else happened on that day. They then rang
back and said that the proposition put to them
that morning was quite acceptable to them. That
is the way to go about a dispute.

Later Mr Harvey McLeod referred me to a
Press statement he had prepared. It read as fol-
lows-

MBA Director Harvey McLeod said that
the Government's attitude to date in this
campaign had been positive. It had arranged
discussions and provided protection for pri-
vate property and contractors going about
their lawful business.

In the final analysis, however, the industry
will resolve this matter within the ranks of
builders and subcontractors. The CBU has no
status to represent subcontractors either in
terms of grass-roots support Or constitution-
ally.

Despite the publicity the CBU has
generated only a very small number of home
builders have been temporarily affected and
work continues normally on thousands of sites
around the State.

The Government has shown commendable
Firmness in dealing with the BLF and has
clearly signalled its intention not to tolerate
disruption to its works or housing pro-
grammes.

It will be a great pity if the overwhelming
majority of responsible CBU members were
prejudiced by what is basically a one man
campaign by a union organiser.

It is quite a different story from that which Mr
Masters tried to relate to this Chamber the other
night. When he said he had had discussions or had
information, it upset me because I do not like
dealing with people who have double standards. I
am not referring to M~r Masters, but I thought Mr
Harvey McLeod had suddenly adopted double
standards.

Hon. G. E. Masters: No he did not.

Hon. D. K. DANS: He assures me he has not.

I will tell Mr Masters privately some of the
propositions that I put to the meeting. I put two
propositions and told the people to consider them
carefully. I had every faith that I would be able to
implement one of them, and it would have turned
the dispute in a direction no-one wanted; it
involved the use of the Attorney General. They
(22)

asked me, "Please do not do that". I believe things
have gone well since then.

It is all very well to say we should get agreement
with the subcontractors. The Liberal and Country
Parties were in coalition Government for nine
years and at no stage did they attempt to get any
agreement with subcontractors. At least when the
Bill was so unceremoniously thrown out of this
Chamber, I did not have to go to see the respon-
sible builders of this State. They asked me to a
meeting in South Perth because they believed the
time had arrived to make some increase in the
subcontractors' rates. Later, I met representatives
of another 20 major building companies. Up to
date they have been ;ery happy with our handling
of the matter. I would say subcontractors' rates
generally had risen by 20 per cent at the time Mr
Masters made his speech. As a result of our ac-
tions, the pickets were withdrawn some three
weeks ago.

Hon. G. E. Masters: What do you mean,
"because of your actions"?

Hon. D. K. DANS: Because we asked them to
withdraw the pickets. We went along and asked
them to get the pickets away.

Mr Masters mentioned another dispute involv-
ing the ETU and electrical contractors, and I have
been too long in this business not to smell a rat
when the matter was referred to me. When I
called up the officers of the department, I said I
wanted their views before I put mine, and they had
reached the same conclusion that I had. I refer to
the dispute involving AC Electrical Engineering
Ply. Ltd. and Mr Hooper. This fellow was a
grandstander; he wrongly informed Mr Masters.

Hon. G. E. Masters: He sent a telex to you as
well. You said you didn't get it.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I know what happened. Mr
Masters claimed that people ringing my office got
no response, but he provided no substantiation of
that claim. Extensive information was provided to
Mr Hooper over a period of days following the
alleged advice he received from the Office of In-
dustrial Relations. The specific provisions of part
6A were clearly made known to Mr Hooper by my
officers.

Hon. 6. E. Masters: Is that Mr Gilbert?
Hon. D. K. DANS: Mr Gilbert and Mr Lang.

Mr Lang was there. I might have been doubtful,
but Mr Lang was there. It is amazing that Mr
Masters challenges the right Of Mr Gilbert to em-
ployment in the field of industrial relations. No-
one ever raises the situation of Mr Rinne who was
the assistant secretary of the union, or one of the
north-west organisers. When the kerfufle came
on, he was snaffled up by the Electrical Trades
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Association to work for it. The private operators
were not bashful about asking an ex-union sec-
retary to work in industrial relations. It is okay in
the private enterprise system, but some kind of
slur must be cast on Mr Gilbert because he is
working for the Government.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I did not criticise Barry
Gilbert. I have a great regard for him. I criticised
the advice he gave on that occasion.

H-on. D. K. DANS: He did not give that advice.
Mr Masters knows Mr Lang well, and that is not
true. We gave those people all the advice in the
world and advised them strongly about one trades-
man and one trades assistant. Strangely enough,
he went ahead and dismissed them.

Hon. G. E. Masters: He had no choice.
Hon. D. K. DANS: That is not true, either. No

complaint was received frow anyone.
Hon. G. E. Masters: Not even from him?
Hon. D. K. DANS: Not even from him.

Hon. G. E. Masters: So you did not get the
telex?

Hon. D. K. DANS: If he sent me a telex when
he dismissed them, I would love to find it.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I read it out. You got that
one.

Hon. D. K. DANS: A telephone message came
to the office late of an evening and it was received
by Miss Judith Fellows, who was working in my
office, and who relayed that message instantly to
the Office of Industrial Relations.

I want to put the record straight. The difference
is in how we handle industrial relations. We have a
vested interest in pushing it down and getting
things in the right perspective, and we are doing
well in that regard-

Hon. G. E. Masters: You are the Minister with
the worst record in Australia.

Hon. D. K. DANS: -apart from the early iron
ore disputes, and we could not get to them. I had
to break the law because of Mr Masters' legis-
lation. It just could not be done and no-one
grizzled about it. The iron ore companies are
happy that there has not been a major stoppage
since God knows when, and there will be fewer in
future. That is not the end, but it is a new begin-
ning, and in this atmosphere which is well known
overseas, we will probably get not only one, but
possibly two more iron ore projects, and very
quickly a plant to pre-finish iron in that area. That
is how bad our record is.

I want to spend a couple of minutes on some of
the points raised by Hon. Graham MacKinnon
and Hon. Neil Oliver about so-called

.'redundancy". Let me put their minds at rest.
Most Australian industry welcomes the proposed
agreement on redundancy in this country rather
than the fragmented situation that operates now. I
will make some comparisons between the ACTU
job security decision and provisions in 10
European countries and other Australian States.

The Opposition surprises me in that it shoots off
its mouth without looking around. It wonders why
people regard it as right wing and stupid. It fails to
realise that the composition of this country is not
what it used to be. People have come from many
parts of the world and they are very well versed in
the kind of industrial conditions operating in the
countries of their origin and which continue to
operate to this day.

All European countries have legislation
controlling termination of employment, and the
situation in those countries is far more controlled
than that which applies in Australia. The com-
mission's decision of 2 August 1984 is the first
general standards decision, apart from the New
South Wales case of 29 July 1983 under the Em-
ployment Protection Act of that State.

I have not noticed New South Wales falling
apart.

Hon. Tom Knight: No, because it has nothing
left to fall apart.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I would not say that. That is
why Neville Wran got tossed out last election!
Everything was thrown at him, but he was elected
once more. This yakety-yak, gabble, gabble, does
not pass for reasonable debate.

The decision is an "in principle" one with a
draft order which will be discussed in September.
No-one mentioned that here.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I did.
Hon. D. K. DANS: I must have missed that

part. That was the only sensible bit in the mem-
ber's whole speech.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: You have been in for only 18
months, and you are on your way out.

Hon. D. K. DANS: That procedure is the same
as that which applied in the maternity leave case.
A summary of the decision as compared with simi-
lar provisions in other States and in West
European countries is as follows: The right of re-
view for alleged unfair dismissal. The decision will
provide a right of review via a settlement of dis-
putes clause. All State jurisdictions allow a right
of review as do European countries.

The summary included matters relating to re-
instatement or compensation. Jurisdiction exists in
all States and European countries to compensate
or reinstate employees found to have been unfairly
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dismissed. The commission's decision clearly indi-
cates a lack of jurisdiction for the commission to
order reinstatement or compensation and it is
intended that, if there is a finding of unfair dis-
missal and the commission recommends
reinstatement or compensation, it will be achieved
by conciliation. There is no authority to enforce
the finding.

Before members sound off on those matters,
they should go and do their homework.

The next paragraph of the decision dealt with
the reason for dismissal. The arbitration com-
mission refused the ACTU claim for the onus of
proof to be on the employer 10 show that the
termination was reasonable. That is contrary to
most European countries where that onus is put on
employers. Members know the backward
European countries to which I am referring! Ac-
cordingly, it remains for employees who claim un-
fair dismissal to establish their case to the satisfac-
tion of the commission.

The commission picked up International Labour
Organisation Convention No. 158 however, and
included a list of reasons for terminaton that shall
not constitute valid reasons for dismissal. That list
includes race, colour, sex, marital status, family
responsibilities, pregnancy, political opinion,
national extraction, and social origin.

The reason for the dismissal is to be in writing.
The ACTU claim requiring that the employer put
the reasons for termination in writing was refused.
Most European countries require an employer to
notify in writing the reason for the termination.

The commission awarded up to four weeks' no-
tice. That is what Hon. Neil Oliver was going into
hysterics about tonight. The salaried employees in
Western Australia already have an entitlement to
one month's notice. What is so remarkable about
giving that to blue-collar workers?

Most European countries have a provision for at
least one month's notice which, in some countries,
rises to six months' notice after varying periods of
service.

Hon Tom Knight: Where is that; in Russia?

Hon. D. K. DANS: I expect that type of inter-
jection. 1 am quoting from documents that were
released in 1980- They are from the European
Industrial Relations Review, No. 7S of April
1980.

Let us look at the backward countries that have
industrial conditions superior to those which
operate in Australia! They include such countries
as Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
and Ireland. Fancy that! Opposition members
should teNl some of their Irish jokes now. They also

include such countries as Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, Luxembourg,
Spain, and a number of others. I do not want to go
through them all.

Before the Opposition gets up and tries to drum
up issues-it is desperately searching for an issue
all the time- I advise it to do its homework. Some
national opinion polls show that the credibility of
Mr Hassell as Leader of the Opposition is as low
as nine per cent, and Mr Pendal has suggested
that we are on the way out!

Hon. P. 0. Pendal: I said you were on the way
out.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I will be standing here a lot
longer than the member will be sitting in his seat.
If the member would care to take a small wager
on that I will take it with him. The Opposition is
dredging up issues. If it wishes to engage in some
constructive and rational debate, it should at least
try to be honest. If it cannot be honest, it should
do its homework. Members of the Opposition
might just as well get it into their heads that all of
this gabble, gabble, yakety-yak, and trying to set
one section of the community against the other
and promoting confrontation will get it nowhere.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: You are a dope and you are
getting worse.

Withdra walI of* Rema rk

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask Hon. Phillip
Pendal to withdraw that remark.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I withdraw.
Hon. D. K. DANS: I did not hear it. If I had I

would not have taken much notice of it.
The PREStDENT: Order! 1 heard it and I en-

force the rules in this place.

Debate (on motion) Resumed
Hon. D. K. DANS: Thank you, very much, Mr

President. I am grateful for your protection.
The Australian people will not go hack to the

days of one group of people being set against
another. That is not on any more. Opposition
members should try to apply themselves to con-
structive policies and not to destructive policies.

When I read Hon. G. E. Masters' speech I could
not believe what I read. I have quoted a few things
from it. It did not say anything. It was full of
distortions and hate. If the Opposition is going to
peddle hatred, it will not get anywhere. I suggest it
stop it. The Opposition can have an opinion when
it talks about the redundancy case. However, be-
fore it begins debating, it should do some home-
work and not get up and engage in a debate about
what it thinks the case might involve.
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I can prove beyond a shadow or a doubt that the
propositions which the Opposition has put to the
Chamber through Hon. Neil Oliver and Hon. G.
C. MacKinnon are quite wrong.

Last, but not least, it is well to remember that
whatever one might think of the arbitral com-
missions of this country, and, in particular, of the
Commonwealth arbitration commission, it should
be realised that it heard all of the arguments from
skilled advocates. The case took over 12 months
after which a decision was arrived at in a correctly
and properly constituted court of the land. En-
deavours by the Leader of the Opposition in this
place to cry that down and brush it aside does no
one any good at all. I support the motion.

Question put and passed; the Address-in-Reply
thus adopted.

Presentation to Governor

HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [10.23 p.m.]: I move,
without notice-

That the Address-in- Reply be presented to
His Excellency the Governor by the President
and such members as may desire to ac-
company him.

Question put and passed.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION AMENDMENT
BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council with an amend-

ment.

ACT AMENDMENT (ABOLITION OF
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT) BILL

Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion
by Hon. J. M. Berinson (Attorney General), read
a first time.

Second Reading
HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central

Metropolitan-Attorney General) [10.26 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill for the abolition of capital punish-
ment.

The Bill replaces the death penalty with strict
security life imprisonment. life imprisonment, or,
in the case of a child under the age of 18, deten-
tion in strict custody until the Governor's pleasure
is known. Clause 6 makes it clear that these penal-
ties are mandatory for an offence previously pun-

ishable by death. Apart from this central change,
the law essentially remains the same.

Clause 27 requires that Parliament be informed
if the sentence of a person undergoing strict secur-
ity life imprisonment is commuted. This clause
extensively amends existing section 679. but de-
letions from that section are picked up elsewhere
in the Bill, particularly in clause 39.

Clause 37 provides that a person undergoing a
sentence of strict security life imprisonment is not
to be considered for parole before a period of 20
years has elapsed since the sentence was imposed.

Although for many years Western Australia has
been the only State in Australia to retain capital
punishment, a period of over 20 years has passed
since the last hanging occurred here. All sentences
of death during that period were commuted, and
this is to the great credit of the various Labor and
conservative Governments responsible.

Abolition of capital punishment has been a
long-standing commitment of the Labor Party in
Western Australia, and the Government regards
itself as entitled, indeed obliged, to now move for
abolition. It is now time for the Parliament to
declare that officially sanctioned killing is no
longer acceptable.

By retaining provision for capital punishment
on the Statute book, Western Australia is running
counter to the mainstream of opinion not only in
the Commonwealth and every other State of
Australia, but also in Europe. The House of Com-
mons last year decisively rejected a proposal to
reintroduce hanging in the United Kingdom, and
that was in the face of terrorist and other forms of
violence on a scale which is thankfully beyond our
experience.

Those who advocate the death penalty some-
times argue that it deters crime. There is no evi-
dence to support that. Queensland, for example,
abolished hanging over 70 years ago, yet there is
no discernible difference between the rates of viol-
ent crime in Queensland and in Western
Australia.

The Australian experience corresponds with the
experience everywhere else on the ineffectiveness
of capital punishment as a deterrent. There ap-
pears to be no difference at all between juris-
dictions which retain capital punishment and ap-
ply it, jurisdictions which retain capital punish-
ment and do no apply it, and those jurisdictions
which have abolished capital punishment
altogether. Nor is there any evidence to suggest
that capital punishment deters particular crimes,
such as murder of police officers, or acts of
terrorism.
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There has been concern over the years that
prison sentences imposed as an alternative to the
death sentence have been too lenient, if that was
ever the case, it is certainly not so now. The Crimi-
nal Code was amended in 1980 to provide for a
new term of imprisonment known as strict security
life imprisonment and, as I indicated earlier, a
person so sentenced cannot even be considered for
parole until he has served 20 years' imprisonment.
Even after that time, parole can only be granted
with Executive Council agreement.

There is another consideration, a fundamental
one: Capital punishment is not only morally ab-
horrent, in the nature of things, it cannot be
corrected when a mistake is made. This is not
merely a theoretical possibility. in a number of
countries which have at some time applied the
death penalty, there have been glaring miscar-
riages of justice with tragic, irreversible results.

I adopt the words of the Premier in his second
reading speech in the Legislative Assembly-

How can it be that a society, in which the
majority of people would not be prepared to
perform the act of execution or to watch it,
would wish to retain this abhorrent form of
punishment?

Let us look at the reality of what we are
dealing with. While the act of murder is
brutal, the death penalty amounts to no more
than an officially sanctioned revenge killing,
which is no less brutal in many cases.

Collective homicide-which is another
name for capital punishiment-is no more
honourable or justifiable in the heart of an
honest man than is any other murder.

I commend the Bill to the House in the interests of
a more enlightened and humane policy.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. John
Williams.

STOCK DISEASES (REGULATIONS)
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion

by Hon. D. K. Dans (Leader of the House), read a
first time.

HON. D.
tan-Lader
move-

Second Reading
K. DANS (South Metropoli-

of the House) [10.32 p.m.]: I

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Stock Diseases (Regulation) Act regulates
the prevention, eradication, and control of live-
stock diseases in, this State.

This proposed amendment seeks to amend the
Act to enable proclaimed diseases to be prevented
from spreading, or eradicated in livestock which
are on Crown land. The immediate application of
the new legislation will be in the tuberculosis
eradication campaign.

This State has, since 1970, participated in a
national programme to eradicate tuberculosis and
brucellosis. The programme has progressed to the
stage where only northern pastoral areas of the
State remain infected with tuberculosis and atten-
tion is now being directed towards eradication in
the north-west and the Kimberley areas. In these
areas significant numbers of cattle have strayed
onto and established themselves on Crown land.
Eradication procedures require that these cattle be
mustered and tested for disease. Neighbouring
lessees may assist by mustering parts of these
areas, but some are unable or reluctant to under-
take the full-scale mustering essential for disease
eradication.

It is, therefore, necessary for these cattle to
come under the control of the Crown. No power
currently exists for the Government to muster,
treat, or dispose of stock running on Crown land,
with the single exception of specific powers under
the Ord River Dam Catchment Area (Straying
Cattle) Act.

The proposed legislation will entail the procla-
mation of a particular area and time will be al-
lowed to enable surrounding landholders to carry
out what mustering they wish.

The remaining stock will become the property
of the Crown, to be disposed of without further
involvement of the neighbours.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. C. J.

Bell.

PLANT DISEASES AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion
by Hon. D. K. Dans (Leader of the House), read a
first time.

Second Reading
HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-

tan-Leader of the House) [10.35 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The intent of the Plant Diseases Act is to prevent
the introduction into Western Australia of dis-
eases affecting plants, and to provide for the con-
tainment and eradication of introduced diseases
and pests. The Act was first promulgated in 1914
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and has been subject to many amendments over
the intervening years.

The Act has become the prime vehicle for con-
trol of interstate movements of agricultural
produce.

Diseases such as codling moth, brown rot,
downy mildew, and phylloxera could be disastrous
for the fruitgrowing industry if they became estab-
lished in Western Australia. Many others, such as
boilsmut of maize and bacterial wilt of potatoes.
would seriously disadvantage other agricultural
activities. All occur in eastern States.

The advent of Cast transport on good roads, in
sealed chiller vans, facilitating the quick move-
ment of highly-priced perishables, helps trade and
is safe and easy. However, it has made inspection
of produce and detection of infringements diffi-
cult. The existing system, in which declarations of
carried goods are required, does not always deter
oppportunist importers. High values for short-sup-
plied produce and low penalties for illegal move-
ment make importing attractive, irrespective of
disease risk and the moral issues involved.

The problem was highlighted in November
1983 with an interception of cherries. The
estimated profit on the relatively small quantity of
fruit involved was $3 000, set against the possi-
bility of a minimum fine for the first offender of
$100.

The Government seeks to broaden quarantine
powers so that inspectors can effectively deal with
potential as well as actual carriers of plant dis-
eases. The Government also seeks adequate penal-
ties to deter people who place agricultural indus-
tries at risk.

A feature of modern trade is its corporate struc-
ture. The lpgislation proposes to deal with such
bodies at all levels, as is necessary. Overall, the
provisions aim to make the Act more flexible and
appropriate to modern-day agriculture and
transport methods.

The Bill is an important piece of legislation. Its
intent is to strengthen the legislation protecting
the State's agricultural industries.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. C. J.
Bell.

AUDIT AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion
by Hon. J. M. Berinson (Minister for Budget
Management), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON. J. M. BERtINSON (North Central

Metropolitan-Minister for Budget Management)
[10.36 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The amendment proposed by this Bill will facili-
tate the day-to-day management of the State's
budgetary process.

Specifically, the amendment will allow the
Treasurer to delegate to another Minister of the
Crown specified in the instrument of delegation,
all or any of his functions, powers and duties
under this Act, other than the power of delegation.

As members are aware, last December the
Government established a Ministry for Budget
Management and the delegation powers provided
by the amendment will permit the Minister to
assume the full responsibilities of the portfolio.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. G. E.

Masters (Leader of the Opposition).

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE: SPECIAL
HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-

tan-Leader of the House) [10.37 p.m.]: I
move-

That the House at its rising adjourn until
2.15 p.m., Wednesday, 15 August.

Question put and passed.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
ORDINARY

HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [10.38 p.m.]: I
move-

That the House do now adjourn.

Tertiary Education: Autonomy
HON. ROBERT HETHERINGTON (South-

East Metropolitan) [10.39 p.m.]: Before the
House adjourns I want to refer to an article which
appeared on page 16 of the Claremont Nedlands
Post of 7 August 1984. It is a report of an alleged
statement made by Hon. Andrew Mensaros which
in part reads as follows-

Liberal MLA for Floreat, Mr Andrew
Mensaros, has called on tertiary education
institutions to defend the "seriously
threatened autonomy" of the University of
WA.

Mr Mensaros said attacks by the Minister
for Education, Mr Pearce, on UWA and the
appointment of the Hetherington Committee
to look into the composition of the university
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senate, endangered the educational integrity
and independence of every tertiary institution
in the state.

I know that when one becomes a politician one has
to become accustomed to all kinds of attacks and I
have become reasonably thick-skinned. However, I
am not thick-skinned on the issue of academic
freedom. I find grossly insulting the reference to
the committee which I shall head to look into the
composition of the senates of the two universities
and the councils of the other two tertiary insti-
tutions. Having been an academic, I believe that
academic freedom and free tertiary institutions
and universities are one of the key bastions of
freedom that mark a free society. Without free
universities and academics we do not have a free
society. Once universities become creatures of
Government we are on the way to totalitarianism.
I suppose the honourable member did not think
seriously enough and included me in the criticisms
made of my friend and colleague, the Minister for
Education, Bob Pearce, who can defend himself
quite well. The remarks in this article as far as the
Minister is concerned are quite unfair. Apart from
that, the attacks overlook the fact, of which I
suppose people are not aware, that the discussions
on this inquiry have been going on for some
months. A couple of propositions have been made
which, like other propositions about UWA, will
increase the size of its senate. I have not made up
my mind about anything else on the Senates of
UWA and Murdoch University or the councils of
the other tertiary institutions, but the university
senate seems to be getting too large. Every time
someone has the bright idea of adding someone
else, it grows larger and larger. It is now reaching
a stage where many people think it is too big and
if we want to restructure the senate we must first
examine it.

It is interesting to note that the honourable
gentleman who goes into print criticising by impli-
cation me and my integrity is himself part of a
partisan committee formed by his own party to
inquire into the university, It has been announced
that if the Opposition does not like my com-
mittee's findings, when in Government it will put
into operation its committee's findings and that is
a committee of politicians. I find this sort of child-
ishness beyond contempt.

This is a serious business and anybody who
takes the university seriously will know the
funding of the university by the Federal Govern-
ment-much as I approve of it-has raised many
problems about the university. It has made it poss-
ible for Federal Governments to put pressures on
the university, by threatening to withdraw funds. I
hope it never comes to this, but certainly there are

matters of grave principle that must be considered
when thinking about universities in this country.
We have not reached the stage where either politi-
cal party is prepared to dictate to universities, and
I hope we never do. Sometimes I think that by
research grants and various other things some aca-
demics are persuaded to sell their souls or prosti-
tute their talents. However, this is relatively rare.

I was a member of a department of UWA
which had a proud record in its contribution to
knowledge and in its behaviour towards its own
students. F want to put on record that although I
have the terms of reference from the Minister, I
do not have instructions. from the Minister as to
what I shall find. I am not even sure how the
university senate works because as a junior
lecturer I did not learn what happens in those
august circles. I am not interested only in UWA: I
am interested in Murdoch University and in the
Western Australian Institute of Technology,
about which I know very little at present but about
which I hope to know more in the next few
months.

I do not like my integrity being impugned and
repeat that I regard academic freedom and inde-
pendence of our universities and tertiary insti-
tutions as one of those vital freedoms which we
must preserve at all costs.

Fruit and Vegetables: Select Committee

HON. P. H. LOCKYER (Lower North) 1 10.45
p.m.]: I do not wish to keep the House for long,
but it is important that, like the previous speaker,
I register my comments on a certain matter. I feel
that a committee I head has had its integrity
questioned. This evening I was handed a copy of
the W.A. Grower magazine, the official organ of
the WA Vegetable Growers' Association (Inc.). It
is dated August 1984.

I head a Select Committee of the Legislative
Council inquiring into the fruit and vegetable in-
dustry in Western Australia. The report of the
Select Committee has not yet been given to Parlia-
ment; it is not due until the end of this month. The
members of this committee, Hon. Graham
Edwards, Hon. Sam Piantadosi, Hon. Graham
MacKinnon, have worked extremely hard in a bi-
partisan fashion for the betterment of the fruit
and vegetable industry.

I was disappointed to see the following report on
page 16 of the magazine. It is part of a report
which has been sent to the association's 39th
annual conference in Sydney on August Ii-
17-that is, from tomorrow to Friday. it reads-

A Select Committee on the Fruit & Veg-
etable Industry was appointed by the Legis-
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lative Council of W.A., with a view to
examining all aspects of the industry in this
State. We have presented a submission to this
Committee and have met on one other oc-
casion. The inquiry is continuing, but it ap-
pears to us that it is more of a programme of
education for the Government and the Poli-
ticians and it is hard to envisage anything
positive coming forward to benefit our indus-
try.

I take exception to that article. It has been signed
by Mr D. J. Arbuekie, president of that associ-
ation, and W. R. Stevens, secretary. I believe it is
in the poorest possible taste that a Select Com-
mittee of the Parliament of this State has to suffer
its Findings being pre-empted by people such as
this. I will be making inquiries as to whether it is a

breach of Standing Orders relating to Select Com-
mittees, and whether Mr Arbuckle and Mr
Stevens cannot be brought to the bar of this House
to answer for the statements they have made to
their annual conference.

At the very least, on behalf of my committee, I
shall certainly be writing to them individually and
letting them know about this. It is a reflection on
every member of that Select Committee, all of
whom have worked extremely hard. To pre-emfpt
our findings is discourteous not only to the com-
mittee, but also to the whole Parliament. I shall
undertake an investigation in the near future.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 10.48 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Singapore: Representation
38. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of the

House representing the Minister for
Economic and Social Development:
(1) Has Mr Tay Joe Soon been appointed,

or considered for appointment, as a rep-
resentative of the WA Development Cor-
poration in Singapore?

(2) For what reason was Mr Tay considered
a suitable representative?

(3) Is it correct that Mr Tay also has a rep-
resentation role for the Government of
South Australia?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (3) The Government has no knowl-

edge of the person to whom the member
refers. Furthermore, no such appoint-
ment has been made or is being con-
sidered.

AUSTRALIAN BICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATIONS

Funding
58. Hon. MARGARET McALEER, to the

Attorney General representing the Treasurer:
(1) Could the Treasurer advise me as to the

funding which can be expected from the
State Government for major projects
associated with the bicentennary?

(2) Will the Government make funds avail-
able for bicentennial community projects
as well?

(3) 1f so, through what avenues?
Hon. J1. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) The Government is considering proposals

for major projects to be funded within
the Commonwealth-State bicentennial
commemorative programme. Under this
programme, the Commonwealth
Government has agreed to make funds
available to the States and Territories on
a pro rata basis. Western Australia will
receive up to $5 million on the condition
that it is matched by the State Govern-
ment.

(2) The Commonwealth has announced its
intention to make some funds available
for projects and events at the local level.
The State Government will announce de-

tails of any other funding commitments
to the bicentennial celebrations after
further consultation with the WA Coun-
cil of the Australian Bicentennial Auth-
ority.

(3) It is envisaged that State Government
funding for local community projects
would be made available through the
WA council in conjunction with its bi-
centennial community committees.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTALITIES

Accommodation: Bun bury
63. Hon. V. J. FERRY, to the Minister for

Planning representing the Minister with
special responsibility for Bunbury 2000:

Having regard to a Press report in the
South Western Times of 2 August 1984
referring to a proposed sweetheart deal
between the Builders Labourers' Union
and the builders, involving the Austmark
office and hotel complex in Bunbury-

(a) does the Government encourage and
support this kind of industrial re-
lations deal; and

(b) will the Government be concerned if
this type of sweetheart deal becomes
the norm thus placing additional
costs on other building projects in
the south-west or throughout West-
ern Australia?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(a) and (b) The subject of the member's
question ink the specific instance is a com-
mercial matter between the builder, the
union, and the owners, and is one in
which the Government would be loath to
intervene.

In respect of the more general question
of overall Government policy, that
should be directed to the Minister for
Industrial Relations.

POLICE: PROSTITUTION

Legal
64. Hon. H. W. GAYFER to the Attorney

General representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:

(1) Did the brothel area, known as Roe
Street, Perth, ever operate legally?

(2) If so, when?
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(3) If not, under what legal authority were
the girls inspected and the books of busi-
ness open for inspection?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) No.
(2) Answered by()
(3) These premises ceased operating some

20 years ago. If the member can give
some indication of what books and in-
spections are being referred to, further
inquiries will be made.

NATURAL DISASTER: FLOODS
Flood Plains: Burswood Island

65. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for Water
Resources:

I refer to the completion of anfood study
between the Causeway and Middle
Swan, and ask-

()What does the study say about the
Burswood Island area?

(2) Will he arrange with his colleague,
the Minister for Works, for the
tabling of this document?

(3) If not, why not?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) There is no specific reference to

Burswood Island in the report.

(2) With respect to this question I would like
to point out to the member that the re-
sponsibility for tabling this document is
with the Minister for Water Resources,
not with the Minister for Works. Ac-
cordingly the Swan River flood study
document is hereby tabled.

(3) Not applicable.

The document was ta bled (see paper No. 89)

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
York District

66. Hon. H. W. GAYFER, to the Minister for
Planning representing the Minister for
Education:
(1) When is it expected that plans for the

proposed shelter lunch shed at the York
District high school, in Trews Road, be
sent to the York Parents and Citizens
Association?

(2) When is the planned date for the erec-
tion of this facility?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) The York District High School Parents
and Citizens' Association has been
offered a covered area as an alternative
to the lunch shed.

(2) When a response is received final plan-
ning will be undertaken for a works pro-
gramme to be scheduled for later in the
year.

HOUSING
Emergency

67. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Minister for
Planning representing the Minister ,for
Housing:
(1) Would the Minister provide me with a

list outlining the criteria used by the
State Housing Commission in the place-
ment of emergent cases?

(2) Does a person who is in a bankruptcy fall
within these criteria?

(3) What is the current number of housing
requests classified as emergency in each
regional centre office?

(4) What is the approximate waiting period
for a person listed for emergency accom-
modation?

(5) What is the total number of housing re-
quests at each regional centre office?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) The following are factors taken into con-

sideration when assessing emergency
rental assistance: Medical conditions,
overcrowding, separation of family,
substandard accommodation, eviction
action, high rent, accredited employment
training, change of employment area,
compassionate grounds, preparedness to
accept an apartment, preparedness to ac-
cept any area. None of these factors is
necessary or sufficient. Each case must
be considered on its merits.

(2) It is not possible to generalise. concerning
bankruptcy since there may be other fac-
tors which affect an applicant's circum-
stances, but obviously sympathetic con-
sideration is given to bankrupts.

(3) Mirrabooka 251
Victoria Park 115
Bunbury 10
Geraldion 23
Fremantle 78
Albany 3
Merredin Nil
South Hedland 7
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(4)
(5)

6-8 weeks.
Mirrabooka
Victoria Park
Bunbury
Geraldton
Fremantle
Albany
Merredin
South Hedlund

3
3
1

251
213
229
535

1 434
364
457
843

WASTE DISPOSAL
Manning Tip

68. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Planning:

I refer to his answer to question 54, and
ask what are the "outstanding matters"
that have to be studied before the vesting
of this land in the South Perth City
Council can be resolved?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
The outstanding matters include-

irrigation arrangements and ground
water use;

control of leachates;
determination of the requirements
of other bodies;
lease arrangements.

69. Postponed.

GAMBLING: CASINO
Burswood Island: Environment

70. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for the
Environment:
(1) Has the Minister consulted the Water-

ways Commission and the Swan River
Management Authority as to any obli-
gations the Minister has regarding the
siting of a casino on Burswood Island?

(2) If so, what action does he propose to
take?

(3) If no action is to take place with these
bodies, why not?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(I) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) No action will be taken by the Water-

ways Commission or the Swan River
Management Authority until plans ac-

companied by the appropriate documen-
tation have been received.

71. Postponed.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

LAND
Broome

5. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Planning:

(1) 1 refer the Minister to a request by a Mr
Bonser to amalgamate certain areas of
land in the Broome town site, and ask
whether this request was ever referred to
the Town Planning Department?

(2) If so, what was the department's decision
on the request for amalgamation?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) and (2) Mr Bonser approached the
Government to seek its assistance to ac-
quire land to establish a tourist facility in
Broome, and which would include a
small area of land that Mr Bonser had.
acquired.
This request was considered by a number
of Government departments and
ultimately by Cabinet, prior to my be-
coming the Minister for Planning. The
decision was made that it would be inap-
propriate, for a considerable number of
reasons, that the request be acceded to.
The position the Government adopted
was supported by Government depart-
ments at that time.

LAND
Broome

6. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Planning:

Was the request for amalgamation re-
ferred to the Town Planning Depart-
ment?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

Yes, but it was not an amalgamation
that Mr Bonser was after. I thought I
had indicated that he was one of the
landowners. He owned a small area of
land adjacent to land both reserved and
held by at least two Government
agencies, and some road reserve. He was
not asking for the amalgamation of these
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areas of land. He wanted the Govern-
ment to make available those areas of
land to a group called Wedge Industries,
a group with which Mr Bonser is now no
longer associated.
His proposal was referred to the Town
Planning Department and discussed on a
number of occasions with senior officers
of that department.

LAND
Broome

7. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Planning:

Can the Minister provide the reasons
that Mr Bonser's proposal to use his
small area of land, together with the
requested reserves surrounding that land,
was rejected?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
It was not his request; it concerned a
project of a company known as Wedge

Industries, a company which has since
dissociated itself from Mr Bonser. The
company notified my office that Mr
Bonser has no right to represent it, or to
be involved with its business. Mr Bonser
has been hawking around this story for
some weeks and it has come to rest with
the member. The project was not agreed
to for a variety of reasons; some environ-
mental, some because of the location of
the area, and some because of the
interests of other groups, including the
Aboriginal community at Kennedy Hill.
It was felt that there were better areas in
Broome for a tourist development. In-
deed, the Government has located what
will be the creme de ]a creme of tourist
reserve areas in Broome.

The Government announced publicly
that the area is available and, as I have
personally notified Mr Bonser, it is avail-
able for him to propose to develop if he
so wishes.
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